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Morning Session,

COL, QUARTERMAiT;
Col, Thorndike, guests, and members of the Conference;
it is with great pleasure on the part of the School and the faculty end particularly on behalf of Major General Joe IT, Dalton, who is the supervising head of
the School for Personnel Services, to welcome you here to Lexington for your

Convalescent Reconditioning Conference,
We have, at the School, been tremendously interested in that program,
I
enjoyed a, trip this summer to practically all theaters of operation and was
amazed at the interest that was shown in reconditioning by so many theater surgeons and commanding officers of hospitals all the way from Casa Blanca through
the Middle East, Persian Gulf, India, Australia,, and Pew Guinea,
As a layman,
I could see the necessity for reconditioning, the interest in it, and the benefits
derived from it. In Biak, off Pew Guinea, I saw a reconditioning bated lion with
a medical major in change, with a fine layout right along the shore, with clans
rooms for the educational reconditioning and just back of it across the road in
the sand an athletic field, where they wore already doing this job without having
the benefit of much training or advice on programs or procedures.
They were
It stimulated
doing a. good job, and were interested in how to do a, better job.
me to try to do something about it when I got back,
I do hope t.Is Conference will be of tremendous benefit to you and to all
of the Service Commands and will give you some ideas that you did not have before,

1 hope you will make yourselves at
can give you. Thank you,

home.

Call on us for any help that we

Thank you, Colonel Qpnr.t orman. I am always glad to hear
about
the Southwest Pacific Theater because that is where
something good said
my time has been spent, and also a mention of Biak Island, because that is where
my old unit now is.
CCL,

TKOEHDIKE;

.

Wo will nov/ a.djourn to Room 4, which is directly overhead, to view the film
8-2070, ’’Reconditioning Convalescents for Return to Duty”.
(Recess for the showing-of the film.)
COL,

THORITE IKE. (Presiding);

Will the conference come to order,

I am going to a.sk Major Lip ton of the Surgeon General's office to talk
briefly and distribute the proposed manning tables for personnel for convalescent
hospitals. He wants to get these into your hands nowso that you nay have a few
moments to study them sometime before he speaks this afternoon,.

.AJOR LIPTON; It is Colonel Thorndike's desire that each one of the service
command surgeons and hospi.tal commanders take one copy of a, thousand bed and a.
two thousand bod table and, at your convenience, study it before 1530 today in
order that we nay discuss this and get your recommendations on the present draft,
•I would like to call your attention to the fact that this table has not been
authorized by higher authorities yet,
*

This .is for service command, representatives
hospital commanders or their representatives.
COL,

TK0RHDIK3;

As the next talk involves secret information,
leave the room.

and convalesces

I will ask all civilians to

(Talk by Col, Schwichtenborg not reported,)

oOL
Will the Cla.ss 1 and 2 patients now in general liosnitals con*"*
tinue to he handled in converted barracks?

COL. SCHWIGKTEK3BHG: The converted barracks in most instances can be made
into hospital wards. Some Class o pa-tients can live in the advanced reconditioning
section if the barracks are improved,
I
-

•-

MAJOR PATRICE: Can the facilities on hospital grounds previously used for
parallel training now be used by the hospital?
COL. SCHWICHTBNB3RG: All parallel training fcacilities may be taken over by
If it proves necessary to use them later, prefabricated buildings
will be provided,
the hospital.

COL, GRABrIELD:
Can The Surgeon Genera,! 1 s office expedite our requests for
building improvement for such things as paint and the like? It now takes us three
to six months to get approval,

COL• THORNDIKE: I would like to reply to that question. Ton days ago in a.
conference with General Sty or, in which the Chief of Engineers W as present, the
order was given to expedite painting and improvement,
COL. GRABEIEID: In my experience there has not even been heat, in some in-stances, provided in barracks. What about getting authority for r dining buiThings?

SCHWICHTENBBRG: For a time Spartan simplicity characterized the army* s
policy. It motivated the engineers, row. General Somervell has revoked that
policy as far as it applies to hospitals. Ho has stated that they must bo made
livable. Paint, landscaping, and the like arc included in that order,
COL,

MATOS GWTNIT:
general hospitals.

Certain advanced reconditioning sections are remote from
Should they now bo abandoned?

COL. SCHWICHTENBBRG; That will bo a matter for individual exploration.
General Marrictta at Walter Seed, plans to close Soltsville, because it is too
remote, and because no does not have enough Class 1 and 2 patients, that maybe the experience of others, •
#

CART. BLAINE: Moore General Hospital is a tropical disease
continue to use its advanced reconditioning section?
COL. SCHWICRTEMBERG:
be made,

center.

Will it

Exceptions for specialties will undoubtedly have to

’

'•

COL. THORNDIKE: In a conference yesterday with Dr, Ginsberg it was stated
that it was not contemplated to separate patients from special centers for
tropical disease, rheumatic-fever, amputations, and the. like,
■

_

Col, Barton,

will you talk about your recent conference on furnishings for

■

convalescent hospitals?

.

COL, BARTON:’
In a recent conference, the Technical- Division in the Surgeon
General’s office agreed to provide furnishings for convalescent hospital
recreation buildings, based upon the present hospital day rboi’4 plan. Such fur-

nishings include easy chairs,

I'IAJ0E 'PATRICK:
COL,

BARTON:

davenports, lamps, rugs, and the like,

How do you get theiu?

I am going to ask Captain Allen to answer that ■_ question*

Medical Supply List Jo, 10-24 will be out a few days after
It
will-contain complete, authority, and the-basis for requisithis conference.
such
We are not'publishing it until,after the conference,
furnishings.
tion of
have
included
in it all of the ideas you may bring up today
in order that we may
and tomorrow,
r
CAPT. ALLEN:

COL.

In concluding this talk, I would like to add two more
First, it is most important to get physiotherapy facilities in operation
at once.
In one neurosurgical center there are some 200 patients who could go to
a convalescent hospital if physiotherapy wore available,
neurosurgical beds arc
very tight.
It, thereforej behooves us to immediately put in operation facilities
SCHWICHTEMBijRGj

thoughts,

for

treatment*

Secondly, I hope you will bring up for discussion what is wanted in the way
of American Red Cross facilities for recreation*
LT,

COL, BARTOIT
Thorndike,
by Col.

(Presiding):

The next topic on the program Will bo presented

TK3 I'ilSSIOlI AMD PRDGRAMOF

RECORDITICKIMG IK TED

LIGHT OP CHA1TGIUG FACTORS III THE I III ITALY SITUATI01T

COL* AUGUSTUS TH0BTUIK3, MC*
Director, Reconditioning Consultants Division,
Office of Hie Surgeon General,

Clearly enunciated ah the conference at Schick General Hospital on 21 and 22
1944, the mission of reconditioning remains. At that time attention was
focused at the return to duty of the greatest number of patients in the shortest
possible time* At this time such policy still applies in the station and regional
hospitals* The mission and program to appear in the forthcoming manuals will provide for all conditions resulting from war and casualties but will require careful
planning to obtain the optimum program for cither the OLD or those returned to
In fact,
duty, whether originating in overseas theater or in the zone of interior.
the doctrine is so presented that it will likewise be applicable in that period
of adjustment after the defeat of Germany. Fundamentally the objectives of rcccndittoning remain the same., come hell or high water, namely, the salvage of manIt is appropriate to quote
power whether for military or for civilian purposes.
MDGS,
General
"Wo
owe
a
to
our
sick and wounded soldiers,
Ray E, Porter,
debt
Major
America,
to
future
must
met
if w© anc not justly
to their families, and
which
bo
our
leadership—■——Their loss, or their impaired
to sacrifice all confidence in
usefulness v/ill be an irreparable loss to our country.”
March

One is fully cognizant that many factors influence fundamental changes in
policy in wartime. Perhaps a. review of some of the more important ones is indicated,
The military tactical situation changes overnight, for example, the
recent German break through in Belgium; exigencies arising in the military service
or some branch or service, for example, the medical evacuation speed-up causes
drastic changes in our policies covering general hospital care of the ambulant
patient; and a high rate of loss in military manpower causes the transfer of
trained able-bodied men from all branches of the services into the Ground Forces —>
even from the Medical Department, When carefully considered the War Department
War is greedy, its appetite
frames its policies on all such vital statistics.
Let
us
the
on discharge from the service
vacillates
J
consider
policy
for manpower
the
disability.
largo
One
recalls
numbers
that were being lost to
for physical
293
for
the retention of limited
provided
1943
until
Circular
WD
the Army in early
1-9
was
amended
the
lowering
service personnel,
standards of physical fitness
MR
161,
212,
1944,
164
and
all
a. plan for the
implemented
and WD Circulars 100,
it
soon became apparent that
retention of limited assignment personnel. However,
the
of
service
soldiers
number
limited
an Army can absorb.
there is a limit to
been
and
War
Department published
It seemed as if that limit had
reached
the
1© Circular 370, 1944, rescinding it's previous circulars. Reconditioning blossomed
during the era of limited service retentions and had some part to play in returning some of these to full military duty and other to limited duty that otherwise
It played a part in the reduction in the
might have been lost to the service.
discharge rate. Policies relating to conservation of military manpower will continue to fluctuate as exigencies of the military service require. Be prepared
and ready to adjust your reconditioning programs to existing policies.

The recent letter of The President to the Secretary of Tar concerning his
desire to extend to the disabled returning soldier, the advantages of vocational
guidance, pre-vo oat ion el training and'rosocialization has caused an impetus which
provided personnel allotments for the Convalescent Hospital Program, ASF Circular
419, 1944, HTPI 8-1, Equipment List, arid Supply List Nos* 10-23, 10-24, 10-25 all
pertain to that program. With the change in character of general hospital patients
the flow of patients to the Convalescent Hospitals must be accelerated arid with
the removal of Class 3A, Class 2 end Class 1 patients from General Hospitals, the
reconditioning program will be given to Class 4 and 3B and 3C there only. Adjustments in personnel will have to be made-arid an amendment to ASF Circular 73,
1344, is now in preparation which will provide more personnel*

1

Such changes in policy affect the rcconditioning program, TM 8-290, TH •
8-291, TM 8-292, Training Film 8-2070 (not to be shown to nriionts), T3 Hod 80,
1944, WD pamphlet 21-17, and the pamphlet, "Ho* s Back”, represent the doctrine
and have been prepared to provide sufficient source material to fit the program
under any existing policy of the War Department, The program must be flexible
to suit all typos of patients; reconditioning personnel must be alert and
imaginative to fit the optimum program to the needs of patients whatever policy
The training manuals will bo published and distributed to
change might appear.
all Medical Department officers, P.cconditioning; will be included in the curriculum of ASF training centers under the Medical Department starting the first
At that time of distribution it will be appropriate to review with
of February,
It is well to emphasize
the Medical Corps officers in your hospitals, TF 8-2070.
that that film represents the doctrine of The Surgeon General and, further, that
it lias been shown in The White House, to the Veterans 1 Administrator and his
staff, and that it will be shown to influential civilians af .posts of the
American Legion* The result of those showings will be that many visitors to your
general hospitals will look for the optimum program for Class 4 and 33 and C in
your general hospitals and Class 3A, 2 and 1 in your convalescent hospitals.
The same program will not fit the patient returning to duty that fits the
potential ODD, the program varies in general, regional and station hospitals but
find and execute the optimum program for all patients requiring more than ten
It must bo a balanced program emphasizing education and
days hospitalization.
information for the bed p.ationt, with TM bed exorcises only, and recreation and
increasing the intensity of physical!, reconditioning as the patient progresses to
The Convalescent Hospital program will be discussed in detail by
Class 2 and 1,
later speakers, but the basic'doctrine to be distributed 1 February will likewise apply there.
*

-

In conclusion it is important that all personnel concerned with reconditioning realize that the mission of reconditioning remains as before and that its
primary concern is with the salvage of manpower whether reconditioned for military
It is further important to emphasize that the-program will
or civilian pursuit.
suit
different types of patients, whether overscans casualty or zone of
vary to
interior regional hospital case. The doctrine as presented contains adequate
source material to provide the program required for any type of hospital, ASF
Circular 419, 1944, describes the more extensive program for convalescent hospitals
but basic doctrine likewise will-apply here.
It is essential to indoctrinate all nodical officers in all ASF hospitals,
some of whom even now do not comprehend the importance of directives. The
President, the Secretary of War, the Chief of Staff and Commanding General, ASF,
are all vitally interested in this program and its influence on 1 the welfare of
our sick and wounded. Directives have planed the responsibility for the execution
of this program 1 in the Commanding General' of each Service Command, Let this
•
execution result in the optimum program I
*

COL, BARTON; Discussion on Col, Thorndike 4 s paper
poned until the time indicated on your program.

I shall talk on the subject:

and

my own will bo post-

THE GOITVALESCSl'T HOSPITAL RSCOHDITIOITIITG PROGRAM
LT. COLORED WALTER E. BARTOW, MU.
Asst, Dir,, Reconditioning Consultants Division,
Office of The Surgeon General,

..

"When

a man enters the Army, the military training program prepares him
physically and mentally for his duties as a soldier, military drill, marches,and
physical, training develop strength and stamina. Special courses and field problems provide information and knowledge that enable him to perform successfully as
a, soldier.
When his training is completed he should be in excellent physical
condition and should possess the mental altitudes necessary to the effective
soldier,

"The soldier who has been rendered inactive because of wounds or illness
loses his efficiency. His physical strength deteriorates.
Worry about hinisclf
and concern over personal affairs contribute to a loss of confidence which may
result in apathy and indifference. This actually retards recovery and often produces unfortunate mental attitudes which result in ineffectual service or maladjustment to either military or civil environment,
"The

needs of the armed forces demand maximum conservation of manpower.
Each
day that recovery of patients is delayed represents a loss of man hours in support of the war effort.
If the convalescent soldier is to realize the greatest
possible benefit from Army medical services, his.physical, mental, and emotional
Therefore, recognizing this responsibility to the
needs must be considered.
soldier and to the war effort The Surgeon General has established reconditioning
as a part of professional medical cane,

"The purpose of the Reconditioning Program is to accelerate the return to
duty of convalescent soldiers in the highest state of physical and mental efficiency consistent with their capacities and the typo of duty to which they will be
Or, if the soldier is disqualified for further military service, the
assigned.
Reconditioning Program must provide for his return to civilian life, conditioned
to the highest possible degree of physical fitness, well oriented in the responsibilities of citizenship, and prepared to adjust successfully to social and
vocational pursuits. The mission is accomplished by a. coordinated program of
Educational Reconditioning, Physical Reconditioning and Occupational Therapy,"
These remarks, taken from the Training Manual 8-290, Educational Reconditionstate
the mission of reconditioning.
Attention has been called to the
ing,
he stated his desire that no over4
1944,
letter
of
December
which
in
President’s
be
the
services
scans casualty
armed
until he has received the
discharged from
of
and
convalescent facilities which must inhospitalization
maximum benefits
clude physical and psychological rehabilitation, vocational guidance, provocational training and rosocialization. Paragraph one of ASP Circular 419,_
22 December 1944, is a partial step tov/ard achievement of these objectives.
HOW WILL THE MISSION BE ACCOMPLISHED?
Understanding "by the Staff of the concept of the "ultimate" done for patients
must begin with a genuine interest in the welfare of the individual patient.
Over and beyond excellent nodical and surgical care, we must assist the soldier
through the difficult transition from Army life to,acceptance of a role of furIt is an obligation
ther service to the wan effort and to country as a citizen.
of the staff to understand the psychology of the nan convalescing from disease
and disability, and what is nore important the attitudes, resentments and bitterness so often seen in the overseas casualties. An individualized approach
directed toward the particular needs of each patient is essential to the achievement of vocational guidance and rosocialization.

An overview of the entire program is greatly aided by the use of training
film 8-2070; and the training manuals with which every staff worker should be
thoroughly familiar. Attendance in the appropriate reconditioning training
courses at the School for Personnel Services or at Port Lewis is imperative if
broad vision and understanding is to bo achieved.

the mat lent of the responsibilities he shares is also inHoconditioning is not some kind of glorified amusement program put
on by a grateful country to do "something for the boys.1!,.
Understanding by

dispensable,

An initial orientation will quickly outline for the convalescent patient what
is expected of him.
The pafiphlct, "Now Horizons", placed in his hands v/ill help
but it must be supplemented with information that will explain how physical and
occupational therapy and remedial exercise provide a. moans to develop notion and
strength in a weakened part, and how essential physical fitness can be to successIf the soldier understands the aptitude tests arc to help him wisely
ful living.
choose an occupation and tho vocational guidance courses explore the wisdom of
such a choice, he will undoubtedly work toward a- goal.

Comfortable, attractive surroundings, understanding leadership and a program
that stresses what lie likes will aid materially. Wholesome planned recreation will
win his enthusiasm and insure more hearty cooperation on the serious aspects of
rehabilitation.
Showmanship should not be neglected in presentation of subjects to patients,
Her example, one might give a lecture to men suffering from psychonouroscs on
the problems they may expect to face on return home. How much more meaningful
tho lesson becomes if the instructor dramatizes it J One patient seated at a desk
is asked to take the part of the employer and another to enact the roll of tho ...nan
newly discharged from the Army seeking a job, Tho problems brought out by similar
devices oil-courage patient discussion and tho lessons learned arc those of experience' and of their own making.
Understanding by the -public is also fundamental, for veterans live their
lives in a dynamic environment composed,of people whose attitudes exert a helpful
or hindering force upon their rehabilitation.
G-ood publicity focused on the
in
a
convalescent
hospital
will help. More than this, a deeper
accomplishments
This
necessitates
is
both good public relations and inrequired.
understanding
the
you nay expect outside
of
the
latter
public.
responsibility
In
struction
CBS
on
assistance.
The ASF weekly.
radio broadcast
Saturday eftomoon entitled •
,

"Assignment Home" cones to grips with these problems. Books- like "Veteran Cones
Back", "Psychology for the Heturning Serviceman" and pamphlets like "He’s Back",
movies like the forthcoming "Tomorrow is Here".and the OWI sponsored advertisement:
in the daily press offer further assistance.
�

FUHCTIOHAL CHGAHIZATIOiT
An efficient organization will mobilize the available resources into a meaningful program,
In ASP Circular 419, 1944, fpur administrative sections arc indie: tod for reconditioning, activities on charts 1 and 3,
The Nourop'sycliiatric Section may, it is anticipated, constitute 40$
1,
od the total patient group# Por these the-convalescent reconditioning program
constitutes their - only, treatment. This is- in pontrast. to medical and surgical
patients who have received'their definitive treatment elsewhere -and-hence come
only for convalescent cane,
The Primary Pcconditioning Section has been so designated as it may bo
2,
to
be ma,do up..chiefly of Class 3 patients, the-majority.of .whom will bo
expected
convalescent orthopedic .and neurosurgical casos. It is.estimated that 40$ of this
total will fall into this group,.

3, \ The Advanced Reconditioning Section is intended to prepare Class 1 and 2
for return to duty.
patients who can meet the minimum physical standards of ME
the
tatal patient group will
Under current discharge policies probably only 20$ of
bo headed for further service,’ all others will be in preparation for return home,

4 and 5 of '
The Convalescent Training Section, described on charts 2
ASP Circular 419, 1944, was elaborated to facilitate the operation of tho program
of convalescent treatment as distinct from medical, surgical and psychiatric
4,

-

treatment.
It coordinates tho individual counselling testing and:guidance program with
those of education, orientation, vocational; guidance shopwork, occupational
therapy and physical reconditioning.

Organization Chart One (ASF Circular 419, 1944) will not -servo as an operating organization Chart for a hospital, as any one with an experienced eye can tell
at a glance, It "plows up" the features peculiar to convalescent reconditioning,

PERSGMSL
Others norc qualified than I» will supply this conference with specific
details and will discuss personnel problems tomorrow. Only a few points need "be
made cat the outset,

ill personnel continues to he granted to service commands in bulk allotment.
The needs of convalescent hospitals have been included in now personnel allotments,
ho overall grant of personnel for a convalescent hospital, should be expected.
Personnel must bo secured from within the service command. If it can be justified,,
requisitions for additional personnel may be submitted to the Military Personnel
Division, Dequests for assistance in the procurement of instructor personnel
with particular qualifications may be submitted to the Director.of Military Personnel, SGO. The best source of personnel will continue to be from the patient in
hospitals, for returned combat men arc most desirable for work in the program.
Manning tables for the convalescent training section and for the hospital have
been provided you as guides to requirements.
The ncuropsychiatric treatment activities demand special personnel.
Chart 1
(ASP Circular 419, 1944) calls for psychiatrists, clinical psychologists and
psychiatric social workers in the Receiving Division. Their function is to screen
.and routo to a receiving battalion tho IIP ca-scs who como as direct admissions
Attention was previously invited to the fact that HP’s
from points of debarkation.
treatment
in a convalescent hospital, therefore one
receive their definitive
be
for
each 100 patients; one clinical psychologist
provided
psychiatrist must
for each 200,. and one psychiatric social worker for every 50 patients.
This staff
will carry on the necessary individual and group work and must be kept free from
other distracting duties.

Expanded physical therapy departments, extra dentists, and an occupational
therapy department have been provided.
The Convalescent Training Section requires the usual type educational reconditioning officers and instructors as v/cll a.s personnel for counselling, classification and specialist instructors in the vocational guidance courses.

Upon the fitness of tho Chief Reconditioning Officer and of the Chief of the
It
Convalescent Training Section will rest the success of the entire program.
is essential therefore that really outstanding men be assigned this responsibility.
Hie quality of instructor personnel should be high with retention of those who
combine technical skill with a genuine interest in people,
PROGRAM

.

Tho importance of.an initial orientation of the individual patient to tho
Counsellors will offer
pro ram and his responsibilities in it ha,s been stressed.
the
of
the
individual’s
schedule and will
planning
guidance and assistance in
follow his progress. Educational reconditioning will provide the usual services
of information, orientation, discussions, guest speakers, special classes, etc.
In addition it will provide vocational testing, vocational guidance- slopwork and
occupational information, and vocational guidance. Physical reconditioning and
occupational therapy will bring their special contributions much as in tho general

hospital.

*

Recreation, however, assumes a greater relative importance in a convalescent
hospital when compared to other hospitals. Entertainment movies, shows, concerts,
dances, outings to points of interest, fishing trips, horsevack riding and
recreative games, and sports should bo available, in full measure.
The patients in the Primary Reconditioning Section will require physical
therapy and occupational therapy and special corrective exercise built into their

program.

The Advanced Reconditioning Section patients heading for duty will follow
in ASF Circular 217 and in the training
manuals, TM 8-290 and TM 8-292,
the doctrine set forth in TF 0-2070,

She Hcuropsychiatric program is outlined in T3 Med 80 and 103, Individual
and group therapy will work if given a chance. The ITavy, with more than two years
of ncuropsychiatric reconditioning experience finds 3 months the optimum length of
tine required to successfully treat their non, We arc suggesting for the present
an average of sixty (60) days "before disposition.
The Army Air Forces report that
more than 90$ of officers arid 80$ of enlisted men are being returned to duty from
the Convalescent Hospital at St, Petersburg, Florida,, where a, similar program is
in operation,
SUPPLIES
Physical Preconditioning supplies are procurable upon requisition using Medical
Supply List Mod 10-25,
Occupational Therapy Supply List (entirely revised) Med 10-23 will be issued
soon as 75$ of the materials arc in the depot. It is believed now that this
will be approximately 1 February 1945,
as

Educational Reconditioning equipment is available from TA 8-5 for tho advanced
reconditioning section, from the special TA vocational guidance shop lists-furnished service commands a few days ago, and from a supply list to bo issued in a
There will bo many omissions and revisions in the latter two lists.
few more days.
the
In
interest of immediate action, it was decided to let thorn bo issued at once
hold
and
final publication until after field testing brought errors to light.
Film libraries, Information and Orientation, Division materials, public address
systems, and bicycles are some of the other items that may be secured,
SUMMARY
There are so many things that might, be included in the convalescent reconditioning program it is essential not to build a. sort of three ring circus which
patients attend with the abandon and lack of purpose of the child spectator.

Let the true purpose bo kept clearly in mind all the time. Planned convalescent treatment demands a lot of hard work of patients—for example, a. man with
limitation of motion and strength in an injured arm. Through physical therapy
and laborious remedial exorcise, gradually a useful and functioning" arm may result
Technical assistants arc at the doctors disand the nan bo headed back for duty.
posal to take off his shoulders the burden of detail in carrying out this restoration,

Many other returned soldiers will bo anxious, irritable and resentful and will
It is our job to provide them with a means
have complicating attitude reactions.
to help themselves find peace of mind and an acceptance of the new role they must
It is believed
assume as veterans. Motivation and incentive must be supplied.
that the process of reeducation and readjustment need not be left to random chance
but may follow some such plan as set forth in that outlined for the convalescent

hospital,
COL, BARTOIT;

This time has

MAJOR 30YITT0IJ: What
in September for $30,000,

been set aside

for your questions,

-

about funds for Convalescent Hospital? Request y/as made
Still no money. Possibly Col, Brewer ought to speak

on this point,

COL* BHSWBR; In the bog*inning, I asked for $5500, Then I submitted an, order
I just
for $30,000 to the .Hospital Fund and it wont back through channels,
received it before X left for this conference* They wanted an itemized cost of
It would be very difficult, for instance,
what the money was going to bo used for.
with the thousands of windows we.held—for example, curtains. Wo wanted some of
those. We wanted covers for the back of the chairs. It seems it is a different
manner of handling and entirely out of line with the ori. Inal amount of money we

received.

COL* THORNDIKE; ’all you send h note on that up to Col, ■Schwlqhtonbory,
$30,000 requisition for Fort Story Convalescent Hospital?
CAPT* nLAINn; -/hile you are talking; about $30,000,before Welch G-cneral
Hospital was opened, a requisition was sent in for #30,000 for athletic equipment
and other necessary items, and so forth,
'Hie answer never came back to.us. It was
sent directly on to Hoick, we wore waiting; for the answer and finally in response
to a follow—up note, we pot tno answer wnich was ”ITo”•
In the meantime Welch was
in dire need of athletic equipment and everything else.
Col. Cook didn’t have the
money in his hospital fund to bey it. Eg had expended that.
Fcxt, what about overseas—you say that overseas cases will bo handled by,
yen oral hospitals, and all cases in regional and station hospitals will be handled
as a. bank-to—duty stabus,
Low, about patients who have been overseas who -break
down while they arc in the proximity of a regional or station hospital; what will
be the disposition of those cases?
COL. THORNDIKE:

You mean re—admissions?

CAPT, BLAINE;

Re-admissions or men who have pone through a separation or
classification center or redistribution center, and have been sent back to a unit
for training.
COL. EH0RNDIKE:

They are then a ZX unit, aren’t they?

They arc then, a ZI

unit?
CAPT. BLAINE;
COL. THORNDIKE:

They are then a ZX unit.

y

Then they will yc through the ZI chain of hospitals,

The next is the question of the utilisation of .overseas. ,■
personnel, X am sorry to say, we have had no road, luck in the utilisation of overThey seen to want one or two things:
seas personnel.
either to yet bank with
their unit or to yet out of the Army.
Wc have conscientiously tried to yet these
men into reconditioniny. Occasionally v/e yet a man, and when wo do wo yet a, goodone. We would appreciate it if the person who has been most successful in securing
the services of overseas men would tell us how it can be done,

CAPT. BLAINE:

COL. THORNDIKE; I will defer that question until tomorrow when Captain
Lanyhcnry from our Personnel Division will briny down a new ASF directive, that
simplifies the procedure of transfer of patients from a hospital directly into
the detachment of that hospital without yoiny throuyh the laborious chain that now
exists. It is in publication now and should be on your desk when you yet back.
You raised the question of how one approaches the patient to•persuade him to
stay in the Army. Is there any one here from a. yenoral hospital or from a service
command who has that problem solved?

Wo wore interested in this problem from the standpoint of the
school, in maintaining personnel—v/e tried a, little experimental run at Walter
Reed,
We sent an assistant personnel officer from the school, a Lt, Van Ostrand,
and he spent five days at Walter Reed, He interviewed the non at Bcltsvillc
(Class 1 & 2) and at the Class 3 reconditioniny center for Walter Reed General
Hospital (Forest Glen), but not the patients in the Class 4 installation —that
I think
is, the ychoral hospital proper. In the five.days he picked up 20 non.
18 of them nave the Purple Heart, seven of them arc officers and 13 are enlisted
men. They voluntarily said they would like to stay in the Army, and indicated
Their cards show very- excellent qualithat they would like to do reconditioniny,
fications,
That is our one experience in pickiny at random an installation and
sending an officer in who interviewed the men, explained the proyram and the
He got 20 men,
problems of the program.
COL,

JENSEN:

*

#

MAJOR BOYNTON:

'20 out of how many?

COL, JENSEN; 40 he interviewed.
What he did was to yet thorn together and
present the proyram.
This, was .just prior to the Christmas holiday season
and many men wore away.

f

i-AJOR EASTMAR:
Wo often arc able to got voluntary participation by IT, P,
go to got the work out of then they disappear, you see, so
officers, but when
it is a little hard to pin then down,

-we

mAJOR GAPSLC3SR; Wo asked overseas officers to participate in our propram and
run our individual companies, and theywholohoartodly participate.
Prior to our
dispositions, we sent a letter through requesting that they be assigned to the
hospital and all our requests to date have boon refused, especially from those
that belong to the ground forces,
COL. THORKDIKS: The now directive previously referred to by no will correct
that. You will not have to po throuph so many channels,.
What happens if the hospital is up to authorized strength?

CAPT, 3LAIITE:

I am not going to try to answer that,.
COL, THOHLTDIKE:
when he cones tomorrow,

Ask Captain Lanphonry

Major Lipton, you made a statement this morning to the effect
COL, BARTOW:
that the manning tables presented were not authorized.
Will you oxolain what
•authorization such a manning table carries,
v

-

—

MAJOR LIPTOIT: I believe that the military personnel must approve’ it. As far
as I knew, call tables of. distribution or tobies of organization arc initially
approved by ASP before the War Department releases it.
COL. BARTOW:

The table is a suggested ,pui do only at this stage?

MAJOR LIPTOIT;

Yes, sir,

COL, TH0PHDIIC3;
I think I night expand that, ASP personnel, as you know,
manning
not
release
tables like this. This table was prepared in view of the
will
fact that we have established a now type of medical installation.
The table v/ill
servo as a, guide to the specification serial numbers required to make a. convalescent hospital operate. It is so new that a .guide is believed necessary to requisiWe realize it probably will bo changed before it is finally
tion personnel on.
as
the ideal table,
approved

GAPT, 3LAIWE: What about requisitions that,return to us regularly once every
week and that roads at the bottom: n ITo such.personnel is available 1’?

COL. TH0RWDIK3:
when he gets here?

Will you put all those questions up to Captain Langhenry

MAJOR PATRICK: I would like to ask a question• about facilities. Would there
be any objection to putting prefabricated or T. 0. typos of construction on
hospital grounds for advanced Class 1 and 2 along with 3 and 4? W*o don’t have
enough convalescent hospital space so we arc going to have to use some facilities
that arc adjacent to hospitals, in a few canes for Cl,ass 1 and 2, and I was
wondering if you were going to stick to what Col, Schwichtenborg said rather
clear away from
liberally in moving clear out. What do you mean by clear out
the hospital?
—

COL, THORWDIKE: I don’t know. That is an Operations Service problem,
can’t answer it for you and Col Schwichtenbcrg has left,

I

?

At the present time Dr, C-insberg, in charge of the Research
Planning, has allotted 19,500 convalescent beds. He is holding in reserve 10,000
beds which he will distribute to the service commands that have the greatest need
of them. He is doing that deliberately in order to put the beds where they arc
actually needed instead of distributing them now,. As your own facilities fill up,
he will allot the bods in the sector that las the greatest‘heed,.
COL, BARTOW:

MAJOR BRISCOE; Col, Thorndike, I gathered the impression from Colonel
Schwichtcnberg 1 s discussion that he outlined the gen. r,al plan by which wo would
meet our problems relative to returning wounded men from overseas, and relative
to hospitalised patients in this country. I also gathered this impression: that
ho expected us to do the best possible job with the facilities we had and if it

aeant vising our judgment regarding, some of these natters, in line with general
In other words, I should think if they haven't
policy, that wc should do that.
enough "beds at Mitchell Convalescent Hospital, then, some plan would be devised
to make use of vacant hods which would he as nearly in line with general policy
as it is possible to remain,
Am I correct in that?

COL. THOHLDIKS:

Your answer must come from the Operations Service, not

He c o n d i t i o n ing.

COL. ALSUS: With reference to Col. Schwichtcnbcrg's talk this morning, there
is one question relative to a statement made by the Surgeon General to the effect
that the pahlent—doctor relationship should be preserved. The impression conveyed
this morning would bo to remove general hospitals from convalescent hospitals,
COL. THORKDIKE: As recently as three weeks ago at the mooting of the service
command surgeons in Washington, General Kirk again emphasized the doctor-patient
relationship.
That was before the speed-up of the patient evacuations had occurred
MAJOR PATRICK; A TWX is out on that, saying that the doctor-patient relationIs that going to be rescinded?
ship shall continue.
COL, THORPSIKS:

It should continue

even in a convalescent hospital,

MAJOR PATRICK:
That leads to the point I was raising, that wc were planning
these facilities as annexes for the patient on whom final disposition would be
made in a short period of time. That would mean Class 1 and 2 patients would stay
on the general hospital area and not be transferred to a convalescent hospital.
Yet this morning's talk suggested that would not be done,

COL, THORNDIKE:
fication.

I can't answer that.

I think you had better ask for clari-

In Boston not long ago wc had a very distinct impression
COL, GRA3PIHLD:
that there would be established a patient-doctor relationship between the staff
and the patient to counteract the all too common tendency, especially in a military hospital, of considering patients en masse, Wc have made effort to establish
In our command disin our convalescent hospital a pa/bient-doctor relationship.
it
be
but
done,
can
the important thing that v/c have
tances are short so that
tried to stress is to establish in the convalescent hospital the patient-doctor

relab ionship,
COL, COOK:
Wc interpreted that to mean to apply particularly to patients who
arc reconditioned for further hospital cane in a general hospital, those patients
I would like to emphasize
to be returned to the hospital from which they came,
the importance, in our experience, of visits by chiefs of service and representatives >of the various specialties from general hospitals to cur convalescent
hospital.
It assists us in adjusting our program,
I have reason to believe that
it has been of greab assistance to the general hospital staff also,

COL. THORNDIKE: Col, Barton reported the AAF convalescent return to duty
I want to say that that is a. very fine record.
among IT.P.'s as 80 to 90 per cent,
At the same time one must realize that the Air Force Convalescent Hospital
While they are in the ASF chain of hospitals from overreceived selected cases.
scan to that hospital, we weed cut all the CDD's, almost all of them, before
I think that is a fair statement.
they go for convalescent care,

APTEENOON SESSION

OOLo B-AFTOi'.
We will open tills afternoon’s program -with "The Convalescent
its
Mission and Organization", op Major Briscoe,
Training Section,
;

MAJOB BBISC03; In order to discuss the mission of the Convalescent Training
Section this afternoon, I would like you to refer to AS? Circular 41S, 1944,

I think I can do no Better than to read with you the Mission as stated in ASE
Circular 419;.

"The Mission of the Convalescent Training Section is to integrate the educational reconditioning, physical reconditioning; occupational 'therapy, and guidance
and counselling functions of the Counselling and Classifications Department, to
provide an organization of activities which are to "os employed as specific treatment for general reconditioning under medical direction.
Specifically, the convalescent training section will offer activities designed
first, to recondition patients who will qualify for ret urn to military duty®"
You will recall that Col. Schwich ten"berg pointed out that that probably would
be but a minor phase of the mission of the Convalescent Hospital.

"Second, to provide treatment in a non-hospital atmosphere for psychoneurotic
patients and to offer try-out vocational guidance for aptitudes of such patients
which map qualify them for assignment to useful military occupations* 0
And, three, "to provide counselling, exploratory vocational guidance and
general information to aid in the successful adjustment to civilian living, restore
self-confidence, and vocational usefulness of those patients whose disabilities
are of such severity that they will be sep£rated from the service,"
And, fourth, "to promote fitness in surgical patients who are awaiting further operative treatment,"

.

I should like to comment by saying that by integrating the services of educational reconditioning, physical reconditioning, occupational therapy, and'guidance
and classification, we mean that there will be programs so arranged- in each of
these fields that when taken together, they will constitute a sort of master program, Within that framework individual patients will be scheduled, according to
their individual needs and individual interests c
It should be emphasised that
individually
be
Those
patients will
scheduled*.
for whom no suitable schedule can
the
classes
receiving
be arranged will remain in
where a program adapted to their
be
needs will
devised.
Chart 2 ‘will serve as a guide for the organization of the convalescent train"will serve as a guide, h That does not mean that
ing section. Notice it says;
you will follow this slavishly, but that you will follow it if you have no better
plan. We think that perhaps it would be well/ in the beginning, at any -rate, for
each of you, if you have not already established a plan of your own, to begin
following the organization which is suggested®
The Case Board, which you will notice, shown - in Chart 2, will be composed of
the medical advisors, battalion commanding officer, assistant director for counselling and classification, chief of occupational therapy, assistant director for
education, assistant director for physical education, and such other members from
time to time as cases under consideration may require.
The Case Board will first advise on problem cases; second, review summaries
of case records from time to time for the purpose of advising in respect to program and activities of the convalescent training section.

Departments of the convalescent training section consist of four, as you will
note on the chart: physical reconditioning, counselling and classification,
education and occupational therapy,
Hie functions of each department are as follows; Physical education to
develop and administer a program of physical reconditioning for each class of

patients. Counselling and classification to s.tudy the records of individual
patients, to interview them, give tests when necessary, and guide them in the selection of educational subjects, to program and to record the training progress of individual patients, to provide group guidance covering occupational information and
vocational guidance. The education department will offer an educational program
(l) while they are being counselled
organized to provide the following sections;
and guided in the inception of their individual programs, they will be in the
receiving classes; (2) orientation and information sections; (3) military education,
and academic education; (4) exploratory or vocational guidance experiences.
Occupational therapy will offer a treatment program which will provide, first,
a therapeutic workshop furnished with the necessary mechanical equipment for treatment of physical disabilities, A workshop which will provide a v/ide range of
activities for neuropsychiatric patients and finally a method for the progressive
adjustment of patients in the convalescent training section.

The function of the convalescent training section fundamentally is to, relieve
the doctor of the responsibility for organising and administering the program of
essential convalescent activities, thus enabling him to give more personal attention to individual patients. Mien specifically prescribed for medical reasons
such activities in which the patient may participate may become specific treatment
for him.
It should be kept in mind constantly that the urogram of instruction and
of activities for patients is not to bo thought of as a training urogram to be
followed by every -patient,. It v/ill be prescribed by the medical officers as so
many hours of vocational guidance in a certain job family; the number of hours and
whether in a sitting or standing position will be determined by the medical officer
(see ASF Circular 419, 1944),
Emphasis must be upon the adjustment of patients through proper scheduling,
Ilodifications of courses or scheduled activities to meet individual needs after
selection or assignment by the patient himself, or by assignment will also be
Such adjustments will be accomplished if the Case Board and the Classirequired.
fication and Counselling Department really work effectively,
Patients assigned to classes or activities who appear to be misassigned or who
do not show sufficient interest in their classes or activities should be immediateIn case of neuropsychialy referred to the Counselling and Classification Section,
tric oatients, the psychiatrist should be consulted.
Where problem cases cannot
be solved by ordinary efforts at adjustment, reference should be made to the Case
Board,
And, of course, at all times those patients are under the direction of
what would be the equivalent of the ward officer, their battalion commander, a
medical officer,
I shall not indicate at this point the desired qualifications of personnel
who will head these various departments and sections, except to emphasize one
thing, apd that is the director should be selected soon"and ho should be a man competent to fill the position which I have described in general terras.
Are there any questions at this point you would like to ask?

MAJOR PATRICE: I would like to raise one question. That Item under CounselI notice you have tests and measurements, I wonder what tests
ling Qualification,
have been cleared with the Adjutant General’s Department before you can give them
to soldiers,

‘

MAJOR BRISCOE: That will be discussed later by a representative from the
Classific tion Section of The Adjutant General’s Office.
There is a recent War Department circular on that point,
number of it right now, but it v/ill be referred to later,

I

don’t recall the

I would like to take just a few minutes to state the mission in more realistic
terms, Recpnditioning is now in the public eye and may need some realistic appraisal as respects its mission.
Actually, the patient himself provides the mission of the convalescent hospiand
also of the convalescent training program.
Ho program will succeed unless
tal,
it pleases him.

Patients need treatment and opportunity to engage in activities which will
facilitate, their readjustment to civilian life, or to continued Army service.
Some
of these activities may run counter to the patient’s desires,

■

Pot only must you, who are engaged in reconditioning, accomplish your mission
of giving the patient what he ought to have, hut you must do it, if possible, so
that he will he pleased about it all.
You. must do even more than this, you must
satisfy the parents, the wives, sweethearts, uncles, aunts, and the public in

general,*
Suppose the patient doesn’t want to do what is good for him. What will you do
about it? You are also charged with the responsibility to the Army and to the natio
to save as many men as possible for military service. Suppose the patient, though
able to continue in service, doesn't want any further service? What will you do
about that? Will you require the patient to do what is good for him or will you insist on the performance of his duty and run the risk of incurring his displeasure
and perhaps public criticism? The answers to these questions are not as difficult
as they may appear to be,- First, one must begin with the patient himself.
It must
that
he
is
a
his
or
other
patient, that his bitterness,
be recognized
apathy,
symptoms of maladjustment, are rooted in his past experience. Patience will be
required and gentleness, a cautious approach, and friendliness arc necessary. An
initial effort must be made to orient and to win him to the program. Pleasant
surroundings, a fine mess, a minimum of restraint consistent with efficiency, evidence of personal consideration and friendliness on the part of the staff, will be
the first step. Thorough explanation of the program and reasons behind it; its
purpose and intent, will be the second step in orienting the patient,

A period of adjustment in which the patient is in a receiving class where,
through personal conferences and group guidance, he will be led to consider his own
needs and possible interests will.be a third and preliminary step to his entering
Patients cannot be flung
upon an individually scheduled program of reconditioning.
into classes like so many inanimate objects being classified, sorted and processed.
This can bo
The growth of interest will lead to activity in the program.
stimulated through personal contact and through recognition on the part of the
patient that there is something worthwhile in the program for him. The. content of
the courses must be of value so that they are not only interesting to the patient
Subjects
but so that he recognizes they do have some value»for him personally.
must be well taught.

Will there bo occasions when it will be necessary for you to require patients
to do something against their will? There will be such situations. But where
attention has boon given to orienting the patient properly, he will usually not
It is difficult
resent such compulsion greatly and will often be glad of it later.
with
a
task or purpose.
for anyone who is emotionally disturbed to stay consistently
be
apparent.
Some*
Most patients have suffered emotionally, whether or not such may
times it is good for a person to have someone .insist that he complete what he has
begun. One recalls many men following the last war who, for a long time, found it
difficult to settle down to any job for long. They would have profited from firm
guidance. When such compulsion is used, however, it should be employed as guidance
and under competent professional advice.
lTo matter how good a program may bo, if it falls.of support, it cannot succeed.
To achieve the mission of the convalescent hospital and of the convalescent trainThere must be a
ing section, one must also be realistic about public relations.
which
with
the
begins
patient.
relations
program
public
The station hospital at Camp Crowder, Missouri, for instance, and other ASF
hospitals, have caught the significance of this and arc going out of their way to
impress the patient and his relatives with the Army’s concern for the patient's
welfare.
Christmas cards were sent out to all the families of the patients, for
instance. Also, little messages from time to time.* Such is not merely good public
relations, it is also good therapy and mighty good orientation and education.

In summary, the following points are to be stressed in respect to the mission
of the convalescent hospital:-

•

mission.

1.

The patient provides the

2,

The organization should serve his needs.

5,

Programs are hut devices which we use in the interests of individual
patients and are not to he slavishly followed.

4.

G-ood public relations are an essential aspect, and they begin with the
patient,

COL. BARTOW: The next topic on the agenda is a discussion of the relationships of ASP training to our present program. Major Cruse of the Special Training
Branch, Training Division, ASP, will lead the discussion,
MAJOR CRUZS: Col. Barton, ladies and gentlemen, the first thing that I want
to do is to bring you greetings from General Trudeau who is acting director, Military Training, Army Service Porces, while,General Weible is on an assignment to the
Secretary of bar,

I am supposed to discuss in the next few minutes the relationship of the Offic
of the Director of Military Training to this Convalescent Training Program.
the Director of Military Training has responsibilFundamentally, it is this:
ity for staff supervision of all training in the Army Service Porces, and his office
is organized into divisions and branches to handle almost any type of training
activity,
Tiie Special Training Branch which I represent is a part of the Troop Training
Division of the Office of the Director- of Military Training,
The Special Training
has
the
of
staff
responsibility
supervision of advanced reconBranch
been given
ditioning training in ASP hospitals and of the convalescent training program in
convalescent training program in convalescent hospitals of the Zone of Interior.

General Trudeau and his entire staff are aware of the urgency of this problem.
As far as that is concerned, every staff division or every staff agency of the
Army Service Porces, has been made aware of the urgency of this program. All
divisions concerned have gone out of routine in an effort to cooperate with The
Surgeon General in getting this program into operation at the earliest possible
moment,

.

■'

All of these staff divisions are willing and anxious to cooperate in every
way possible, and certainly the Director of Military Training is anxious and willing to cooperate.
Last week a directive was sent to the commanding general of each numbered
service command and the Military District of Washington concerning the operation
This directive contained three enclosures,
of the convalescent training program.
all designed-to aid in the development of this convalescent training program and
to help the service commanders implement Circular 419.
Incidentally, this directive wa.s sent out, directed to tho attention of the
Director of Military Training, the Director of Personnel and the Service Command
In other words, it was felt that those three individuals in service comSurgeon,
mand headquarters should get together and work out the details of this program
within the service command.

The three enclosures that were sent out with this directive deal only with
In other words, the Director of Military Trainthe convalescent training program.
ing, ASP, has no responsibility as far as medical treatment is concerned, or as
far as hospitalization is concerned, but only as far as the training program is
concerned, he does have responsibility, and so his directives contain throe enThese three encloclosures dealing only with the convalescent training program.
sures dealt with trainer personnel, equipment, and a program of instruction.
The first enclosure was a suggested table showing utilization of personnel
training program only. This morning someone brought up
for the training program
This
the question of what is going to happen when you can’t get this personnel.
the
of
each
service
command
to
utilize
personnel
tells
commanding
general
directive
—

If it is not available, then, he
within the service command if it is available.
from
the
as
usual
and
the very minute that a. requisiGeneral
Adjutant
Requisitions
tion for any one of these technical instructors, that are listed in this table of
personnel, roaches the Adjutant General’s Department, the Draining Requirements
Division in the Office of the Director of Military Training, will be notified.
At that time that Division will go into action to make those technical instructors
1
available from ASF training centers end ASS schools. In other words, we' have them,
We have those trained men, and if thoj- are not available within the service commands, then wo will go out to our schools and to our training centers, and make
them available. You are not going to got the requisitions for these technical inThey will be made available,
structors back, marked "not available”.
The Director
has
so
and we
Training
Requirements
Training
Division,
directed
his
of Military
on
the
comes in.
sot
to
to
work
that
minute
problem
very
requisition
up
any
arc
go
That will be disThe second enclosure is a tentative table of allowances.
a
little
bit
it
the
service commanders
later on, but
does provide
cussed in detail
from
of
with authority to requisition
the Chiefs
Technical Services all equipment
that
is
not
needed for this program
available within the service command. It is
the
approval of the Distribution Division, ASF, and it has
tentative, but it has
the approval of the Mobilization Division, ASF, and the Chiefs of Technical Services have been directed to fill requisitions based upon this tentative T/A,

Incidentally, a finally approved

T/A

will be made available

shortly.

The third enclosure to this directive is a Detailed Program of Instructions
(RTF 8-1) outlining the various courses that will bo made available in vocational
guidance to be offered in the convalescent training program. That, incidentally,
will come in for more detailed discussion labor on this afternoon.
This morning Col, Schwichtonberg emphasized the need to get the physiotherapy
This afternoon I want to emphasize the need for getting this vocational
g’>idance s tarted.

started.

Some of the service commands have already been visited by representatives of
G-o,
I think that I can assure you that other representatives of G-3 will pay
visits to convalescent hospitals and other service commands in a very short time.
Representatives of the Director of Military Training, ASF, will also be visiting
hospitals. They will be looking for those training programs. That is the thing
that they will be interested in. And it is imperative, and this directive to the
service commander stated—”it is imperative that these programs be planed in
operation at the very earliest moment possible”. That is the directive that has
come down from General Somervell’s office.
We arc operating in accordance with
are
directive
and
wo
to
trying
impress you with the need for getting this
that
as
as possible,
quickly
program into operation just
I want to assure you that you may expect .the full support of the Director of
Military Training, ASF, and of the .Special Training Branch of that office, in all
matters which pertain to training—the training aspects of this program.
If there is anything that you need along that lino, we want to know about it,
Thorndike wants to know about it. Col, Thorndike will get in touch with us
and I think.that Col, Thorndike will assure you that we will cooperate; we are
anxious to cooperate in every way that we possibly can.
Col,

Col, Thorndike asked me to tell you that we did go to General Staff and got
a -priority rating for this equipment of A-5-S,
Convalescent hospitals will be included in the next list of. priorities which is due. to be published some time within
It mag" be out, as far as I know.
But that action has been taken.
the next week.
You have your priority established, and it v/ill be in the next list of priorities
which will be published,

MAJOR PATRICK; Would you mind citing that directive that went to the
Directors of Military Training?
MAJOR CRUZF: The file number that went out from the Office of the Director
of Military Training is SPTEP 553,3, and it was dated the 29th of December,

Thank you. We will next discuss the vocational guidance courses.
Dittrich villi lead the discussion,

COL. BARTOIT:
Captain

CAPT, DITTRICK:' In considering the vocational guidance program, we nust
recognize that that is a phase of the educational reconditioning program as outlined in Circular 419,

I would like to consider a few of the basic principles of educational reconditioning as they apply to vocational guidance.
On page 1 of ASF Circular 419, at the bottom of the page, under "Basic
Principles of Reconditioning 11 wo will refer particularly to subparagraphs 4,
and 7. You will find that on the top of page 2,
,

6,

"Offer trial introductory training in the Army or
Subparagraph 4, to quote:
and
aptitudes which may lead to successful rehabilitaexplore capacities, skills,
11
tion and useful employment.
Subparagraph 6; "Educational reconditioning will offer training in military
subjects to enable the individual to serve more effectively as a soldier,"

"Maintaining of liaison with public
Subparagraph 7 should also be considered.
and civilian agencies charged with rehabilitation and the adjustment of the soldier
to civilian living,"
Further, in the advance copy of TM 8-290, which has been sent to all ASF
hospitals and to service command headquarters.
In Chapter 3, Section 3, page 9'
The philosophy and doctrine
refers to the phases of educational reconditioning.
expressed in this section of Chapter 3 will apply equally to the convalescent and
vocational guidance program, as it will to the program of reconditioning in general
regional, and station hospitals.
It was early recognized from the kind of patients that v/cre going to be assigned to the convalescent hospital that an expanded program of activities would
have to be developed to meet particular needs.
It wan estimated that probably
of
be
patients
(40)
cent
the
would
neuropsychia.tric
forty
per
patients, another
be
patients,
(40)
cent
would
Class
3-A
or
Class
2-B patients, and about
per
forty
be
(20)
cent
would
advanced
probably
per
reconditioning patients.
twenty

As was mentioned and emphasized by Col, Schwichtcnberg, we all realize there
We recognize from the
is nothing static in reconditioning; it is ever changing.
that
more
hospital beds are required and from the figures
urgency of the situation
that Col, Schwichtcnberg gave us this morning, that our training requirements in
each of those convalescent hospitals arc probably going to bo ever changing.
Major Briscoe pointed out that the program outlined in Circular 419 is inIt will bo necessary to make adaptations in terms of local
tended as a guide.
situations. There must be flexibility in the program and in its application, based
upon the careful evaluation and screening and classification of individual patients
so that this program will be of therapeutic benefit.
The promotion of recovery
It is not the intention to prolong hospitalization.
and the attainment of the maximum benefits of hospitalization remains the primary
objective.

might bo well for us at this time to analyze some of the charts. I would
have you turn to Chart 5 in ASF Circular 419. Under the Educational Secwe have
the Convalescent Training Section
Educational Subsection
of
the
business
right,
or
various
groups
In
job families
activity.
upper
woodworking,
radio,
mechanics,
and
automotive
graphic
amts,
education, electricity
agriculture, and at the lower extremity has been added metal working.

It
like to
tion of
various

—

—

Beginning at the .top, at the left-hand column. Orientation information, educational counselling, secondary and college courses, cla.sscs for slow learners,
liaison with rehabilitation agency, and music.
As stated in the educational reconditioning manual, TM 8-290, it is pointed
out that vocational rehabilitation is not considered to be the responsibility of

reconditioning in Army Service Force Hospitals, That, by public lav;, has .ocon designated the Veterans Administration, hut at the same time it is felt, particularly
with the long-term hospitalised case, who obviously is going to bo disemerged from
the Army, that there is a responsibility to give some purpose and direction- to his
convalescent days so that the viholo process of vocational rehabilitation can be •
-here is a very definite need that there be effective articulation bespeeded up.
tween the program wo arc attempting to develop and the programs that are being
developed and have been developed by the Veterans Administration, United States
Employment Service, and various state and local rehabilitation services.

The question of counselling has been covered in linger Briscoe's presentation
and will be taken up in more detail tomorrow morning, \io feel that in each of
these eight job families or groups that there arc certain skills that can be offered
to the convalescent patient which is one basic to related civilian occupations as
well as to the jobs that are required of an individual soldier.
After a period of instruction and placement in oho of the courses listed,
depending upon the previous experience, the interest and the aptitude of the individual patient, if ho should qualify for'return to military•duty, ho- would move
back toduty by way of a distributional reassignment center or possibly to an ASH
training center for further training to qualify for a particular specification
serial number or military occupation.
The great majority, are likely to return to civilian life. Then,as the arrov/s
in the chart indicate, the patient would utilize the vocational guidance training
to help secure placement in .a related civilian occupation,
I emphasize again

current•

it.will.be’ necessary

to make adaptations locally in terms of

ana. local needs.

I won’t attempt to go through each one of the charts. They are set-up on am
similar pattern, covering the eight job families which are indicated in Chart 5.
I would like to bring out one point at this time, however;
a discrepancy
or an inconsistency that many of you may have noted, the 31 courses that arc listed
in RTF 8—1,. do not conform mitircly in nomenclature or name to the courses which
arc listed on those charts.
The purpose of this program, as stated on the second page, is to furnish a
general; guide for establishing and developing- a comprehensive program of ’ practical
actlvit '.as, to contribute to the mission of reconditioning based'upon- the doctrine
sot fo; tlx in the various training manuals for educational reconditionin'-, physical
reconditioning, and occupational therapy*
-

,f
Paragraph 3;
this program of instruction will integrate the services of the
11 The program will provide a
throe branches .of reconditioning 1 ''’, . Paragraph Sub-C:
minimum of thr.ee .hours daily of o (ducat i'-.nal reconditioning activity. The instruction-week may vary from 15 to, 18 hours to conform to local requirements 11
In'
to operate on a six-dry program, other
: some installations it may be desirable
places five and a half, and others conceivably a- five. Some latitude is given
there to moot your local requirements.
.

Parag.rapu (1) . r cf c r s to orient at ion.
Paragraph (2): ’’Two hours daily will be required in an educational activity.
offered will provide wide variety selected to serve the purposes and
courses
The
’of
largo numbers- of patients, 11
interests
The. program,of technical shop opportunities may be supplemented by secondary
•and college, courses provided through U. S. Armed Force Institute or by civilian
education institutions, where practical and desirable,
.From the standpoint of establishing this training program, I believe paragraph
Some will remain a
d is .important,- "Admissions of patients will occur daily.
a
a fow weeks; others will spend months in
convalescent -hospital before disposition
is made.
Educational background, civilian and Army experience of patients will
The courses .have boon arranged in units of approximately 20 hours
vary widely.
each, .and sequentially arranged in order to provide opportunity for satisfactory
assignment and to further enable the individual to successfully complete a chosen
educational or training project."

Modification;. "The’following programs of‘instructions' have been selected to
offer technical apd exploratory experiences in various fields involving skills
valuable to the Army and basic to civilian Pursuits as well,"

Deletions or adaptations, of course, as outlined, may be made by the Director
of Convalescent Training at respective hospitals with the approval of the commanding
officer, service command headquarters, to meet the specific needs of the group of
patients referred to in Paragraph 3-3 above,
doctrine and policies of existing ND manuals and subsequent ASP circulars
and publications will govern all modifications. Whenever changes in courses are
made a detailed program of instruction, including a statement of mission scope and
references, and allotment of, hours, will be forwarded to the Office of The Surgeon
General,"
On mage 3 is a highly important point.
Instructor guidance program: "Newly
assigned officers, non-commissioned officers, and other instructors will be given
an initial course of orientation which will emphasize instructional methods and
understanding of the mission, scope, and nature of the program, 'Appropriate inservice instructor- training will be conducted to develop a thorough understanding
of and proficiency in the specialized nature of instruction demanded, ‘This'training
may be in addition to the regular 8-hour training day,"

Pmphasis is laid on that paragraph for this reason:

as Major Cfuze has inare skilled technicians,
who have a knowledge of the teaching methods and teaching standards that are required in Array schools. However, many of these men in all likelihood will not have
had any contact with the convalescent patient, particularly the returned combat
wounded soldier; We know from our experiences that the Problem of instruction is
different,-the rate of absorption and the manner of acceleration must be adjusted
to meet that specialized need. It will be necessary, therefore, in each local installation, to carry on an in-service training program so that*the skill of these
instructors can be directed to support the mission and the objectives of educational reconditioning.

dicated, there will be training personnel available-who

It is hoped, that after the programs are established, it will be possible to
bring the instructors who are, obtained into Lexington, or bring them into a school
where a course on reconditioning may be presented to them.
They might be brought
in on pi. rotation basis at a later time.
On page 3 of DTP 8-1 is a list of the courses which are covered in this proThe courses have been submitted by the various technical
gram of instruction.
sev/ices in ASP,
some
In
instances they appear to be the basic courses that are
the
in
In other instances special courses ware developed
given
training centers.
line
with
the
needs
in
as observed in a brochure which was submitted to them,
:

I have pointed out that was intended to be a vocational guidance or exploraof training-.
As you analyze these courses, you will*' find that- there are
type
tory
considerably
that
go
beyond the exploratory or guidance phase. ?or instance,
some
the course in "combination welding" contains some 4-40 hours of instruction.
It is
of
are
inthe patients who
conceivable that there are going to be a great many
terested in welding who are never going to complete 440 hours of instruction, • It
is also likely tha.t there will be patients who have em* rience’ in welding, who -will
need to be placed at thVt particular level in the welding course where they arecompetent to begin.

You must consider the individual patient in each case and the program must be
individualized aixd the instruction so developed.
It
I will not attempt at this time to go over each one of those courses.
would be better, I believe, in the discussion to follow, that you raise questions
concerning any of the courses on which you may have some question,
COL, BARTON:
-’-any

one of the last

MAJOR PATRICK;

we will entertain your questions. They may be directed to
three speakers, Major Briscoe, Major Cruze, or Captain Dittrick,

Now,

Mr, Chairman,

these blessings are not totally unmixed, when

you set up 26 minutes to teach herrings in a training unit, and the inspectors come
down from headquarters end start checking to see whether those trainees.have learned
their parts in 26 minutes, you take it out of the hands of a medical problem and
put it on the basis of technical expert training,

1 am wondering if there shouldn’t be some kind of indoctrination of inspectors
they will ’understand that,, after all, the patient is in a. therapy program that
cannot be measured in terms of criterion of achievement in 26 minutes or tv.ro hours,
so

MAJOR CRUZE: May I say something? I think that you will find that in so far
to representatives of the Director of Military Training, ASF, are
concerned, they are thoroughly oriented to that fact,
as in respect

MAJOR PATRICK:
I know some of my colleagues don’t know a blooming thing about
what we are trying to do. I have talked with them,

MAJOR CRUZE: Representatives from our office will visit these various convalescent hospitals, and after visiting will go by service command headquarters and
will confer with the Director of Military Training there. For example, some time
about the 18th of this month I expect to visit the hospital at Camp Lockett, and
come by Fort Douglas, Service' Command Headquarters and discuss the whole problem
with the’ interested parties there. As I say, the representatives of the Director ■
of Military Training have been working with Col, Thorndike on this program for
several months now and we all recognise the fact that it is a medical program designed primarily for treatment, and as far as the inspectors from headquarters,
ASF, are concerned, I can assure they will be thoroughly indoctrinated,
COL. THORNDIKE; I think that Major Cruze has put it correctly that ASF Military Training certainly understands that this is a medical program for patients.
They also understand further that the patients flow, that they don’t stay in the
course until completion.
When they attain the maximum benefit of hospitalization
they are discharged.
They aren’t held to finish a course. It is not technical
training in the literal sense, rather pre—technical training with vocational
gui dance,
COL, THORNDIKE;
There is need for speed in getting the program established.
There are certain hospitals that have been very imaginative and have already
established programs along these lines ahead of the directive, and I can speak of
Percy Jones. Their automotive shops are already operating. There is an urgent
need to get this equipment, to get your personnel and get going, and you heard what
ASF has said about their backing, there is no reason why, when any of you men go
back, you shouldn’t start the requisitions just piling in,

I hate to raise the ugly question of funds again, but I notice
COL. STINE:
that in these courses it is going to take a lot of expendable items. Where are the
funds to buy these things coming from? Hospital funds would rapidly be drawn,

CAPT. DITTRICK:

I think your answer will be given in the next hour,

COL. ALBITS: I would like to ask if the priority, A-5-E,is
curement priority or purely military,

a,

civilian pro-

MAJOR CRUZE:
It may be used to obtain things from the Technical Services
which you do not have available within ;the service command,

CAPT. BLAINE; Like the gentleman asking about f’.mds, I hate to look a gift
horse in the mouth and look at his teeth, but are you going to give us the bodies,
or are you just saying you will train them? Are you going to set up a training
school at Fort Belvoir and train the men that we sand up there in a, three weeks
course or are you going to give us men who are already trained, have experience,

and are teaching?

MAJOR CRUZE;
This chart showing the/ suggested utilization of personnel for
the convalescent training program in ASF Convalescent Training Hospitals
went out to each service command. For example, it lists for a thousand-bed hospital two auto mechanics, 965, In other words, it lists the man, the course in which
he will instruct, his "spec” serial number and the number which at headquarters we
guessed would be necessary at a particular hospital with a thousand patients. Now,
/

then, what

we will do as soon as you send in a requisition, is to pick up two 965’s
somewhere and ask the military personnel division ASF to order them to the Fourth
Service Command. When you get them it is up to you to assign them to the particular
hospital, Ikwever, any men you get hy these requisitions, will he included in the'
hulk personnel authorization which you have in the Fourth Service Command,
That
authorization provides for a certain number of men to operate these convalescent
hospitals.
It provides for medical personnel as well as training personnel. In
other words, each service command has a certain allotment of personnel,
I think
overall strength is being cut at the present time. The figure you have now includes
the personnel necessary for the operation of this hospital.
If you don*t*have'neh
who are technically trained as instructors, then, we will see to it’ that you get
them, hut we cannot increase your personnel authorization over and above that which
has he6n allotted to you hy military personnel division,
That authorization
is supposed to provide enough authorized bodies to operate this-program. We will
see that you get the technically trained men. They will he trained in occupational
specialties, and then I believe, as Captain Dittrick suggested, it may he possible
to send them either here to Lexington or out to the ASFTC at Fort Lewis for orientation in the reconditioning program on a rotation basis.
That isn’t possible right
now because these men have got to go to work and start this training program.
Does
that answer your question?
*

CAPT, BLAINE: Yes, but you raised another one, Namely, are you going to
send say two men to a station,
assume then the station is at full strength,' must
dispose
the commanding officer then
of two of his warehousemen or two of his men,,
headquarters
of
out
to make room within his authorization?
1

,

’

MAJOR C5UZS:

That is exactly right.

COL. THORNDIKE; Col, Could of MFD said he had telephoned to each service
command personnel officer and established allotments for the convalescent
If you have personnel assigned that doesn’t fit recommended serial numbers, you had
better request ones that you will need, with the right serial number,
COL, G-RABFIELD;
As far as I know, the First Service Command did hot get
a new personnel authorization last Saturday,
I mean our bulk allotment of personnel for the service command. At the sane time we have had three new activities
added, namely,' the service centers and the convalescent hospital,
*

COL, THORNDIKE:
I would suggest that we not take up the personnel matters
until tomorrow when Captain Langhenry comes; you may raise that question again,

MAJOR SELXNSKI:

I should like to ask if it is expected that the N,P,
particular
whom
have
a
I
patient, in
interest, will in six to eight weeks be exabsorb
sufficient
pected to
knowledge and training that will enable him to 'obtain
a new "spec" serial number, or does he continue his training elsewhere?
I see in the question of Major Selenski a desire for
LT, COL. BARTON:
information concerning the Developmental Training Units, You will recall that for
a time the Array Service Forces operated at Belvoir, Lee, and Aberdeen, Develop- ■
In August G-eneral Somervell turned over
mental Training Units for N.P, patients.
the function of the Developmental Training Units to the Reconditioning Consultants
Division. It was believed that patients could receive equivalent training in the
reconditioning program. As to the other part of your question, it is not intended
to keep soldiers until they achieve a new "spec” number. If a man were to continue
in the service long enough, then,he might incidentally acquire such a "Spec" number
but he is to,kept only so long as it is felt that his individual case will benefit
from the treatment program.
If he has not completed his training and is to return
to duty, he may go to a regular ASF training center and complete the course,
MAJOR CRUZE:
I would like to add that the regular ASF training centers
prepared
be
to
evaluate
the training these men have received, and will place
will
them in technical courses in accordance with their background.
In other words, it
may require only two more weeks of training after the man gets to the training*center to enable him to qualify for a certain "spec” serial.numbep, rather than a
total of eight weeks in technical training.
MAJOR S3NERCHIA;

In regard to those last comments, tha.t can only come

’

wxwoo" iAoicuu uG'gwowIT mo uunvaiuacent con tor and the” reclassification
That isn’t always possible.
or redistribution center.
life have found it better to
keep him up to 8 weeks until lie has qualified in his new ’’spec” number, then he is
,
•
returned to duty,
"axnj-cco

-

■•

wxi/u

That is all"right only so long as you have the available bods,

MAJOR CHUZE:

CAPT, DITTRICK: lit, Kisker,.who is representing the Classificadion Branch,
has helped plan the counselling and classification activities in a'convalescent
hospital. Could you comment on the,roleof the Classification Officer?
*

The personnel for the counselling .and classification'work inLT, KISKER:
dicated on your diagrams will be trained at the separation classificadion school at
That personnel may be. requisitioned through service command headquarters.
Fort Dix,
is not available,*, at the service command level, that requisition
personnel
If the
to
us
will come on
in the AGO whore wo have a substantial pool of men in each class
who are available for assignment,

I should like to bring up one.point, and that,is the matter of terminology in
ASF Circular 419, There are about five different phrases, such as counselling and
guidance, classification and counselling, separation and guidance, which arc mentioned, each ; slightly differ&nt;.presumably all are the same activities, as it is
to be the same unit. I am right in that, am I not?
CAPT, DITTRICK;

That is right, yes,

:

MAJOR PATRICK: May I interject?- I think there are two'bases of counselling.
One is counselling for the program., and one is separation counselling and guidance
when a man leaves the service, and that, I believe, is what your field is—separa,.
,
- :
tion counselling,
~

LT,

KISKER:

It is more than
•

■ -MAJOR

PATRICK;

,

•

.

that.
q *

'

r

You have added the other function?

LT, KISKER:
It will be added under this plan. Up to now, it has been entirely separation classification, but with the convalescent program going into action,
it will include much more than that.
It will include the initial counselling, that
It
include
a
continuous
type of counselling during the course
will
programming.
is,
of instruction in collaboration with the educational officers, the educational *
counsellor who is in most instances already available and then the separation counselling, v/hothe r thad separation is back to duty or to civilian life,

MAJOR'PATRICK:

It won’t be separation, it will be disposition.

LT, KISKER:
It. will bo disposition,. . Wo v/ill work out- some terminology-, but
the
it is more than
separation program that you gentlemen have in your general,
/
hospitals at the moment,

Incidentally, I would like to.cadi your attention to a:circular that is just
Thad is War Department Circular 486, It
off the press a madter of a few hours,
puts the activity of sepanatidn, classification, and.counselling on the War Department level.
We »will be operating" directly under G-l in dhc matter of cla.ssif icadion
and counselling within hospitals of ASP and. AAP as f r as that goes, but I suspect
that ’most of you haven’t seen that particular circular.

COL.BARTOKt Before introducing the next speaker, I would like to give Col.
Grabfield a chance to correct 'a statement which he feels may have been misinterpreted.
;

COL. GRABPIELD: I called the service command and spoke to the control officer. He do Id me we have received the allotment we asked for, for the convalesIt is materially less.that!
manning tables indicate.
cent hospital.
It is
stated to be in accordance with agreement,
Jt> comes to a. total personnel radio of
approximately .35, In other words, id is 525 for 1500 beds in the convalescedt
It is under the figure of ,4,
facility of a general hospital. That,isn’t adequate.
which is, we were told by pcrdbdnel, what. we. were going to get,-and I want-do-correct what I said before-, that w6 nadn 1 t received it. We received it since I left.
We got it on Monday,

We also were told: "Let’s get these requisitions in as fast as possible because there is another cut in the offing and if the bodies aren’t there we will
have to take the cut from your fat, if the requisition isn’t in," I pass that on
for what it is worth.
COL. BAHTCH: The next item on our program is a symposium on equipment and
I an going to ask Captain Lit trick to introduce the individual partici-

supplies,

pants,
CAPT, LITTRICK: Luring the remainder of the afternoon’s program, we are going
to concern ourselves essentially with three areas; that of equipment, supply, and
organization, We have representatives of the various technical services who will
in turn, present that aspect of the subject with which he is familiar,
Capt, Allan of the Organization and Equipment Branch, Technical Livision,
General*s Office, will take up the subject of equipment, the manner of procurement, and necessary channels that should be followed,

Surgeon

CAPT, ALLAH;
We in the Supply Service would like all of you to realize that
the problem of funds, the problem of supplies and equipment, is very intricate.
We
must continually battle all kinds of competing organizations and installations,
both within and without the War Department, In other words, we are in competition
with the Wqvy, in competition with'the Red Cross, and even within our own organization we are in competition with each other.
That is one of the reasons why it is
us
to
such
as
the
things
for
prepare
equipment list which we distributed
necessary
to you this morning,

I shall refer to the special instructions under Paragraph 4 on the third page
This is Med 10-24 and may be obtained from AGO Lepots shortof the tentative list.
Conference,
It is the authority for obtaining supplies and equipment
ly after this
supnlemonting the other lists that are referred to in the instructions.
It says here;
"Since convalescent hospitals are established on the promise
that the bulk of patients will be housed in other than hospital buildings, housing,
housekeeping, and messing facilities are to be furnished by the Quartermaster Corps
on the same basis as provided in Tables of Allowance Wo, 20, equipment for posts,
20 will
Supplementary housing equipment not provided in
camps, and stations.
be requisitioned against Table 4 of this equipment list,"

T/A

Convalescent hospitals are established usually at posts where barracks facilities and other facilities formerly occupied by troops are now to be utilized to
provide housing for patients. The Quartermaster will continue to furnish all of tht
things that he had formerly furnished when the post v/as a regular active duty post.
Initial medical department equipment for definitive treatment in a convalescent
hospital will be obtained against medical department equipment list for a station
hospital and hospital expansion units ZI of appropriate sizes, the size to be determined on the basis of 10 percent of authorized total patient strength.

.

Let us consider a convalescent hospital v/ith a thousand authorized beds
(drawing chart on blackboard), 10 percent of that, which will be in addition to
that thousand beds, is for definitive treatment, and the equipment list for a hundred-bed hospital, therefore, would be the appropriate equipment list to provide
the definitive treatment equipment for this hospital, plus the equipment that is
authorized by Med 10-24, which has been divided up into receiving division, a
reconditioning division, an Infirmary, and then two additional tables in which supplemental furniture for dental clinics and some little linen has boon provided.
Originally we were of the impression that a convalescent hospital would only
bo provided v/ith the equipment that the Quartermaster would provide in the way of
furniture and bedding, Hov/evcr, it now becomes evident that inasmuch as the men
are still patients, v/e must provide additional liner: other than that provided by
T/A 20 which allows only pillow cases, mattresses, beds, and bath towels. The now
allowances for linen may prove inadequate, but v/e have no way of determining as yet
how much additional linen v/ill be required.
Some of the equipment which has been provided in Table 1 may not seem very
extensive. We are operating on the premise that a convalescent patient will not
require any extensive definitive treatment, for that reason wo have granted a
limited amount of physiotherapy treatment and a. very limited amount of diagnostic

equipment.

In addition to the above, the Medical Department equipment listed in Table X
of this equipment list is authorized to all convalescent hospitals, convalescent
annexes, to General, Regional, and Station Hospitals and other authorized convalescent facilities and sections on the basis set forth in the list. That is the
part that we mu!s*t change after this morning’s comments by Col. Schwichtonberg*
The items of Class 7, furniture listed in Table II, are authorized for day
rooms and recreation area.s in addition to those quantities authorized in the appropriate station hospital and hospital expansion equipment lists. Armchairs and
costumers, davenports, lamps, and so forth, will be provided for any recreation
hall or library in a convalescent hospital, on approximately the same basis they
will be provided for in General Hospitals for regular patient use, ’’All .requisitions
for these items, however, must bear a statement as to the number of day rooms or
recreational areas to be furnished and that available spa.ee for this purpose is
adequate to accomodate the equipment requested,In other words, wo didn’t want
people to order the furniture and then order a building to put it in, a.s has been
done once or twice before.
The dental units appearing in Table III are for attached dental officers and
are authorized in addition to any dental equipment issued as a part of the Sta.tion
In those installations
Hospital equipment under the instructions of 4-8 above.
whore the convalescent hospitaJ also serves as a Station Hospital for troops stationed on the Post, supplies and equipment arc authorized on the ba.sis of bed
capacity established in accordance with existing directives in addition to the
I think that provides for hospital
Quantities authorized in this equipment list.
three
a
of total strength.
rate
of
about
and
half
percent
beds at the

'

The question of procuring funds, procuring non-standard equipment,'and so
forth, has come up two or three times in this meeting. You arc a.ll acquainted
with War Dept, Circular 310 which restricted local procurement of standard or nonstandard items, and also necessitated cancelling a number of allotments. The circular was prepared in order to protect the civilian economy and keep the various
I want to make it clear that
technical services from competing with themselves,
not
to
appropriated funds, but aJLso to unappropriated
that circular applies
only
funds as well.
The responsibility for justifying a request for funds is entirely -a local
responsibility, and. I think that it might be helpful to everyone if, in requesting
funds, supplies, or equipment, you would put yourself at the other end of the line
and ask yourself whether or not the justification you had given in your estimation
is sufficiently clear, so that an intelligent consideration can be given of your
particular request. We get all kinds of requisitions that must be returned automatically, because there is not enough information. You say, ”Wo need so and so,”
but not what you have; you fail to say why you need it, or whether, you have anybody
to use it after you get it. Often a little more time at the station would save a
lot of correspondence back and forth.
Other equipment lists also apply to a convalescent hospital.
Those arc Med
10-25,•• physical reconditioning, and Med 10-23, which is an occupational therapy
list, now being printed. It is quite extensive as compared to the last occupational therapy list.

If you have any recommendations as to additions to those lists, whether they
for
be
occupational therapy, the convalescent hospital list, or physical reconditioning list, or any of the other lists that are involved in‘ equipping.your hospitals, the Technical Division of the Surgeon General’s Office would like to receive your recommendations in order that proper action ‘may be taken to either delete
�the items, add quantities, or make additions.
The supply situation is now becoming
so tight that equipment lists may shortly resemble overseas T/S’s,
What isn’t on
the equipment list isn’t available,
CAPT. DITTHICK;- Major Sandberg of the Supply Division of the Surgeon General’s
Office v/ill now discuss supply problems,
MAJOR SA1TDB3RG: As Captain Allan has told you, the Med Supply List 10-23 is
for occupational therapy equipment and Med 10-25 is for physical reconditioning.
The physical reconditioning equipment is practically completely received in
St, Louis Medical Depot.

During this month there should not be too many back orders on that equipment.

ocurement tor occupational therapy started some tv/o or three months ago, be\/as even authorized.
Up to 2 January there were only a couple of
contracts incomplete. By the end of January over 90 percent of the items will he in
the St. Louis Depot.

fore the list

The Special Services Division has turned over a 4 to 6 production to the Medical Department for physical reconditioning and occupational therapy equipment and
supplies. That turnover is sufficient to take care of our forecasted needs for a

yeax,
Several inquiries concerning the expandability of physical reconditioning equipWhy are all physical reconditioning items listed as exment have been received.
pendable? AR 35-6620 says that any physical reconditioning equipment such as balls,
bats, tennis rackets, tennis nets, and other recreational equipment, v/ill be made
expendable, and that such equipment v/ill be kept in a jacket file rather than a
That doesn’t mean that a rowing machine can be taken
regular stock record account.
home and red-lined off a jacket file, 'It does mean that you have to maintain
property responsibility.
other words, items are both expendable and non-expendable.
In order to
supplies and equipment for pre-technical sections, it should be sufficient
the Director of Supply that you'want all the equipment that has been authorthe new supply list, or for supplies that are authorized by the various
1
(4)
Sections of the Technical Services catalog. For example, Med 4 lists
’’Four
expendable medical supplies, Sig 4 the expendable Signal Corps supplies authorized,
It would be a good idea to avail yourQjM 4 for Quartermaster items, and so forth.
n Sections of the ASF catalog series of the various tech,f
of
these
Four
selves
all

In
receive
to tell
ized by
’

nical services.
You will also want to avail yourselves of the T/A to know what equipment you
It is up to your Director of Supply to put a requisition on your local
will have.
representative of the various technical services for the equipment and supplies that
The question may be asked, 11 How are we going to get supplies
you are authorized.
that are not on the T/A or the equipment list, or not in the various section 4 s
of the Technical Services catalog? The only recourse is a non-standard requisition.
If the S.G-.O, believes the item of equii>ment or supplies should be put on all equipment lists, or the T/A, or the section 4’s, they v/ill add it and that v/ill be
Your
authority for all other installations to get similar equipment and supplies.
installation might be considered individually and authority granted for a nonstandard item for your installation alone,
!

A list of available items of physical reconditioning will be published this
month and will be forwarded through your distribution depot. The latter part of the
month the list of available items of occupational therapy that are now available will
also appear. In this way you v/ill be guided in your requisitioning,

DlTTRICK: At this point I believe that it would be wise for me to take
moments
to give you the current information concerning the table of allowances
a few
for
use
in the vocational guidance training program that was outlined a
prepared
little earlier in the afternoon.
CAPT,

There will be many inadequacies in the allowances list, for example, there are
included machine tools, certain types of vehicles for which the priority that has
Also, in the list of ordnance
been assigned to this program v/ill not be adequate.
equipment for the automotive course, there are a number of standard vehicles listed.
These vehicles are critical items and cannot be drawn with an A-5-D priority,.- Conseouently, non-standard vehicles must replace the standard ones listed,. Again, with
respect to lathes, grinders, milling machines, shapers, and items of that nature,
The ordthe priority again is not high enough to justify issue of this equipment.
nance experts have not yet offered suggested solutions.

In some instances, the technical services in submitting their lists did not
coordinate sufficiently within their own division between training and supply and
equipment sections. Consequently the lists that v/ere submitted v/ere not wholly
accurate,. Secondly, some did not supply equipment lists to us which completely
covered all areas with respect to the courses outlined in RTP-8-1,
A conference was held 2 January 1945, called by the Mobilization Branch, ASF,
is in the process
at which each of the technical services v/as represented,. The
the
services
is
of instruction,
taking
Each
of
technical
the
program
of revision.
as
Revised lists
lists,,
in'ETP-8-1,
the
outlined
the 31 courses, revising
equipment
the
end
of
this
week.
have been promised by

T/A

.nve

the
I shall now cover the list of courses as*'given in RTP-8-1, and indie
other
this
that
techniwill indicate
words,
,the
responsible technical service. In
cal service is the source of the equipment to conduct that course. The equipment
for these technical programs will not come through Medical Supply, but will be
issued from the various supply depots maintained by technical services in question,
as follows:

Technical Service Responsible
Ordnance
Ordnance

Course
Automotive Pouts Clerk
Canvas and Leather Workers
Carburetor Specialists
Carpentry
Combination Welding
Electrician
Engineering drafting
Piling and correspondence

Ordnance,

Engineers
•

'Engineers
»AGO with the Quartermaster supplying
the items for it,
Engineers
Ordnance

lettering-and sign writing
Light Metal working '
Machinist
‘ .
Music

:

Ordnance

•

AGO function with Quartermaster
issuing the equipment.

'•

,

Office Machines

Quartermaster

’

;

Printing
Pattern making

'

*

'
'

’

Engineers
Engineefs
Signal Corps

'

*

Photography
Power and light
Printing and Reproduction
‘
Electricity

•

■

■

Engineers

•

.

’■

,
%

Some Quartermasters; others Engineers,
Engineers
..'
-Signal Corps

“

*

•

>

■

'

,

-

-

'

V

Ordnance
Engineers

.Radio

,

Shorthand

Quartermasters

■•

Telephone and telegraph
Tire rebuilding
Topographic drafting

Signal Obrps.

Ordnance.
Engineers;

Typewriting

’

Quartermasters

d

Engineers.

Utility Repairmen
Watch repair

Wheel, vehicle, automotive mechanic
Woodworking mechines
•

Ordnance
Ordnance
Engineers

It is our feeling that the initial step must be to obtain a director of convalescent training And such personnel to assist him in order that an adequate survey
of existing needs and layout can be made at once.
There is no point, it is believed
to begin to requisition equipment until you aue sure you have the buildings or until
the proper adaptation of buildings has been made to set up courses, A complete
survey of existing facilities must be made and additional needs outlined.

In some installations you may not be ready to write requisitions until that
survey has boon made. By that time the complete and revised
will be published,

T/A

Tlie. next area that we are going to consider is the matter of visual education
and visual aids, Mr, John Morrow who is consultant in the Reconditioning Consultant
Division on the subject of visual education, will discuss that program with you,

MR. MORROW: Approximately two months ago the Chief of Staff, directed the
service command visual aid coordinators to attend a conference in Hew York in reference to the distribution of films and other visual materials concerning demobilization 'and the post-hostilities educational program. Fortunately at that time the
Surgeon General received an invitation to attend that conference .to .explain the need;
of the Reconditioning Programs in reference to production, procurement, distribution
and utilization of equipment, films, -and other.types of visual aids.
The Chief Signed Officer and the Chief of the Army Pictorial Service, assured
the Surgeon General at that time that there was no shortage of projection equipment
and film materials within the commands to take care of the needs of the hospital

programs.

1

After that conference some of the coordinators returned to their respective
commands, picked up the ball, and did a very good job. Others failed to do anything
about it. Unfortunately, at this time wc have had no directive", or no basis upon
which to establish film library facilities in each of the convalescent hospitals.
This is why I would like to refer to the letter which you will find on the table,

dated 3 January 1945, which is "being sent out "by the Chief Signal Officer to all of
the service commands directed to the attention of the Visual Aid Coordinators,
The
subject is "Film Services for Army Service Forces, Hospital Reconditioning Programs,!

I will not read the letter in its entirety, "but I want to point out one or two
important things:

In paragraph 1, the Chief Signal Officer has referred to the "basic convalescent training, RTP-8-1, and to ASF Circular 419,
In paragraph 1 (t) he directs that the Service Command Coordinators activate
a film library of appropriate classification in each of the convalescent hospitals,
and more important than that, in paragraph 1 (c) the service command coordinator
visit the convalescent hospitals within the command to offer the following services;
to establish a film library, to establish operator training, to inform the Director
of Reconditioning and the Chiefs of the Reconditioning Services as to what films
arc available, both from War Department sources and from outside sources and to
ansist the Reconditioning Services in developing effective use of films, including
their proper selection, preview by instructors, and effective introduction, presentation, and follow-up,
I would like to point out tha.t Major Cruse from ASF Training, mentioned the
coot)oration that the Technical Services were willing to give to the convalescent
hospital program. The last paragraph of this letter is a good indication of that,
n It is contemplated that the Central Film
in which the Chief Signal Officer says:
Library of your Command will extend its services to the Reconditioning Program v/ith
the same vigor, imagination, and efficiency, it displayed in providing films, film
library facilities, and advisory services in other training programs,”
This shoudl bo your basis, then, gentlemen, to establish adequate film library
facilities in each of the convalescent hospitals within the Service Command,
The next thing I v/ould like to refer to at this time is the" program of instruction RTP-8-1: If you will turn to the course of instruction entitled Automotive Parts Clerk which is found on page 1 after the introduction, and the
column headed "Text references and training aids," you v/ill find related visual
The training film listed there is
materials for specific units of instruction.
related to the unit on the clutch, the fuel exhaust, and so forth. Films, film
strips, etc., have been incorporated into those units of instruction by the various
technical services.
There is. one change in reference to visual materials that I v/ould like to
I think it is self-explanatory.
point out, and that is Change 1, on the table,
and
commercial materials arc not deposited
Air Corps material, ITavy materials,
command
film libraries unless they are so authorized by cither the
in service
Director of Military Training, ASF, or the Director of the Information and EducaWe have received the necessary approval for the use of these
tion Division, ASF,
visual male rials. We have ordered them for you through the Army Pictorial Service
and they will be deposited in your hospital film libraries in the near future,

I v/ould now like to discuss the supply of visual materials from the Washington
level to the service command level and to the actual post, camp, and station level
within the command.
The function of procurement, production, and distribution of visual material,
especially film material and other types of projected visual aids, is the responsibility of the Chief Signal Officer and his service command delegates. The
Third Service Command has pioneered and has done a wonderful job in this respect.
Your T/A calls for certain personnel for the visual aid department. You v/ill be
allotted a film coordinator, a visual aid development officer, and a certain number of enlisted personnel to do the job. In conjunction v/ith that, you v/ill have
the services of the Service Command Coordinator for advice, counselling, and so
forth. The Third Service Command has gone one step further: They have assigned
a civilian coordinator at the service command level to work v/ith the hospital
programs within the command.

The supply of visual materials is through normal film library channels.
Initial distribution of all authorized War Department films and film strips, and
other typos cf "film materials, comes directly from the Signal Corps photographic
center to th film libraries at each of the installations within the command. If
a. new film is produced and is applicable to reconditioning programs, you will

receive an automatic distribution of the number of prints that v/ill be required to
The number of prints is determined by the director of reconditioning in cooperation with the Service Command Visual Aid Coordinator,

meet your needs.

Approximately 90 days before distribution of new projected visual materials,
a summary sheet is sent to the service command level with a complete description of
the film material, outlining the type of aid it might be, telling the purpose, how
it.is to be used, and so forth, Therefore a representative of the interested agency
at the service command level can sit down and tell the visual aid coordinator how
many prints of that material lie might need for his installations v/ithin the command.

All reorders of film materials
hospital level, through channels to
reorders for film will be filled at
are on hand.
In very few instances
are filled,

will go through the visual coordinator at the
the Service Co;;anand Coordinator, Most of your
the service command level because deoot stoc3:s
will reorders have to go to New York before they

,

I was asked by Col. Thorndike to try to point out what the Educational Reconditioning Branch, and the Reconditioning Division, was attempting to do through the
The chief of the Educational Reconditioning Branch has
use of visual material.
outlined the phases of educational reconditioning which you have in your manual
TM 8-290, We are selecting, in cooperation with the technical services,' other War
Department agencies, and from outside sources film materials and other typos of
visual aids which will be helpful.
When these film materials are selected and approved, a joint screening committee of the Army and Navy Board, v/ill recommend the
standardization, procurement and distribution of that material through normal film
library channels,

I might'point out tv/o specific examples: You people know better than I do at
this time, that too many of the War Department films are not applicable to meet
Therefore, we must go to outside sources to get other types of suppleyour need,
mentary material. Materials chosen so far arc March of Time films which can be
used in orientation and discussion classes; and specific job information films,
which have been tested and evaluated bp the leading vocational non in the field.
These will serve as part of your guidance and counselling,
I do not think that we will be qualified, at the Washington level, to try to
of the local needs of each of the hospitals.
We will have to depend upon
people at the convalescent hospital level, and other AS3T hospitals, to bell us
what your needs might be.

m'oet all

There is just one other phase that I would like to go into. A manual published by the Signal Corps called ”C-et ’em into Action” is available at the service
command level - which deals with film library operation, the supply, both initial
distribution and reorder, of all visual materials,
CAPT. DITTRICK; The next presentation will relate to the large manning table
that was distributed by Major Lipton this morning. At that time lie asked that
during the breaks and intermission you study that manning table so that questions
concerning its application, could be brought up at this time.
Major Lipton will now consider your questions and attempt to explain it
further,

MAJOR LIPTON: Manning tables are in no way mandatory. An attempt has been
It is only bo exmade to suggest an equivocal distribution of key personnel.
that
more perfect distribution
perience and application of operational principles
With these facts in mind, your recommendations
of personnel can be accomplished.
and comments are requested to enable us to perfect a table of distribution which
will reflect your experience and eventually be recognized by the War Department
on which necessary personnel can be assigned,
CAPT. DITTRICK;

We are now ready for questions,

I world suggest that a provision be made for a, medical officer
MAJOR BOYNTON;
(a specialist in physical medicine) conversant with physical and occupational
therapy to be added to the manning table for convalescent hospitals,
MAJOR LIPTON;

I don't know whether there is a specification for such an

officer,

A VOICE;

SSN 3180.

I want to call your attention to the-fact that 24 Medical Corps
MAJOR LIRTOIT:
heon
allotted
in a thousand-bod hospital.
officers have
If a specialist in physical
were
he
added,
medicine
would have to replace one of the other officers.,

MAJOR 3SELMAH; I would like to inquire whether any provision has "been made for
short courses for medical officers who are interested in physical medicine with the
idea, of assigning them to convalescent facilities?
CART. C-RACIE; Ho such course exists at the present time. There are a number
of courses in preparation at present hut none of them are ready for announcement.
The majority are designed as refresher training courses, for officers who have been
away from professional duties for some time,
COL. ST IKE'S It occures to me that in a convalescent hospital of a thousand
I don’t believe
bods, there might be approximately 80 percent orthopedic patients,
one
be
able
anywhere
would
to
near
cover
the
orthopedist
that
ground,
MAJOR LIPTOIT; You may assign more specialists in orthopedics by dropping an
equivalent number of other medical officers to moot your unusual patient distribution,

COL. THORHDIHS:
I think that hospitals will vary in the type of cases they
have
a
number of orthopedic cases in their convalescent section
have. Some may
I think
that will require more "orthopods"; others will have neurosurgical cases,
the individual hospital will have to judge what it needs in the line of specialists
and judge accordingly.
From period to period it might change,
CART, HALL;

Is there no provision made for a civilian librarian?

CART, DITTRICH;
That has been considered,
I think there have been some personnel indicated under Special Service personnel. Civilians may replace military
personnel in accordance with the War Department policy wherever possible,
CART, HALL:
There is a provision in AR 210-70 for allotment of a librarian
with
over a thousand beds, and it seems to me that one should be
hospital
to any
not
there is a service club,
whether
or
provided

CART. DITTRICH; I believe Special Service has a provision for personnel to
carry out the functions of a library,
MAJOR LIPTOIT; We can make the suggested readjustments to provide a librarian,
.Will one bo enough for‘one thousand beds?According to AR 210-70 a civilian librarian is authorized for
every hospital with a thousand beds,

CART HAIL;

COL. CUTLER:
In the abstract of Col. Barton’s talk this morning this sentence
is found: "In respect to personnel, it should be emphasized that there is urgent
need to secure immediately two thoroughly qualified officers, one to handle the
reconditioning division and one to be director of the convalescent training program.

Will you be good enough, Col. Thorndike,
those two men?
COL, THORHDIHS:
we will defer it,

to outline the qualifications for

That is coming up tomorrow with personnel matters,

I think

It would seem logical in view of the trend to move class 3
hospitals, to provide a better student instructor ratio in
in
convalescent
patients
relation to 283,5, More than one physical reconditioning instructor is needed
per 100 patients; it should be 2 or 3 per hundred,
CART, LILLY;

CART, DITTRICH:
Utilization of personnel is optional with local command;
535 enlisted personnel in relation to the thpusand-bed hospital is tops as far as
Adjustment would need to be made within that limit.
that is concerned.

MAJOR LIPTCil: On the assumption that a thousand-bed hospital will receive
patients a month, approximately 20 patients a day' will be 1 received ‘for 30 days
In the receiving division 14 duty soldiers have been allotted to take care of
baggage arh assist newly arrived patients '-to their quarters; to receive approximately 20 patients a day would give each man about one and a fraction patients
to tyke care of*

:500

If tne recommendation would be accepted by the Surgeon ■’General 1 s Office,
Hospital Division, we could repla.ee some of those men with more appropriate
personnel.
I would like bo raise a. question* I have been increasingly
MAJOR ESS LINGER:
concerned as to whether or not the physical reconditioning officers who are serving as company commanders are so overwhelmed with company administration that they
are not able to serve’ in the capacity for w .ich they are especially, trained.
I
think: it would be very unfortunate if tn.at were true and I would like to have an
expression of opinion from Major Morgan, and Major.Webster and some others,

MAJOR MORGAN: We have found, that to be exactly the case. Where a man is
saddled’with company, responsibilities, he is unable to carry out the physical reconditioning program as it should be carried out,
MAJOR W3BST3H: Our difficulties haven't been quite so great. .The CO's in
most' of our companies have been patient officers and they have gotten along nicely
within our organization, although we felt that perhaps we could got better results
On -the other hand, if he is
if we did have' a. PR officer -as the CO of the company.
saddled with too much of the organization of the company, he ;may. not be able to
We have thought it wise to
give sufficient time to the physical reconditioning.
have the PR officer as the CO for the company, with a patient officer a.s the
executive officer of the company. We haven't tried that, but we a.re considering
.

'

MAJOR SSSLING-ER: The same basis was used to ■provide physical reconditioning
instructors as.in ASE Circular 73* If you remember, it provided one "283n per 100
patients for Classes 2 and 1, I think that is adequate to handle' the job of
physical*reconditioning.
I think what Captain Lilly has felt is that there are a
great many more duties in the administration of that company- which are developing.
,T
Perhaps it is not so. much another 283 I! that is needed as another "CO for general
administration* I think one "283" is certainly adequate to handle 100 non for two
hours and a half a day, which;is the full load that he carries,

it,

•

-

f

MAJOR. TASTMAN; I don't know whether I nave seen correctly or not, but I see
fireman listed here, "084", with an- a-llotment of two,
If 'that is all I would
like to know how two firemen are going to fire in two areas two miles apart, a.
total of possibly 50 bui dings, each one of them having a.s many of three or four
..."
-g
fires in it. How are they going to do .that? g
_,

Also, I don't see how the number of medical officers allotted is adequate.
There may be 600 pa.ti nts in a battalion, or possibly more--and a. lot of these
patients, Class 3-A's, needing physio-therapy, 'How a.re the officers going to
check X-rays and sec that these men are properly cared for and make the necessary
progress notes and see that they get back to the right kind of duty at the right
time and a.s quickly a.s they can?
The two fi remen allowed are for laundry purposes, not
Is that wha.t your question was?

MAJOR LIP TON;
"to 'put out fires.

MAJOR EASTMAN;
COL, JENSEN:

MAJOR LIP TON:

I mean to build fires,

The patients have to keep their own stoves, going.
Those are for the laundry facilities, only.

CAPT, DITTRICH:
The time is drawing a. little short, and” we have not yet
taken up questions of supply,
■ ’
:

MAJOR EASTMAN* I would like to 'bring up a question relative to physiotherapy
equipment, Por 2000 patients, two leg oaths—whirlpools—are provided,. We have
heard an estimate that up to 80 percent of orthopedic cases are to he expected.
Those- patients are going to need a whole lot more similar equipment,.
CAPT. ALLAH: That is Just exactly what we would like to know,.
hospital, how many do you think you would need?

In a 2000-bed

MAJOR EASTMAH:• This looks to me like it ought to he multiplied hy 10 in every
one of these categories for physiotherapy,

MAJOR

BOYHTOH:-

CAPT. ALLAH;

What about cannihaliNation on hospitals that are being closed?

Where they are being closed, they are being used,

MAJOR BOYHTOH: You will want to increase the hydrotherapy equipment,.
give you a breakdown on it latter,

I will

CAPT, R033IHS:

Are any regulations existent that prevent the receiving of
occupational therapy equipment in kind or supplies that you know of?
CAPT,’ ALLAH: Ho.
We are perfectly willing and'happy to have civilian’s
tribute anything that they want. The- trouble in the past has.been that they
tributed it all to one place. One hospital got all kinds of leather, others
without. If there is any large quantity of available materials it should be
ed to our office so we can make*distribution,
CAPT, R033IHS:

Would that apply to equipment also?

concon-

did
report-

’

CAPT. ALLAH: That Would apply to anything of that nature. There is one thing
I didn’t bring up before, -and that is items of critical equipment such as typewriters,
We have a limited number of typewriters on the list. That is all you are
get,to
We had to fight to get- those, ASP warned that if typewriters or
going
of that nature was diverted from the convalescent rehabilitation
equipment,
office
or something else.it would be taken away froni the into
administration
urogram
get
stallation,
that are intended for‘instruction purposes and
typewriters
If you
offices,
thorn
am
ASP inspector is probably going to take
in administrative
use
he
finds
them,
them up if
COL, THORxTLXKHl:

The same applies to printing presses,

That is right.
CAPT, ALLAH:
that is of a critical nature,

Printing presses, adding machine’s, or anything

COL,- CUTLER;
I would like to point out, in reference to the need for large
numbers of whirlpool baths, that it is a very easy matter to prescribe manipulative
physio-therapy, especially in our convalescent hospitals, often to "the disadvantage
Of the patient.
He may easily become lost in t.h'e manipulated physiotherapy, and
fail -to benefit by the directed active individual exercising of the disabled parts
I would say Just a’ word of caution in regard to the matter
that may be required,
of equipping our convalescent hospitals with large numbers of diathermy, whirlpool
baths, and the rest of it, simply because it becomes so easy to catalog the, patient
I
as receiving physiotherapy and oftentimes injudiciously and not economically,
exercise
as
to
opposed
individual
directed'active
prescribed
manipulative
recommend
physiotherapy.

MAJOR BOYHTOH:

That was why I suggested the need for 3180

(Physical Medicine

Specialist),

MAJOR BRISCOE: I v/ould like to ask if Major Sandberg didn’t also mean to inIt is a, list of items carried in stock at
clude ASP catalog ”5” as well, -as ”4”,
the
service
command*
the various depots in
That is right. That will help to get items that don’t apIf you got the Sig 5, QJ-I 5, and so
pear on the T/A or in the Sig 4, Med 4, QM 4,
forth, which is the stock list of all items, that may also help you find other
items that are available that people in Washington haven’t thought of including
in the program.
In the medical catalog series, we don’t have a Med 5—our Med 3
includes what would normally be our Med 5,
You v/ill find there, probably in our
n P” class (our occupational therapy class), many items that you can use in vocaMAJOR SAHD3ERG-;

tional guidance courses,

•

MAJOR CRUZE; I would like to add one word about the tentative 5/A, As
Captain Allan pointed out, the permanent T/A will he published very shortly. However, within the service command you will know what equipment you have* You will
You also -Iznov
.have a pretty good idea of what equipment you are going to require.
it
takes
to
have
get
equipment
'how long
been.submitted*
This table of allowances is authority for requisitioning equipment' from the
chiefs of technical services that you do not have within the service commands an
those rpquisitions will bo honored* Equipment that you do not need, you may turn

in,

I would suggest that you do not delay too long about preparing the requisitions for the items that you know that you are going to need* There will 'be unavo'
able delay in the distribution of the final T/A, If you wait to prepare your
requisitions before submitting them, the first thing you know, it is going to be
So don’t get caught short,
two months before you have anything*
We were told not to requisition until we had buildings to put
COL, BREVIER;
them in a short time ago* Now v/e are told to prepare the requisitions immediate!
and send them in* I would like to interject this 'thought that our engineers .are
ready to go to work preparing our-class rooms and things of that kind*
They say
they cannot prepare these rooms until they know what is going in them and we have
been unable to find out what is going in them,
4

CAPT, DITTRICH;
In connection with the Third Service Command problem, severe
officers, -including the Service Command Engineer, were in Washington last week,
I believe at that time, Major Boynton, v/e agreed upon the design and requirement
for some eight or nine buildings,- and have made arrangements to go to Aberdeen immediately at the conclusion of this conference to get the other buildings laid out
in the proper manner to contain the equipment that v/ill be used,

MAJOR BRISCOE;
I was going to comment on your statement earlier in reference
to what you spoke of* I don’t think, Captain Dittrick meant that- you should wait
until you had a complete layout of every building and a complete survey, but that
as soon as you knew—-for instance, if you had one shop that you knew what equipment was to go in there, you would order for that,
CAPT, .DITTRICH:

impression,

That is right, Major,

I am sorry I gave any different
>

*

,

•

•

We may find that in a convalescent hospital in the Middle West there may bo
a greater interest in machine tool v/ork, welding and metal trades.
We may find
that in the southern part of tho country there is more interest in textiles or
Interest may vary from one part of tho country to another. Revise
agriculture.
your requirements accordingly. That is what X referred to' when I said that you
must make an adequate survey of your needs. Some have already made such*

HR. MORROW; I would like to point out one thing I think I failed to do, Tho
projection equipment and film library equipment is not included in the proposed
T/A’s that arc before you. You v/ill draw your projection equipment and film
library equipment against existing T/A 20-2 which has already been approved and
authorized, according to tho classification of film library.

'
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COL. THORNDIKE; Fill the conference come to order.please.
Major Gwynn as moderator for the morning.

I will appoint

MAJOR GT-TNil; The morning program will' open with a paper by Major Ess linger,
who is Chief of the Physical Reconditioning Branch, on
•

“The Physical

Reconditioning Program in Convalescent Hospitals".

MAJOR ESSLIHGER; The Physical Reconditioning Program in any hospital must
It has been anticipated
be based upon the needs of the patients in that hospital.
divided
into
the following categothat patients in Convalescent Hospitals will.be
ries
Advanced Reconditioning.
40% Neuropsychiatric.
40% Primary Reconditioning.
;

It is obvious that' the nature and purpose of the Physical Reconditioning Program
will vary for these various groups. The program for each will be discussed in

-

turn.

Since.the patients in the Advanced Reconditioning group are to be returned
to■duty they will follow the program outlined in ASF Circular 217. The emphasis
will be upon the development of maximum physical and mental fitness in these
This requires a combination of tough
patients before-they are returned to duty.
rugged‘physical activities such as calisthenics, guerrillas, grass drills, log
.exercises, marching and running, combined with relays, combative events and competitive sports.

:

„

The Physical Reconditioning Program has an important role in the reconditionThese patients are of two general types. One
ing Of neuropsychiatric patients.
group of patients have symptoms which are so severe that only light activity can
be undertaken and that .only'under careful supervision. The activities must not
appear to be too strenuous to them. The best activities for this group include
•horseshoes, croquet, table tennis, archery, snuffleboard, golf putting and the

like
The group which manifests attitude reactions is able to participate in,
strenuous activities once they are motivated to do so. Part of this group is
-very cooperative and will readily engage in physical activities. The remainder of
this group is critical and complaining and will require considerable persuasion.
However once they have entered into an activity they will participate vigorously.
For the group of neuropsychiatric patients who can participate in vigorous
activities the Physical Reconditioning Program seeks to develop a high level of
physical fitness. If this objective can be achieved it cannot help but prove beneficial to them, providing, of course, that the proper approach is employed.
The
lack of strength and stamina which leads to fatigue and exhaustion may frequently
be a factor contributing to the neuropsychiatric condition.
If they are well
conditioned* the. feeling of personal fitness and physical well-being will aid
their readjustment whether, they are discharged to duty or to civilian life.
•

.

.

Another objective of the Physical Reconditioning Program
vities which are enjoyable and satisfying to neuropsychiatric
will provide them with an opportunity for self’ expression and
Fith proper leadership and guidance-this participation can be
ence- and can lead to the development of a sense of belonging,

\

is tc provide actipatients and which
release from tension*
a successful experiand of worthwhilenesi

Fhile the objective for neuropsychiatric patients do not differ essentially
from those of the patients- who are to be returned to duty, the activities and

methods by which they are attained are quite different. The activities must he
interesting and appealing to the patients and every effort must he made to motivate their participation. The program should stress sports and games and should
include only a minimum of regimented, formal activities such as calisthenics.
Under the excitement of competitive athletics patients forget their aches and
pains. Eventually the patient realizes without his being told so, or his attention called to the fact, that his disability no longer troubles him so greatly.
Team sports are especially valuable for this type of patient. It has been
increasingly recognized that active participation in group activities, particularly where a strong feeling of ’’belonging" to the group is involved, is often
conducive to the emotional well-being of the individual of that group. It is
desirable that the groups be fairly equally matched and measures be taken to
prevent a team from losing constantly,

Feuropsychiatric patients should be treated in the same
medical or surgical patients.
They should not be considered
"queer," They respond best to individuals who are genuinely
They should be required to attend formations but they should
in their physical activities.

normal manner as
as "peculiar" or
interested in them.
not be regimented,

The patients in the Primary Reconditioning Section have long term orthopedic,
surgical and medical disabilities.
The initial emphasis of the Physical RecondiProgram
for
these
tioning
patients should be upon the fullest possible recovery
of weakened and disabled tissues by means of carefully prescribed remedial exercises and reconditioning activities.
These exercises and activities will be administered as prescribed by appropriate medical authority by physical reconditioning
personnel in coordination with the Orthopedic Service,
Desnite the fact that practically all thes® patients will be C.D.U,’d it is
very important that they develop a high level of physical fitness consistent with
their capacities.
These men will return home physically handicapped and the
possession of a moderate amount of strength and stamina will prove an invaluable
asset in meeting the problems associated with readjustment to civilian life. Since
these patients will remain in the hospital for a considerable length of time, ample
opportunity to condition them adequately will be available,.

A very important objective of the physical reconditioning program for patients
in Primary; Reconditioning is to provide recreational and competitive sports, A
well-organized and administered sports program can contribute as much to these
The deep satisfaction,
patients mentally and emotionally as well as physically.
the sense of accomplishment and the feeling of pride and elation in a well hit
drive or a perfect approach, in a bulls-eye, strike or ringer, or in an accurate
•placement or a smash, in a kill-shot
all these constitute good therapy.
—

The maintenance of a high level of physical fitness is so important for these
patients that a strong effort should be made to provide them with activities with
which they can maintain their condition in civilian life. Every patient who is
being discharged from the service should be taught a simple set of setting up
exercises which he can employ at home.
Some may prefer barbells or dumbbells.
In addition, physical recreational activities which meet the needs and interests
of these patients should be provided. Recreational sport skills should be taught
to the permanently disabled which will permit sports participation during postconvalescent years.
It is obvious that with
hours scheduled daily for the physical reconditioning program that all of this time cannot be spent in strenuous activities.
Most of the patients will not be able to participate intensively for more than
40 to 50 minutes.
The remainder of the time may be devoted to light recreational
sports, to sports instruction and to intra-group competition.
It is strongly recommended that emphasis be placed upon teaching patients
the fundanental skills and techniques of different sports. Many men are not
interested in badminton, tennis, bowling, archery, golf, handball, swimming,
volleyball, horseshoes and many other sports simply because they have never
learned them. Many of the orthopedic and surgical patients will be permanently
disabled and will not be able to participate in snorts which formerly provided
them pleasure and satisfaction.
These men will need to be taught new recreative
activities which are within their capacity. One of the most significant contribu-

tions of the Reconditioning Program in the Convalescent"Hospital would" be to provide the patients with new and satisfying resources f«r their leisure hpurs.
Another way to make the Reconditioning,Program mere successful is -to frganize
athletic competition into tournaments and meets*
There is a vast difference between an informal volleyball game, and one.in which the teams are competing in a
league. The entire athletic program will be stimulated and the contestants will
obtain, much more 'pleasure arid'" benefit if the teams and players are playing for a
purpose,
*

.

MAJOR GTTNN;
I think our program of Army Service Force hospitals that has
been -criticized in some quarters as having been regimented; and one reason is the
compulsory calisthenics that "we see in the general-and regional hospitals.
•,

I think Major Esslinger can tell us «f some ways.of making those calisthenics

as attractive as possible.

7

MAJOR ESSLINGER:
I am glad you raised that question. Major Gvynn. There a.re
not-very many people who like to do calisthenics, Leader’s, here and there have been
so-skilled as to make calisthenics 'attractive for the participant’s V Such* leaderCallisthenics do have an advantage, however, for when an exercise is
ship is rare,
well developed it reaches and exercises and develops all the important muscle
It can be used anywhere.
It doesn’t cost you anything, so it
groups of the body.
is a desirable activity to maintain provided, pf course, the men can be motivated
to participateIn the second place, I wpuld say to use the cumulative count.
when'we count push ups we are counting in cadence; ’’Hut, two
By that we mean
three, one; Hut, two three, two” etc., and you have a set standard.
‘

—

giveh by

MAJOR GTYNN:
The next paper of this morning’s session will be
Major .Briscoe, Chief of the Educational Reconditioning Branch.

1

v

"Educational Reconditioning Program

in Convalescent Hospitals

1

’.

1

MAJOR. BRIS60E: I think it might be well.if you would turn t£ the charts in
ASF Circular 419, to the flow chart which is Chart Nf. 4. I Tien a patient comes
into the hospital he comes into-the Receiving Section.where he is medically processed. It is determined whether' or hot he will go into the Reconditioning
Division or not.
If he is graded into the Reconditioning Division, he will be
either
to
the Neuropsychiatric Reconditioning Section or to the- ' Primary
assigned
theAdvanced
Reconditioning Sections.
a/ to_
In line with wht.t Colonel Schwichtenberg said yesterday, .it wpuld appear that
most of your patients would be in the- Primary Reconditioning Section, particularly
if.you get any appreciable number of 3-A patients.

Simultaneously with th'e assignment?of patients they should bo entered into
The receiving class
the receiving classes of the Convalescent Training Section.
is a sort of an adjustment class or classes similar to those commonly found in
highschopls, where students who cannot get along in the regular program, are carried as a group. There 7/111 also be the classification and guidance department
which Lieutenant Kisker 7,'•ill explain.

.

■

«

Patients go from the receiving classes, into the Neuropsychiatric Section-or
into Classes 3 and 2 where they receive orientation, current problems, academic
education, exploratory*shop classes; occupational therapy, hobble’s, diversionary
activities,, and so forth, or into Class 1, vtfiere, I may remind you again, there
probably will be few patients. .From there they may go back again after the oomple.tion of their Vc rk, ’ to "the Counseling aij.d .Classification Section, then to the Disposition-Board, and from the Disposition Board, or when it is known whntiis going
to happen to them, they-7/111 be referred to the various civilian organizations such
as the Veterans 4- or Governmental Adjustment organizations, such as the Veteran’s
Administration, Red' Chess, United States Civil Service, Personal Affairs Officer,
or to’ the local and state rehabilitation services.
It wns the opinion, of The-Surgeon General’s Office that he-urfpsychiatric
patients should be segregated from other patients in the convalescent hospital.

I have no personal

will Want to discuss.

opinion on that.
That may be a matter that you physicians
I should like' to p#int out, hov ever, that the classes that
r

we have described ye«;te-nflay.-i'aj5e n-ot
necessarily starts at the beginning

njeani? to bt t.r-.irin
cores

.out

with

.:

*

’

classes where a mar.
t!
serif-1

“o^fcc.

*

■ As«we said yesterday, i h, this classification a hypothesis will bo made as to
what the man’s residual capacities are, what he may still be aBle to do. ‘The
training in the-classes will bo u sort of performance tryout of that hypothesis
to see whether or not the paper and pencil and interview results will really stand
up. � .
•

It is not for the purpose of training the man to become an auto mechanic, tut
rather to'explore his interests, his capacities, his ability for work, to discover
whether or not it might be profitable, to encourage him to go on’to become an auto
mechanic in civilian life, or whether it would be worth while to assign him to a
retraining center for training in the Army, if he be going back to the Army, that
those classes were designed.
c

•

We have discovered that people learn with their whole being,
They don’t learn
just with their minds. They learn with their emotions, Even their physiological
reactions within themselves affect their learning.
For instance, it makes a Ipt
of a difference what kind of a breakfast a child had in the morning before he
comes to school, as .to whether or not be can learn his arithmetic*.
It makes ; TLot
of difference wh$t state of min£ he is in, whether there has been a ’quarrel,
v/ltether ho got up late, whether his mother was cross and scolded him ’Before he"
came to' school.
Therefore, it must be emphasized*
All of those vtb.iij.gs count.
that' the education program is but a sma,ll part of the .thing you are doing end
fj*ts into its proper place,
Very often too much, far too much, is expected of*
•
•
.
education.
■ .
•'

The .American .people are; education minded, and they seem to think that education
is the answer to everything, Well, it isn’t,
It.seems perhaps a bit unseemly for
me as an educator to say that, but I must put that warning to you in the beginning,
Because you have classes,-because you have somebody looking after : orientation, it
does not follow at all that the morale of your camp or your post ’is going to be
high.
r
•

...

*

‘

A

9

»

Morale is dependent upon other things. It is dependent upon the personal
interest tnd the friendly attitude that
taken toward the patient, 'it is
dependent upon the - kind of
creation program that you. have, the kind of mess
feel also that ah out all
you have, and' ora similar things, many people seem
they wall have to do in respect to the education program is to offer something
that is worthwhile and good, and that from that point on all that wall be
necessary wil4 be t.o post .a guard at the door tc keco patients from crushing
each other as they rush in eagerly to take courses.
That aren’t be true at all,
as you wrell knew,
*�

People generally, aren’t very much interested in improving themselves, People
are. interested in goals- which they recognize as, important, and adults particularly
are not ••docile.
It is harded by far to teach .them -than it is to teach small
•children, I never saw a first grade oh ild Vrho . w/^sn ’t interested in learning when
he first came to school, but I have never seen a highschool class, nor "a college
class, nor even a graduate class in college that wouldn’t be .pleased if the professor failed to show up so that they could cut after the ten minute Waiting
'
We lost our interests.*
%

»

'-•Therefore, the*.prpgram that va* have pyt forth musj be
from the 'beginning.
It should, have something gf personal,
individual can see.
One of the things'that makes most'of
we
didn't
work
we
eat, So vocational-motives
wouldn’t
if
aft-d they should be stressed,
*

charged with interest
value also that the
us work hard is that
r re very strong onbs,

*

*

«

�

*

There are also things that a*r.e naturally interesting tojaen which, if presented
interesting
in
ways will hold them. Newsreel theaters in this country have developed a new/ technique in education. If one could conceive of the Newsreel
Theater as being directed toward certain educational ends, he would in a sense**’
conceive a gnaat national university,
The visual education program which the
officer
advises, if he can get the right films,
education
that is films that
will be educational and at the same tine interesting
will provide,a suitable
educational iridthod,
them,” as the
You have tc “catch them
you can
--

--

teacher once said,
*

I would like to mention gne thilig thr.t you may hove foundyour desks
this morning.
The pamphlet developed lit Cushing General Hospital. If the man’s
personal problems are first $et ag,d taken care of as aeon as he enters the hospital, you have established that personal rapport which is the necessary beginning
of all good education.
..

.

•

•

>

At this point, I would like Captain Dittrick to carry.on more specifically
in reference to the classes proposed.
»■

CA.PT. DITTRICK: With respect to the educational reconditioning program, we
have the cart somewhat before the horse this morning, because of the change in
program yesterday. Supplementing a bit what Major Briscoe has said, it is my
personal opinion that the only justification of any educational or training
activity within reconditioning is the degree to which psychological reconditioning
No educational activity should be included in your program that
i§- accomplished.
fails to contribute to improved attitudes, or to maintain that high degree of
morale among the patients.
In Circular 419, paragraph 2, pages 1 and 2, yesterday I referred to four of
the basic principles of educational reconditioning.
I would like to point to the
others of the seven listed. No. 1 on page'1,' "educational reconditioning will
stimulate interest in the progress of the war and problems of thb peace." That,
of course, relates to the orientation mission of.educational reconditioning.
You'
wj.ll recall that'in Circular 419, three hours is designated for educational activities, two hours of which was described yesterday as relating to the vocational
guidance program. One hour daily ‘is for orientation and general information on
all type of v?brk.
*

..

.Point one, which relates to the orientation mission will require a. considerable
amount of study and adaptation with respect to the types of patients being reached
in the convalescent ’program.. The basic orientation program which has been developed
by the Information and Education Division is not satisfactory for patients who have
returned from combat and who are likely to return to civilian life.
With the advanced reconditioning groupf the P’s and 2’s who r re going to return
to duty, a, certain portion of the basic orientation program can be used with good
effect.
■
‘

<

•

Med’ 80, outlines general principles*’with
to. orientation for the
established
neuropsychiatric patients.
There is no
program as yet for.those who
are returning to civilian life.
I and E Division has boon workfng on such a program6 f"e expect within a short time to have a T.B. Med published with respect to
the orientation program for this phase of educational reconditioning.
.

Sub. paragraph 2 s t: tes "To redirect* the soldier's thoughts
the narrow
concept of himself ,• to a realistic apprecirtion of his responsibility as a. citizen
of his community, state and nation."
That, of course relates to those who are
likely to return to civilian life.
%

*>

Point 3 "Provide individual counselling service to discover interests, capacities and aptitudes as a basis for further training or education." Lieutenant
Kisker, T believe, will cover the t in d few minutes.*

Point 5.
"Provide opportunities for general education which will enable
soldiers to continue educational pursuits interrupted by induction into the
7,'ith respect, to that point, I would like to refer again to Training
Argied Forces.
Manual 8-290,
In Chapter 3, I would like to quote from paragraph 15:
*

”

"Education

is

most effective when it

b)uilds

upon the experience learned.

The

richer the background of experience, the greeter are our educational responsibilities., Millions of Americans in the Armed Forces through intensive Army training
have learned to perform skills necessary to produce an effective fighting unit and
to Jive successfully as soldiers. Evefy soldier who has served and fought with
others from all parts of America, mingled with soldiers from Allied Nations end
traveled to many countries of the globe, has had experiences which can be capitalized upon educationally.
These wider interests make necessary a broader educational program than would
be required.
The ramifications, as indicated, are very broad.

otherwise

It is my personal belief that most* «fthei men -.whc are r etur*ri 2 ng. fror. overseas
■ard who have been in the Anted Forces f of sometime., from T.n educa.tiera1 -standpoint,
are better informed and mere capable men than’they were, when they entered the
service. Most have gone through periods hot only of basic training, but many have
attended specialized s choolsand have acquired new skills..
They have- in many
respects broader social outlooks. They do often return with* embittered attitudes
and much disillusionment, I believe that-is undeastandhblc. I believe it is our
job to begin, as indicated in the President’s letter, a rosccializati’on of the
individual. The military experiences of men may he directed into sound educational
and training channels th? t will assist them in rehabilitation upon discharge from
the service,
•

•*.

.

Again referring to the manual (TM 6-290), Major Briscoe dwelt pretty largely on
the first of the four points I wish to emphasize', here. In Section 5 of Chapter III,
pages 9 to 13 inclusive, is a discussion I will refer to as the ."four phases of
educational reconditioning," Major Briscoe discussed the personal- adjustment that
is necessary to establish that individual rapport between a man ■* nd the: reconditioning personnel before any kind of reconditioning or rehabilitation can be made in
restoring him to useful functioning as a soldier or as a civilian.
The second point is orientation-and information•to clearly state the issues
•for which this war is being'f oughtf and the problems that lie ahead, also tc
awaken interest in then problems of every-day living,
.

.

The third point is that of counselling and cl»: ssific f -tion-which rebates primarily to those things which motivr te men, primarily with the men in the -hospital.
Y.h f t are they going to do if they go back to duty? If clischr rged: from the service,
what jobs will they have or what opportunities for useful employment will exist
upon returning to civilian--life?
* .
Then we come to the "'fourth point which is'that of eduction ’and'we' covered
that in the 31 courses in- the detailed program of instruction,a/

Our job is just beginning,
he have a start,
The future looks very promising,
but it is going to require a good deal of' spade and shovel vo.rk to getwthis program
started in the field.
-

.

In the manual (TF 6-290), Section 4, of.Chapter III, there is a chapter on
the administration of-educational rcc^ndjtioning-activities.
In-paragraph 28
there is one short sentence I would like to call attention to, "Exacting, yet
reasonable standards of performance must be demanded.Vc should recognize- that
the degree of absorption of men, the .rate of accelleration, as far as the training
programs are concerned, will vary with individuals.' It is necessary that'the
standard of instruction and the standard of performance on the part of the individual;" recognizing his limitation's of. capacity, must be maintained, Men will net
have respect for a program that is haphazardly administered,
Th ere mast be v.
well-planned schedule of‘classes, with at few deviations as possible.
.

-

There is nothing more upsetting to a program-in a hospital, than to have a
planned schedule, and to never find the classes in the rooms or the areas they are
supposed to be meeting, or’not to find the men in classes when they are scheduled.
The interest, the understanding and the attitude cf officer, enlisted and
civilian'personnel that is'working? with the hospitalized soldier ' is -most import’ant
in shaping the outlook of patients. ■' . •
MAJOR BRISCOE:
Lieutenant Kisker is going to tell us a bit about-how to *gbt
these patients to become active civilians, and some of-them active soldiers again,
{
through'the classification process.
*•-
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LIEUTENANT KISKER: I find there is apt to-, be confusion on several points with
respect to the classification and counselling function as to its integration in the
total program, I should like to take up first,- the overall picture,
how it
the
matter
of
and
fourth
present
very
integrates with
programs, third,
personnel,
briefly something on the matter of in-service training and materials used in the
program,
. ■•
*

I think'that w-e* should clearly Understand that the classification and counselling functions joi-th in the convalescent hosp'itf1 will relate specifically to these

three middle units described in chart 4 of ASF Circular 41S.

.

Obviously with men firming constantly to the convalescent hospital there
must be. some stop before the men ca.n be put into the classes. There must be
some discussion, some contemplation of what the man has done in the past, what
his capabilities are.
If tVie individual is interested later- on in returning to
an academic life or if he hasn’t completed his education or perhaps no interest
in trades and wants t.f go into a'profession, it will not be desirable, from a
psychological standpoint to put him into one of the machine shop courses.
ITe do not intend to superimpose a plan on the man completely disregarding
his wishes. Naturally from a mental hygiene standpoint that wouldn't be desirable. Fe want the man to feel that this is largely his decision and that can be
accomplished only with skilled counselling.
The next step perhaps would be to institute what might be called specialized
counselling. I shall recommend that all AGO tests be made available at.that time..
Many of the tests that may be desired -at this point are. not now available within
the Army structure. Some readjustments will have to be made. A decision will be
arrived at and the men will be programmed into the classes in the Convalescent
Training Section.
second problem relates to the categories headed by the box "NeuropsyThe counsellor who starts with the man should, if possible,follow
the same man throughout his stay in the hospital.
That may,he just a matter of
that
time
to
time
arise from
with the patient or with
discussing any problems
the instructors or medical officers.
The

chiatric".

The third aspect of this problem'deals with the box, "Counselling and
Classification.
That is the time the man is ready to leave the-convalescent
Ke
either
•going'"to return to civilian life or he is going to
is
hospital.
return to duty. Again, it is desirable that the counsellor who started with
this man, who .followed him through, be' the counsellor at this point,
"

I think our first big problem is going to arise right here. Most of the
convalescent hospitals at the present time have a Separation and Classification
Section. You very likely have an officer or perhaps two officers and two or
three enlisted men in that section.
Up to this time the separation officers
have been concerned only with men-leaving the service. There must now be a readjustment in the separation and classification work. Te must now think in terms
of classification and counselling for the hospital as a totality, with separation
and classification being simply one phase of it. Under the suggested
there
are four officers and 28 enlisted men.
This amount should be sufficient to cover
the program as outlined but it becomes necessary to integrate the present separation and classification work with the classification and counselling service now .
proposed. In a hospital such as ."iakoirian, where there is ’a convalescent hospital
within a general hospital, the Separation and Classification Section at the pre-.
sent time operates only as a general hospital function. The question 'may be
asked, ”TT e already have an educational counsellor. Thy shouldn’t he do this work?"
In some instances it may be quite possible to utilize your present educational,
counsellor in the proposed classification and counselling unit. You will need
educational counsellors apart from, the Education and Counselling Section.
In
general, however, the personnel for classification and counselling must be of a
rather specialized type.
The counsellor should have a broader point of view and
a broader background than mere educational counselling, for the classification and
counselling work. Army classification experibheb is desirable because wo must
remember that.while Colonel Schwichtenberg indicated that a large proportion of
these men vd uld eventually return to civilian life, there will still be those
returning to Army jobs, and it becomes imperative that someone within the classification and counselling unit be familiar v/ith the Army classification system.,.

T/O

The classification and counselling personnel must also have a background in
industrial trends, in job analysis, .in, if you will, personal adjustment problems
and a wide range of related matters. T7e .have been training such personnel at the
separation and classification school at Fort Dix. That training has been aimed .
specifically towards the man leaving the service.
As I suggested yesterday the personnel, "the 2235’s" for officers and the
”262 s" for enlisted -men should be requisitioned through service command head,

quarters, and if the service command dees net h*. vc them available, we do hev
them available in our school pool, since we are droving, personnel from AAF and
from AGF for reassignment to the .ASF.
The personnel will be available for your
•needs if you make them knoten.
+-

i
*

'

We have already set up an extensive scrviQ.e of ..supplying counsellors
with occupational and educational materials of all sorts,
military counsellors
both for the orientation of our counsellors and for the use -of men being separated fjpom the service, or in this case,
of whether they are
being separated or returning to duty. If soldiers are interested in jobs or
interested in schooling we will have the information for them.
In' the very near
future that program will be intensified through the assistance of the library
section .of Special Services Division. So there will be a’heavy flow of materials
needed in this program.
—

—

There is also an in-service training program set up for military counsellors,
That training program is emanating from our office and being sent to the field.
We will continue to do that and where necessary will change the emphasis to
bring it closer to the convalescent program.
Te are also at the moment in the process of compiling a technical manual,
and in view of this development, there will be a section in the technical manual
on an S.O.P. for classification and counselling units within convalescent hospitals
.

I know that you gentlemen who are in command of hospitals have as a very
real problem the number of other agencies to be considered at the time of separation from the service. There is for example, the multiplicity of interviews
to be made then. Tar Department Circular 486, the one
mentioned yesterday,
part 2, takes that problem into consideration. There has been a mistaken concept that interviews, by■representatives of various agencies is a compulsory
matter, and as a result a great deal of needless confusion has developed. Such
interviews are not compulsory matters as you will see when you refer to TD
Circular 486.

I

*

*

The key to separation will be in the Classification and Counselling Branch.
If it is felt that there is a need to refer a man to the United States Employment Service,' the man wiPl then be referred, but every man leaving the hospital
.will not. automatically go to the United States Employment Service or to Selective
Service or to’Civil Service or to any other agency.

MAJOR GTTNN; We decided to make a few changes,, in the program which we
think will make it a little more interesting and a little more‘compact. We are
going to have all of the■ discussions•in the evening session, so that you will
have a chance to find cut about the personnel situation, recreation program and
things of that sort and then you will be able to discuss the whole matter this
evening.
,

*-

COL. THORNDIKE? I would like to make a few remarks concerning patient
orientation. We have not been too well versed in the approach to the patient.
combat
./With the changing policies due to exigencies of the military’service
and otherwise
much of the orientation that was originally put out on reconditioning has not been modified* .
--

--

We. have the zone of interior hospital, chain which consists of the station
hospital and the regional hospital, which still can operate on the orientation
program as it originally was formulated focussing return to duty and to military

life.
Now the overseas patient is entirely different, I have been fortunate
enough to have been overseas and seen them fresh and seen them, on hospital ships
and seen them in debarkation hospitals, and seen them in general hospitals. I
think the one thing to emphasize is not the theme of "why we fight”.
I wish
all the general hospitals would take that sign down,. It is ”why wo hr ve fought”
and’’why we may have to fight again.”
You heard Major Briscoe and Captain Dittrick this morning discussing the
problem of the approach to the patient and his bitterness when he arrives.
Analyze that bitterness, and you find it is not too deep, and a good deal of the
•

«

*.

gripe is founded on the fret that he has been evacuated through nine hospitals and
this is one more.
He has been told by the overseas medical officers certain things
that don’t seem to be happening to him.
Misinformation has to bc corrected. That
is one of the first things to do in orienting the overseas CE'.se.
He has been told
he -would have’a thirty-day furlough at home, that he would be in the hospital
nearest home when he gets here. These things may not happen.
Correct the misinformation.
Try to analyze for him what the man has gained
from his Army experience. He thinks he has lost, but he has at the some time
gained. He has attended training courses. He has been to parts of the world that
he never would have seen had it not been for the war and the Army* He is going
home, looking forward wi th great eclat and great happiness toward that day when he
gets home. Inform him before he goes, that home will not look the same, that tho
home town will bo small, that the little road to the school house will be narrow
and short, that he will sec home through different eyes.
He has seen new horizons,
widened horizons.
The same will be true of return to his.former job. It may not
be good- enough, to satisfy him after v-hat he has gained in experience from the war.
He will look for a better job.
It is just as easy to present orientation along those lines to the overseas
patient and I am sure you will strike a note with him that he is locking for; you
give him something to grasp, an attitude of mind to go away with, that points out
to him that the United States is O.K. but it isn’t as he used to think of it and
all his old associations he will see through different eyes.

HISS VINCENT:
Thorndike has said.

I wonder if you could add one more point to what Colonel

I recently had an opportunity to visit certain hospitals in England and
Normandy and I spent a great deal of time with the patients in the wards and had an
opportunity to discuss with the doctors the fears and the hopes of those men and I
think as never before wa must realize that they arc anxious to talk about a. Supreme
Being and to analyze their belief about right- and wrong. In our future service I
think all of us should take into consideration the service which those men are
going to need from the Army Chaplain Corps,
I know the men who have boon overseas feel exactly the same way.
I kn,ow the
Red Cross workers whom I have talked with in hospitals overseas say "please don’t
turn them aside when’they want to talk about their experiences which many times is
an impression of life and death." Everything that Colonel Thorndike has said 1
have seen and felt,

.MAJOR GFYNN; I don’t know how many of you know Miss Vincent, but she is the
head of the Hospital Division of the American Red Cross and in her position she has
been a good friend cf the Medical Department.
The next item on the morning program will be given by Miss Messick of the
Occupational Therapy Branch of cur Division on

"Occupational Therapy in Convalescent Hospitals."
MISS MESSICK:
The Occupational Therapy program in convalescent hospitals
as set forth in ASF Circular 419 is os follows:

"Occupational therapy in tho convalescent hospital will be conducted primarily as functional treatment for;

(a) Physical injuries in wh ich tho treatment for restoration of
and strength, to injured muscles, nerves and joints has not been completed.
(b) And neuropsychiatric disorders.

motion

Under the direction of the medical officer, occupational therapy will be
the individual needs of the patient, according to his physical
or mental disability."

conducted to meet

Educational and Occupational Therapy programs should be correlated toward a
more complete resocialization of the
Opportunity should be available
in the occupational therapy workshops for screening patients for assignment to the

pre-technical training section.

There will bo need for functional tro- tnent of prti-ntc with physical injuries.
Such patients may bo assigned to ore-technical shops where i hey may work’-bn
projects as other patients except their guidance and specific direc 'on in respect
to their injuries rail be -under the direction of the occupational therapist, as
Major Briscoe pointed cut yesterday.
It is the task of the occupational, therapist to analyze the occupations and
activities' at her command in order to make the most intelligent use of their
application as active exercise not only with regard to the specific condition to
be treated but also the danger of such things as fatigue and compensation in cases
of nerve involvement.
.

It is, of course, desirable that medical officers prescribing occupational
therapy be familiar with activities and equipment available and the possibilities
of adapting equipment and grading resistance-to meet specific needs. The occupational therapist is professionally equipped to determine the activity which will
produce the desired results, and at the same time be directed toward constructive
activity.
May I emphasize the importance of prescriptions for scientific treatment of
orthopedic, neuro-surgicr.l and neuropsychiatric patients and the maintenance of

progress

notes.

Close cooperation with physical therapy is extremely important in this 'phase
of

treatment and it is important that the Orthopedic Occupational Therapy Depart-

ment or shop be in close, proximity to the Physical Therapy Department,
The place of occupational therapy in the treatment of neurcp.sychia.tric
patients' is'well known!•
Many of these patients in the infirmary or receiving
section will be too sick to take part in either the primary or r dvancod reconditioning program and will be badly in need of occupational, therapyThe octivi-'
ties offered should be sufficiently varied so as to net only be attractive but
applicable to treatment needs.' The Occupational Therapy Department will also
serve as a testing-ground in which patients may be placed f Many of‘these patients
will be engaged in the educational and physical reconditioning, and referred for
occupational therapy only when more individual treatment' and 'ebs-orvrtion is neces-

sary.

The Neurcpsychiatr-ic Occupational Therapy Shop should be located near the
Neuropsychiatric Section., Since neuropsychiatric patients will need to be screened
before being assigned work in vocational guidance shops the occupational therapy
shop may prove valuable as a sort of laboratory or testing ground for this purpose.

This is particularly true where vocational guidance shops contain power
machines for neuropsychiatric patients.
The occupational therapy program then
should be closely coordinated with the educational reconditioning program.
Space for the occupational therapy shop should be well planned and where
adequate facilities are not available construction of shops or daptatie-r: of
barracks buildings is possible.
There should be two occupational therapy shops,
one for neuropsychiatric patients and one for orthopedic patients.
Construction
of shops or adaptation of barracks buildings will be in accordance with plans
now on file in the Hospital Construction Division of the Surgeon General’s .office.
?

Personnel'
There arc two possible sources of personnel to head the occupational therapy program in convalescent hospitals, is you. know,- occupational therapy
has not been authorized for;, convalescent hospitals up to the present time because
oil of cur staff has been used in general hospitals.
General hospitals are the
only place where occupational therapy has been authorized. Transfer within the
service command is. the first possible source.
This is the function of the.occupational therapy consultant on the service command level.
--

The second possibility for personnel is that of new qualified people coming
into the Amy,
These people will be ear-marked for convalescent hospitals when
they have the proper training and .experience.
It is important to have 'top-notch
people headihg the occupational therapy program in convalescent hospitals.
In
c ses where there is a general and convalescent hospital combined the senior'
occupational therapist who has- been working in•the general hospital will also
direct the program in convalescent hospitals, as you know is being done in some
.
instances.
r

The manning-table authorizes four occupational therapists for 1,000 bed
hospitals and eight for 2, COO bed hospitals, or one occupational therapist to
each 250 patients, as has been authorized ’for general hospitals.
It is extremely important that personnel be selected on the basis of their
training and experience in the type of work to which they are assigned. For
instance, if a neuropsychiatric occupational therapist, or a person who has had
more training along that line, and has had experience with neuropsychiatric
patients is assigned to a hospital and suddenly she finds no neuropsychiatric
patients there and has to work with orthopedic patients she is not going to do
as good a job as she would if she were permitted to work with the type patients
for which she is trained.
To meet the critical shorta, ge of trained personnel the liar Department has
established an emergency course of one year’s training in occupational therapy.
The requirements for entrance to this course are graduation from a full four-year
course leading to a bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university.
Applicants must have had included in this course, or in addition thereto, at
least twenty semester hours in fine or applied art, or in industrial art or in
home economics with a knowledge of not less than three manual skills. Basic
psychology is also a requirement. In recruiting students with these qualificaThe first four months
tions it was possible to accelerate the course to one year.
are spent in civilian schools of occupational therapy devoted to medical subjects.
The last eight months arc spent in-apprentice training in certain Army general
hospitals designated as training centers.
ani whioo Aornlea wt aoirfw of vn.v --■< t
.
roc* o
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The training cf emergency corps students is authorized in ASF Circular 189,
dated 22 June 1944, and ASF Circular No. 263, dated 15 August 1944, authorizes
apprentice training for students from the approved schools of occupational
therapy who have completed the didactic training. Since professional registration
is being offered these students it is important that they receive well-rounded
training. For this reason a training program was developed and is in effect in
100 of those students were .placed in hospiapproximately 35 general hospitals.
tals on the first of November.
In this month, there will be 68 additional apprentices placed in hospitals.
,

The first group of 100 students who went in hospitals the first of November
will, be graduate occupational therapists by July 1. It will then bo possible tosh if t them to other hospitals.
The plan is to train 600 such people.
Fe will have, by the first cf February, 168 apprentice- O.T.’s including
first
100, in hospitals, and 226 enrolled in the six civilian schools wiu are
the
training students for us.
On March 1, 133 of these will be placed in hospitals.
These 594 students
will be in the various stages of their didactic and apprentice training work*
There are approximately 220 qualified and registered therapists in Armyhospitals, which you see does not meet the need even in general hospitals cf
qualified registered -people.
There are also approximately 69 apprentices from the regular schools of
occupational therapy training in seme phase of the vark in Army hospitals, which
is authorized in ASF Circular 263,
i.
;
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The manual on occupational therapy, which has been mentioned many times, TM
8-291, prepared by The Surgeon General’s Office is expected to be available and
ready for distribution in February.
This contains the basic principles and techniques of occupational therapy.
We expect shortly to have published a TB Med on occupational therapy.
You have heard many different times cf the revised occupational therapy
It is as
equipment list which will T»e available and sent to you very shortly.
nearly complete as it was possible to make it. And we hope that that will be in
your hands very soon.

the basic principles of occupational therapy; the functional treatment,
of amputees and the purpose of occupational therapy for these people.
The treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders* diversional activities and industrial therapy,
the use of occupational therapy, industrial therapy, ,is also covered in the manual
on occupational therapy,
MAJOR GflPYHN: As Miss Ivies sick is leaving this afternoon, wo will have time new
for some questions concerning her paper,

CAPT. ROBBINS: I would like to ask about Ha11oran General Hospital for enlisted MAC occupational therapy assistants.
MISS MESSICK: The course at Halloran has been set up for training enlisted
FAC’s who have signified an interest in O.T.
So far there hr ve been three to four
courses planned.
In the first group there were 17 students. Those selected were
supposed to have been recruited among those who had some basic skills.
They will
only be assigned to hospitals which request them for use as assistants to occupational therapists,
CAPT, ROBBINS:

MISS MESSICK:
procedure.

Is there a quota?

Requests for quotas ere granted in accordance with the usual

MISS VINCENT:
I should like to ask a question as to whether or not the
on
diversional activities in your occupational therapy manual is one that
chapter
the Red Cress will have an opportunity again to review?
MISS MESSICK:
change.

You have already reviewed it and it has been published without
v

CAPT, LIGHT:
It was mentioned that at the combined convalescent and general
hospitals the senior therapist is in charge of both departments. That is a handicap. For instance at our hospital the installations are two miles apart. And I
would like to ask that there be a professional O.T. at each place rather than to
use both because of the resultant difficulties,

MISS MESSICK:
The grades of senior occupational therapist for a convalescent
hospital is supposed to be higher than that for the general hospital• Fe are still
in the process of clearing this "with the Civil Service.

.

COL, BARTON:
In (,-ther words, you have provided the grade for a senior therapist 1 n t h e c on ve 1 es c ont h os p i ta 1 ?

MISS MESSICK: That is right, and when I said that the Occupational Therapy
Department in the convalescent and general hospital would be under the direction
of the occupational therapist in the general hospital, it wc*s in such cases as
Fal.ter Reed and Percy Jones where they have had to expand and who re they hare been
able to meet tin t problem.
If it isn’t possible to meet it, I wouldn’t see any
reason why it couldn’t be handled otherwise.

If there is provision for a senior therapist I think it would be within the
province of the commanding officer to either indicate a juncture or a separation,
I would be inclined to favor the suggestion-.that they be distinct, in view/ of the
fact that they wall have separate personnel and separate equipment.
MISS MESSICK: May I ask if, since the occupational therapist is administered
under the Director of Reconditioning
if there will also be a director of reconditioning assigned to the convalescent unit where there is such,
--

I mean will he be responsible for two senior occupational therapists who arc
directing work in two different hospitals or what wall that administrative chain be?
COL. T' ORNDIKE:

That is a Command

decision,

M-iJOR GTYNK; In order that you may understand about the rule of occupational
therapy in convalescent hospital let me briefly read from ASF Circular 419<

"Occupational therapy in the convalescent hospital will be conducted primarily
*.
as functional treatment for
physical injuries in which the treatment for re8to*
ration of motion and strength to injured muscles,, nerves and joints has not been
completed., *B 1 Neuropsychiatric disorders. Under the direction of a medical officer occupational therapy will be conducted to meet the individual needs of a patient
according to his physical or mental disability.
r
*
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BEELMAN;
Is it your intention to.' utilize the. services of volunteer Red
Arts
Ladies,
and Skills workers in connection with the neuropsychiatrie
Gray
occupational therapy and.reconditioning?

MAJOR

Cross

COL. BARTON.:
We certainly do.
There are very few occupational therapists, as
all
are
aware.
Volunteers
you
recruited by the Red Cross to work in occupational
or
the
has
an aptitude and desire, who is placed-there by the
Gray Lady who
therapy
field director,, and certainly the Arts and Skills units vh ere they are, available,
will contribute a great deal to the completeness of the program and the service
that will be rendered.

MAJOR BEELMAN: In connection with occupational therapy for neuropsychiatric
patients we find that many of the IIP patients like to engage in lighter forms of
arts and crafts. They like to do leather work or felt, or light woodwork,, and in
the absence of graduate occupational therapists or a shortage of them, I think the
utilization of volunteer workers should be encouraged.. Under occupational therapy
supervision, of course.COL. THORNDIKE:
I think I wc uld like to emphasize the statistics that,.Miss
Messick gave.- You all know how critical this specialist personnel is. There are
only 1500 occupational therapists in the country.
In our general hospitals* we
have over 2®0.- That is one-ninth of the total registry.
As you know the Navy has
been procuring occupational therapists and ,.r. a commissioned, basis.
The Army will
not commission.

Now,- the schools will have graduated by the first of August 600 additional
women who will then become apprentice therapists.
There is also a small dribble
of 50 or 6© from civilian schools who took the regular course but are getting
their apprentice training in our hospitals, so perhaps by the first of August we
can say we will have 900 therapists,- 600 of whom will bo in apprentice t raining.
MISS MESSICK: May I emphasize one thing,. Colonel Thorndike, that is: These
students who are in these civilian schools of occupational therapy for a four
months’ period are given, as 1 said before, medical work. Then they come into the
Army hospital for additional train.ing as well as practical work.
They arc not
until
have
one
field
that
means
spent
graduated
year in the
and
8 months in
they
an Army hospital has to be spent under supervision.
Me promised these people an opportunity for professional registration and
unless they are able to receive some training in all phases of the work, that is
orthopedic and neuropsychiatric work,, it is a question of whether or not the professional organization will register them or whether or not they can pass the
examination for registration.
COL. THORNDIKE;
They will still have tc take the examination, of course,
when they complete their eight months clinical apprenticeship but it is up tc us
to see that they get both orthopedic and neuropsychiatric training during that
period.

I just want to point that*out to the Service Command echelon,to keep their
eye on and see that they give thorn every opportunity tc get the required training
for their registration examination.
MAJOR JUSTER: Has there ‘been any change in policy with regard to the pay of
Red Cross Arts and Crafts work working in the same installations .with the occupational therapists?
MAJOR GTYNN:

Miss Vincent, would you like tc answer

that?

MISS VINCENT:
I am ndt quite sure that I understand what you mea,n. Vie have
heard recently that an arts and skills worker was paid tc instruct MACs who are in
training up at Halloram. That is a great surprise to us and the fact was not

kn.»jTi .to ITiss Messick. No volunteer who registered with the Arts and Skills
Corps vill be expected to be'paid for her services in connection with the 'occupational therapy work in general hospitals »r as an adjunct to recreation at station

hospital s.
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MAJOR JUS TER: "We have an arts and crafts Red Cress worker and she is running
a si; op of her own.
It happens that the occupational therapy equipment had not
and
so
the
occupational therapy hasn’t had the opportunity to be set up
arrived,
s c,,she. has been doing the arts and crafts and she is a Red Cross worker.
f

MISS VINCENT: According to cur agreement with the War Department, as a result
of several conferences, the Red Cross Recreational Staff will not undertake arts
and crafts in a hospital where there is occupational therapy but will be delighted
to recruit such volunteers as are needed-. In hospitals -where there is no occupational therapist,' the handcraft work is undertaken as ope phase of the total recreation program.
The Red Cross has not been requested her are we'undertaking
occupational therapy in any Amy and Navy general hospital.
ASF Circular 419 calls for occupational therapy in convales■. MAJOR EASTMAN:
cent hospitals., and'Miss Messick tells us that it is'not authorized in convalescent hospitals.
.

COL. THORNDIKE:
avai lable.

It will be by the

end

of this month when the supplies are

MAJOR BEELMAN; In the absence of a possibility of commissioned occupational
therapists, will .it be possible to give them officially ’’officer status” in hospithe same as enjoyed by Red Cross staff workers?
tals?
--

, COL. THORNDIKE;
We ard in the throes of working‘but a procedure-'t’£ take care
of the matter of messing and quarters for civilian occupational therapists." It is
General Kirk 1 s desire that technically trained civilian medical department personnel be considered on an ’’officer status.” We had a conference just before leaving
with the hospital fund division who are working-out a procedure for civilian personnel regulation 1-125, whereby that can be accomplished.

You will remember that regulation

there was a deduction from pay of the
mess there is a fee to be paid in
addition to that ration.
The commanding officer can collect that fee and have
them eat in the officer’s mess.

ration, but in order to eat in the officer’s

MAJOR -T.TNN; I think* everybody in this room is anxious to find out how they
can secure the facilities necessary to carry cut this rather complex mission of ours
in the convalescent hospital. ' Vc ore fortunate today in having Major Loye of the
Genstruction Division of the Surgeon General’s office who will speak oh' facilities,
requirements and construction policies relating to convalescent hospitals.
' MAJOR L'OYE:
I have been asked t discuss facilities, requirements and cor:struction policies as related to Army convalescent 'hospitals iri the United States.

In dealing with the first part of this subject, the facilities of convalescent
acapitals, a brief outline of the purpose and history of the program seems in order:
'

.

The reason for the establishment of the convalescent program in connection with
the army general hospitals.is to relieve the general hospitals of the patient in
the convalescent phase of his recovery.

t

This relief permits the maximum utilization ' of‘bods for their primary purpose;
that is, the definitive care of the severely wounded soldier returning from overv

seas.

The first step in the establishment of convalescent facilities was taken over a
year ago with the‘acquisition by lease of several available schools and institutions
near general hospitals, for the care of partially recovered patients.
On the 7th
of June 1944, ASF Circular 228 authorized the establishment of the ”elch Convalescent Hospital at the former TAG Training School at Daytona Beach; Florida, Mitchell
Convalescent Hospital, utilizing Camp Lockett, California, on old cavalry post, was
T

also

activated.',

■

’■

'

M

The program has since been enlarged, and is now firmly established as outlined
by ASF Circular 419.,
I should like to read you a list of other facilities added since the establishment of the first two at Welch and Mitchell. These are as'given in• WAR DEPT. Circular
3f August 1944. It provides, with a certain reserve of the-unallocated
•
•
number, 29,5#0 beds for the completed program.

■

,

Old Farms Convalescent Hospital, Avon, Connecticut, is a special unit ;f-or the
war blind. This fine permanent English Cotswold group of buildings is the former
r
‘ ■
y
Avon School for Boys.
Fort Story Convalescent Hospital, Virginia, utilizes the hospital and post
buildings of this coastal defense military post*
Camp Carson Convalescent Hospital uses the semipermanent- , two-story brick type
buildings of the former station hospital and other post buildings.
Then at the following seven general hospitals, large station'hospitals or other
facilities have been added for convalescent patient care.

Lovell General Hospital and the adjoining former Fort Devens station hospital.
England General Hospital, Atlantic ‘City, with the Traymore Hotel, (since evacuated
of convalescent

patients).

Walter Reed with its annex at Forest Glen.
Brooke General Hospital, Fort Sam Houston, and the permanent fire-proof three
near the post hospital,

story infantry barracks building

Wakeman General Hospital, Columbus, Indiana, the former 0amp A*tterbury, has
two-story brick semi-permanent construction station hospital and utilizes additional post buildings*

Percy Jones has the Fort Custer Station Hospital
for the Convalescent Training Program.

as an annex, and

t/0

a

barracks

Madigan' General Hospital, the old Fort Lewis Station Hospital, unit 5, is the
new type one-story 175i -bed hospital, and it utilizes the pest buildings in; addition.
x

%

Camp Upton, New York, a former station hospital, has been added to this list.
These hospitals will provide convalescent facilities as required by the; regulation
,
40-lt8f, which has a requirement as follows:

"Convalescent

facilities are buildings separate from fixed hospitals, for convalescent reconditioning of patients who no longer require daily medical and
nursing care but who are not sufficiently recovered to return to duty.
These
building preferably should not be of hospital type construction. Whenever possible,
they should be near the fixed hospital responsible for their administration."
The final paragraph of Circular 419 on convalescent hospitals is quoted as

follows

*

•

;

"Hospital Improvement:
It is desired that the interior and the landscaping of
each convalescent hospital be made as attractive as. possible.
Specifically,
drapes, comfortable furniture, attractive decorations will be so employed as to
give a homelike atmosphere to the hospitals. The natural surroundings of the
insinuations should be enhanced by carefully planned landscaping and gardening
projects."
With the establishment o'f the complete program as it is .being initiated,
assurance is given that the wishes of the President, in his letter of 4 December
1944, will be carried on;
"that no oversea casualty-is discharged from the armed
forces until he has received the maximum benefits of hospitalization and convalescent facilities."
—

With this brief presentation of the overall prograirr'of facilities of these
convalescent hospitals, I should like to outline the building and physical plant

■

The ;rn,ain divisions of course constitute the administration headquarters, receiving buildings for orientation and assignment; infirmary, or the station hospital
facilities, reconditioning buildings, and the convalescent training units which
include the services for occupational therapy, classification and consulting,
educational reconditioning, class rooms and sc forth, physical reconditioning,
indoor and outdoor exercises, games sports, and so forth.
t
The training facilities are necessary to serve the NP, primary and advanced
reconditioning.of patients. It was mentioned earlier this morning that separate
facilities might.be necessary for the neuropsychiatric patients end for the other
type.
»

,

The housing portion of the convalescent hospitals has been determined to be
allocated as for bed patients
the T2 square feet per bod unit,
and that requirement is carried for all of the housing of the entire area as well rs the hospital or infirmary area.
I shouldn’t call it troop area.
It is the patient area.
Some interesting factors in amplification of the above outline help to clarify the
problem of adapting the theoretical outline of the convalescent hospital just given
to the building spaces available .at the military post, leased school or other type
of facility. For administrative headquarters, adequate and suitable; buildings areA rule of- thumb guide inn-the .allocar
provided for the many and varied activities*
:ion of space is a net figure of approximately 10# square feet por person assigned
’
in the various areas.
--

—

•

*

For the receiving division the suitable spaces are assigned for the incoming
This activity is somewhat similar to the receiving section
patient to be processed.
of a general hospital but is smaller aiid less complicated.'’iro stop® i ■. . .

...

.

For the infirmary'division, a hospital is required for patients needing individual medical care, and treatment.
The size of this hospital, ; r s-;-given in the circular
should be 8 per pent of the patient strength in a convalescent hospital plus 3 per
cent for the .duty., personnel. It is interesting'to note, that great-demands are made
on the physiotherapy and d ental departments of'tlibse'hospitals -that, have, jDeen taken
over, and this demand has made expansion of these departments necessary: in most
cases
Other changes in existing station hospitals' have been relatively few, as clinical facilities are-generally adequate for the light infirmary demands of the differ' : •
ent-classes of patients.
"I
•;

.

;

;:

:
■ ■
■
f ■
The reconditioning activities utilize existing gymnasia, pools, recreation,
assembly.halls, theaters, field houses, and so forth, wherever possible, with new
construction in order only when'necessary
lacking.
’

...

\
..

.

’

Classrooms and. shop buildings are often provided by utilizing existing
drin gs. vdiere located on the. pest, if conveniently placed, or by moving prefabricated
r
buildings, or CCC buildings,, for a more workable scheme'. . f: ; 1 ty •
'*

;

Motor shops or garage buildings can readily be converted for
motive' vocations 1 .guidance.
: A;

course, must be
*

,

Outdoor athletic and div< rsional activities, of
the activities of the convalescent hospital.

courses

in auto-

a large part cf

•

Prevision for riding horses, 4 per 100 patients, is being made at the Fort
Story Convalescent Hospital.
This list of the activities
is somewhat
athletic outdoor activities
to
the
that
we
are
the
The large
hospitals.
on'for
program
working
general
similar
categories are the athletic fields, facilities for baseball, soft ball, soccer and
field hockey, handball, tennis, badminton, horse shoes, shuffle board, volley ball,
basket ball, and so forth.
In addition, the gomes, hobbies, sports, ubstable
training courses, gardening, golf, riding and swimming, where possible. Bowling
alleys have, been requested, bu*t as yet have not been approved by Sto.ff.
—

*

—

At first we had some little' difficulty' getting anywhere at all with our request
for swimming pools at general hospitals.
The War Department finally'asked us -to.

present a program.
year round.
approved.

Vie requested thirty swimming pools that could be used all the
seemed
to be willing to give us those pools but only 9 were
They

To follow on with- the requirements for the convalescent hospital, the storage,
supply, service.and utility spaces, are adapted in suitable locations at the
various areas.

I would like to give an illustration cf just the facilities at one cr two of
the convalescent hospitals to show hew this theoretical program has been.adapted to
the actual post. The '.' elch- Convalescent Hospital at Daytona' Beach, Florida, was
established in June 1944 and occupies the former 'TAG Cantonment Training Facilities.
This-training center includes 175 acres cf land plus 87 acres adjoining the civilian
Halifax General Hospital which is of permanent construction. Cantonment wards have
been added to increase the hospital capacity to 601 beds. This convalescent hospital was authorized at 4,000 capacity including an NP section of from 500 to a
thousand for open ward NP patients. Total patients at present, I believe, are
about 1800. The plan, cf course, is to expand it to the full capacity.
I don’t
know just when that will be reached.

-

r

■ There are seven battalion housing areas totaling approximately 8500 total personnel capacity and is laid out similar to the civilian military post with the
c
battalion areas.
The necessary modifications included painting of both the exterior and interior,,
general repairs; radiator heat was installed in place cf the unit stoves, ventilation fans in housing buildings, and air conditioning in hospital areas
in the
clinics and surgeries, and so forth. Public address systems were added. And then
a list of conversion items. The administration buildings were converted from the
existing buildings. Classroom buildings, shops, rocrerticn buildings, service
clubs, storehouses, boiler houses, thotters, repair shops, and motor pool instruction
was moved to a new location; conversion cf officer’s quarters made to provide guest
house facilities; storehouse buildings .were converted to clothing issue and warehouse for quartermaster issue; new requests which have not yet been approved, there
are the (l) new gymnasium, (2) a beach bathhouse, (3) swimming pool.
--

COL. COOK; An illustration I would like to give you is the Fort Story Hospital
which ms established in July of this last year, and that is of 1500 capacity as it
was established, with 700 spaces for the opened NP cases.
Two separate areas
approximately one mile apart are utilized. This presents a little bit of a problem
in administration, but as there arc the separate shop and classroom facilities for
each of the two branches, it works fairly satisfactorily. Adjoining the hospital
area, that is in area No. 10 on the post, is the housing for the NPcases.
Area'No. 6 is near the post headquarters and will house- the primary and advanced
In the facilities approved there, two’ gymnasia have been
provided because of the isolated groups cf the two parts ©f the hospital.

reconditioning group.

Administration building.
The outdoor- exercise facilities have been located in
the two different areas to provide service for each.
The necessary conversion of
the buildings wras for the dispensary for motor shops modified to class room buildings, the interior lining cf three of the large barracks groups down there
•
necessary and approved.

was'

Further modifications included provision for 16 shop buildings, 8 in the area
near the NP section and 10 in the area for the large group. Those classroom buildings and shop buildings included music and .'assembly buildings, orientation and
education building, and library, electric and auto electric building, auto and meta}
building, business and graphic arts building, w'-oodworking and shop building.

In addition, the exterior work around the hospital was rather of large proportions because in that sandy soil down there near the beach it is difficult to carry
on athletic activities in the sand that is soft and shifting, sc that a portion cf
the area was paved to give a herd surface to be satisfactory for recreation.
These two cases at Welch and Fort Story give typical examples cf problems in
other convalescent hospitals and therefore .will aid in the further development of
the convalescent program.

±
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The third and final section of the subject of construction policies, as related
to convalescent hospitals:
Recent lessening cf TJPB materials restrictions, more liberal policies and interpretations and last, but by no means least, the President’s letter of 4 December
1944, have simplified the- construction policy problems.

A program is being initiated to provide adequate athletic facilities at all
general hospitals for t he benefit of.convalescent patients.
This applies as well,'
ho the convalescent hospitals.
Increased standards of maintenance are possible,
including exterior painting, interior painting, floor covering, ventilation fans,
improved hardware, air conditioning in surgeries and clinics of hospitals.
Libraries are authorized for general hospitals. And we have included a library
one
of the classroom and shop buildings, as you may have noted in convalescent
in

hospitals.
Nine indoor swimming pools have been authorized at the general hospitals with
smaller outdoor pools for other hospitals. Nurses’ call systems and public address
systems have also been added.
The necessary speed to provide enough spaces, in time may mean that some disconfort may have to be overlooked for the present.
This is true of the heating of
prefabricated shops buildings, classrooms and possibly some housing, where stoves
rather than radiator heat may have to be used until the boiler units and radiators
can be procured.
The shops, classrooms, recreation buildings, are to be finished
on the inside and painted so as to facilitate cleaning and maintenance and provide
a more homelike appearance.

In conclusion, let me soy that the individual policy or construction problem cf
all the convalescent hospitals will receive careful consideration by The Surgeon
Tenoral's Office.
Our primary consideration is, cf course, the complete and satisfactory establishment of this convalescent program for the care and prompt recovery
of the returning soldier patient from overseas.
COL. THORNDIKE:
Several things came out in Major Loye's paper.
Exigencies of
the war which we have described in earlier phases of the meeting heave removed from
the list of convalescent hospitals Camp Butner and even the Thomas B. England Convalescent Hospital at Traymore. The Traymore is to be turned over to be used for
bed patients, class 4, as part of the England General Hospital, and the patients
have already been moved, to Upton.
It is hard to keep up with the changing phases
of war but there are actually, without Camp Butner, and without Traymore, 12 convalescent hospitals authorized, one of which is a special center for the war blind.

So, it makes 11 on this program that 4.19 applies to.

You may expect further

changes within the immediate futurel
Now, I think Major Loye brought out a very pertinent point to you hospital
commanders and those at the service command level, relative to the provision cf the
last paragraph in ASF Circular 419.
If you have anything to requisition in the way
of paint, in the -way of dressing up your place with furniture and putting in curtains I would certainly requisition on that last paragraph as the authority, and get
it in quickly.

Now, another surprising statement you heard was that horses are going to be
available. . I think it was last week General Somervell determined that there would
be 4 horses for every hundred patients in convalescent hospitals.
The manning tables did not include a veterinary or his assistants, and it looks
as though that would have to be authorized in the manning table.
Take a 4,000 bed hospital with 4 horses to a hundred patients,' that is quite a
cavalry squadron, 200 horses, Horseback riding wrill be ; an activity of recreation
and physical recreation.
Other problems are bound to come up.

Ncwr, Major Loye, there is one thing I think that these commanders are vitally
interested in, and that is the 72, square foot limit per patient.
That is fixed,
isn’t it?

MAJOR LOYE:
Y es, sir, that is very definitely fixed, because General Kirk
is particularly anxious that these trainees, who are still classified definitely
as patients, be classed at 72 square feet es far as the housing is concerned.
The places that have been made available are rather few and far between, and
when 'they have b'een shown that they were available they have been selected, and
there are disadvantages to all of them, but we are occupying the facilities that
we have already in hand.
COL. -GRABFIELD;
I would like to ask Major Loye if he has any breakdown as to
the amount of space that is required for these various shops for say, a 1500 bed
facility or 3,000.
MAJOR LOYE:
In the case of Fort Story, a little larger installation, there
were 18 of these shops and classroom buildings.
Two of the classroom buildings and
of
the
20x100
ft.
shop buildings.
Those were
buildings in the area, so that
.16
that will give you the gross area that they worked with.
COL.

GRABFIELD:

MAJOR LOYE:
CO.

They were CCC buildings, 20 by 100.

GRABFIELD;

MAJOR LOYE:

Mere those warehouses that were converted?

Prefabricated buildings?

20 by a hundred prefabricated, or

That is right.

converted.

buildings
•

COL. GRABFIELD;

MAJOR

T/o

LOYE;

In other words, it would take 18 to implement this program?

That is in this particular case.

MAJOR BRISCOE;
I might say that we have figures which can be offered later
~f the probable number of enrollees in each class.
Me will be glad to present them at the proper time, with a suggestion as to
how you may go about estimating the amount of space needed.
Me will have ready, within a week at least, specific suggestions as to how ycu
may adapt buildings to the needs of these classes and the probable amount of floor
spa.ee which will be necessary.
Have you done anything or had any request for consolidating company messes, say
four or five consolidated into one mess?
MAJOR LOYE; Me have had that question brought up and I imagine as far as th.e
operation is concerned that it would be a very logical step. We have had a similar
request from Brooke in connection with the old buildings at the hospital to link
two of their buildings, and provide a central officer-patient mess, which is a

parallel request.
I have one other question. This happens to be aproblem of curs.
COL. GRABFIELD*
It evidently is a problem elsewhere,' too
the necessity of using widely separated
areas for these activities. H as any contact been made with ordnance to increase
the allotment of motor vehicles, because some of these trainees will not be able to
walk over these distances to these shops.
--

s

‘

*

.

MAJOR LOYE; I don’t know about the increase of motor vehicles, but at Camp
Story there has been the suggestion that part of our building group serving the
large g'roup of patients be separated because they can use existing buildings.

A5TSHK00L SESSION ■
COLOI1EL THORADLds:

.dll the conference please come to order'.'

I think everyone has been waiting for this Afternoon to .arrive,
one thing of the morning hanging over, however.
;

There is

.njor Lumley, relative to Major Loye's last paper, has a few practical suggestions that he thinks one shotId take into consideration in designing athletic
and recreation areas for the convalescent hospital,
*iivJOlt LUhLLY:.
Those of us -working in physical reconditioning need some
help, I think, on two counts; 1, ,.e have o x*undamental weakness in the organization of our equipment facilities for physical reconditioning. Let us consider
hard surfaced areas, game courts, fields, other reconditioning equipment, gymnasia.
These areas, courts and buildings, should not be dispersed around the hospital
area except as batteries of the same kinc of activities. This dispersal idea became obsolete in American colleges, schools, and playgrounds in the 1910-1920 oeriod. These areas should be consolidated for administrative reasons, for competitive play, to make all of this equipment accessible to injured patients, to
decrease the cost of construction, to incre - se their availability for all concerned.
For reasons of general morale in physical education we like to have the men
play together where we can watch then, Me are also interested in being able to
prescribe specific definitive treatment for individuals. In the field of physical
education, we like to do as much individual teaching as we can 4 Therefore, I v:ould
like to recommend for consideration that someone with authority should issue a
directive calling attention to the need for a consolidation of physic >1 reconditioning equipment for Army hospitals. The gymnasium for the use of h'P and convalescent
patients should be designed as a remedial or therapeutic gymnasium. It should have
a closed corridor between the wards and the gymnasium itself.
It should be approach*
able by a wheel chair, therefore it should be at the ground level. It should have
interior wood walls ana no bleacher seats, he want the patients to have room to
be exercised in. he want wood walls about 10 feet high, I think, because we want
them to play games against that wall, he want to hang many kinds of remedial
apparatus on that wall so we can use them. Therefore, I would suggest for your
consideration a few small changes in the plans of gymnasia‘that . e build in the
future for the use of convalescent patients,
Major Loye, do you want to comment?

COL.

’

JO LOYL; On the first subject of the location of the gymnasium ■ nd of
the general athletic *nd exercise facilities; in the general hospital progr m, f
first, we haa most of the program for larger facilities located near the gym and
the exercise area, so tin t the free area in connection with general hospital was
usually eitaer at the siae or at ’the rear of the service location. That V7as the
only available large space. That presented one rath r serious difficulty. The
patient who was in a cast if he was in one of the surgical wards near the front
of the hospital, had to travel a greet distance for athletics,. 5o it v.as suggested
that recreational facilities be made available to him in the way of shuff3.eboai*d
or the like.
In that way he would be able to go oat in, say, two or three nrwmtes,
and have a game.and then come b ck to his ward. That as. the reason I think far
dispersal. It is dependent on how the buildings rre arranged in each pari inular
case as to where those facilities are established, I think that in the main that
is the only objection to making all of the facilities available in one area at
tiia xear of the hospital,
It would also take a larger space. In the convalescent
hospital situation, with the Class 3 patient, you h ve that same problem. Your
ccnv lescent hosnit 1 covers a larger area and do we want to replace all of those
facilities at one centralized location if it means—for instance, down in Florida
going a -rest distance from one area to the center rea, as it is arraigned down
there, we do have one center large athletic field, and subsidiary smaller fields
with those facilities duplicated in the various areas. As far as the gymnasium
plan is concerned, that was definitely, of course, made for athletic recreation
for general hospitals and station hospitals. It was before our reconditioning
program came up as it is planned today, :«e can place facilities around the outside
walis of the gyms. However, I think the changing condition of the convalescent
I

si

:

r

—

hospitalsmeans that on those that we construct now might he modified with some of
those suggestions adopted.
I think that a general hospital 'setup must be looked upon,
COLv.
from quite a different angle than this .convalescent hospital that is ’developing
I agree, as far as the general hohnital' is concerned, on the' way' we have .
rapidly.
set them up to date. The. only way you can get your 3’s- out is to have, exercises
next to those wards,. If. the general hospital is going to have only Class, 4's, : 3—C 1 eand 3"*B’s, the 3~C's could still use those areas and they might not be able to use,,
the gym.. So with, the changing situation' in'our general hospital., I think vr e have
planhed'correctly to date in having dispersage near the wards,
;

Now, as to the convalescent hospital, I think that Major Burnley has something
taken into serious consideration.
Where you ave many more Class
for the time being only 3*A’s, I think we cannot experiment with
for the 3’s until we know how many 3 f s are going to be sent., We
our way. along- if we have to build a■supplementary exercise area

that ought to be
l r s and 2’s, and
dispersion ideas
have got to feel
next to a ward,

.

'

CAPT., BILLY;
We have a limited number of strictly interpreted Class 3 .patientsand we have some facilities right near the infirmary. That is in addition to the
central athletic area on which the bulk of the I’s and 2 1 s participate.

MAJOR LUMBEY: Perhaps I am missing the point, but this idea of dispersal,
works all right for what we might call recreation, but, as I understand these convalescent patients and NP*s, they have got to' be led into taking some exercise. A
great deal more organizational work has to be done, rr ith the staffs we are ob-,
viously going to have, it seems to me vire have got to get such things as—if you
are to have eight volleyball courts, for example, at one installation, those eight
volleyball courts had better be built on one block so that not only volleyball, can
be played at that area but a great many other kinds of games and kinds of activities,
because those patients don’t really want to exercise.
They have got to be coaxed a
along and led along, and you are never going to be'able to do it with your.staffs
in 30 or 40 different places, at a convalescent center,
'

7

‘

MISS VINCENT: When planning new construction in these convalescent hospitals,
and it is necessary to establish- a, new Red Cross recreation building, are you planning to use the old type of- construction or have you a new type of construction under
consideration?

,

"

•

'

'

•

MAJOR BOYS;

i

:.

*.

■

;

r

'j

•

•

—

Do. you mean a modified, design entirely, or do you mean something,
that wa& a larger Red. Cross .such as your H-R 5? Are you familiar with that,
.
designation?
.

MISS VINCENT;

That is what X wanted to know; whether or not you
exist,' or where new buildings
have to be constructed whether you will use that same plan of construction,
Oh, yes.

plan to enlarge new buildings where they presently

MAJOR BOYE; I think that partially depends oh the cost and' feasibility cf
enlarging the new buildings, and also the possibility of using that for another
purpose and then getting the larger building which would, cf course, be more satisfactory. I think the money determines what will be done there,
THORNDIKE:
creational halls?
COL,

COL.

Have any convalescent hospitals developed Red" Cross re-

We have a small Red-Cross building that came With the station
It is adeouate for the infirmary division, and as a Red Cross unit
headquartersi; At Daytona.the Red Cross unit has had to expand into the field to
take care of the convalescents,, and we are now engaged in digging up office space
for their interviewers and social service workers.
I think in our program the Red
Cross would probably not reouire recreational space in the trainee area, but they
COOK;

hospital.

do require office space,
COL,

‘THORNDIKE:

Hospital Program,”

»

-‘

-

"

..

Major Gwynn will now talk on

’’Recreation
•’

in the Convalescent

.

MAJOR GrWYHN:-

I am going

to, speak

about recreation in convalescent

hospitals.

I say that "because the original meaning of the term "recreation has "been largely lost in the last few years, and every conceivable form of entertainment has been
classified under the "broad term of recreation.
We all know very well that there are
a good many forms of entertainment which vie do not consider suitable for patients
in our convalescent hospitals, I am talking about the refreshment of weary bodies
and spirits according to the original meaning of the term recreation.
We feel that
is an integral part of our program in convalescent hospitals.
This is not an added
luxury to the scheme of things, but this is an adjunct to our therapeutic regime.
Therefore, it calls for just as careful planning and just as much effort as my part
cf the program.
In addition, it calls for very careful planning because our program of recreation in convalescent hospitals is going to be compared with recreation
in redistribution centers.
The wounded patient in convalescent hospitals is going to ask the very logical
’’Why am I sitting in this God-forsaken desolate spot when I have been
wounded, when my friend, who was not even wounded, is sitting around a luxury hotel
enjoying himself?” We must find an answer to that question, and the only answer is
to make his surroundings and environment as attractive as possible, to furnish a
variety of good, wholesome beneficial recreation.
question:

In order to plan a program of the nature I have explained, the people who are
to direct it and organize it must have a fundamental concept or philosophy of
recreation themselves.
It seems to me that something of this sort would fill the
bill f that recreation is an essential area of freedom in which the person chooses,
fpr himself an activity that gives him the greatest satisfaction.
In other words,
this is a sphere that is peculiarly the patient’s.
It is his medium of selfexpression in a program that might otherwise be termed somewhat regimented.
How. much time is devoted to recreation? According to Section 7 of our Army
Service Force Circular 419, at least one .and one-half hours of the 8-hour scheduled
day will be devoted to recreational activities, but in addition vie feel that recreational facilities will be provided that will be so attractive that the patient
will be stimulated to spend a great many of his off-duty hours on the post.
Besides, a great many of our convalescent hospitals are so located that the
off-post recreational activities are few and far between, or wholly undesirable, so
we will have to make up for that deficiency by our program in the convalescent
hospitals.

There are two main types of recreational activities* individual and group.
We want the patient, as I mentioned before, to do the thing that gives him the
greatest satisfaction, and if that is an individual activity, that is what he
should do.
One feels, however, there are certain advantages to group activities, particularly in the psychoneurotic group of patients, .because it gives a man a chance
to assume leadership again, and to participate in group activities which will help
him regain his self-confidence. So we want patient participation as much as it is
possible jto do so without forcing it on the individual, and vie want group activities!;.
One type of activity that we advocate is music of all forms—listening to •
.
music, playing music, all types of music—classical music, jive music, anything that
Dramatics;
the patient,desires.
we want him to participate in dramatics if possible
If not, we are glad to have him attend as a spectator. Dances: one of the most
popular forms of entertainment in our hospitals are the dances, and for that purpose dancing partners should be secured from the neighborhood, or if that is imI thi
possible, I have seen buses sent cuite a distance to surrounding localities,
think that the patients would probably vote that one of the most popular of all
their activities. We want them to have all kinds of games, individual games and
group games'*:
•

;

•

Parties;
the Red Cross has been very diligent In organising parties in most
They
I have never even heard of some of these types of parties.
of our hospitals,
patients
the
parties
a
deal
and
that
have.shown
of ingenuity in devising games
great

have found most entertaining.

Athletics;
Some of the patients want to ml ay golf or they want to play
tennis and games of that sort, and this time is their time to use as they feel would
he most -profitably and enjoyahly spent.

Picnics and outings and. excursions to nearby points of interest are highly
desirable,
I think that all the patients are going to take a great deal more
interest in the program if they are well oriented to the community that they are
living in c Nearly every one of our hospitals is located in an area of some modern
or historical interest, and special studies should be made of the possibilities
inherent in the surrounding community.
As you heard this morning, one of the newer developments is horseback riding;
facilities and horses will be available for riding.
Where does this entertainment or recreation*, come from?
The present policy
is that our hospitals are glad to accept high class entertainment from any source
from which it is offered. We believe that the Red Cross in most of our hospitals
Special Services has contrihas furnished the bulk of the entertainment so far,,
buted a great deal to entertainment* Local interests have contributed. It has been
felt that this entertainment must be coordinated, however* This is accomplished
through the reconditioning council* I don't think X have heard the Council discussed
much this morning or yesterday, but I believe you all know something about it. The
Council is made up of the chiefs of services and presided over by the Commanding
Officer with representatives of the Red Cross, Special Services,, Chaplain, and all
other agencies who are concerned with reconditioning, and it is at the meetings of
this Reconditioning Council that allocation of time is made and schedule conflicts
are prevented,.
The Red Cross program in convalescent hospitals, we assume, would be similar
to their program at present in general hospitals, but expanded.
They have dances
and parties, as I mentioned before, and I think you are all familiar with that type
Special Services cone into our hospitals now with four different
of activity.
activities;
music, the presentation of USO shows and visiting celebrities} the
drama workshop, which has proven very popular, and the library.
It was called to my attention yesterday that aSE Cir e 419 does not say anyabout
a library, but it is automatically called for in hospitals of more than
thing
beds.
1000
As far as facilities are concerned, Major Loye hag discussed them in some
I think it is obvious to everyone that convalescent hospitals are going
detail,
to call for far more in the way of facilities and personnel than the average general hospital*
In the first place, at least in the 1 beginning, more patients are
They are going to have more leisure time probably than
going to be on their feet*
in most hospitals, and this time should be profitably employed, and it can only be
profitably employed if we have facilities and personnel to do so.
"Existing facilities should be fully
In paragraph 19 of ASP 419 it says;
utilized and supplemented where necessary by alteration or new construction to
carry out the mission of a convalescent hospital,"
We feel that the mission cannot be carried out in most instances unless a
great deal of thought and attention is given to providing proper facilities for
recreation*
"It is desired that the interior and landscaping of each conParagraph 20:
valescent hospital be made as attractive as possible, specifically drapes, comfortable furniture, and attractive decorations will be so employed as to give a
homelike atmosphere to the hospital*
The natural surroundings of the:' installation
planned
be
enhanced
by carefully
landscaping and gardening projects,"
should
We know that supplemental recreation halls are going to be necessary. I had
There
some discussion with the Red Cross and with General Lull about this matter.
is a possibility that it would be desirable to have a type of club house which is
used in the European Theater of Operations,- which contains a snack bar.
You must
remember that these patients are going to ha e their supper very early in the evenThey are going to have a long period after that before their bed hour, and it
ing.
is probably advantageous to have a room in which they can sit and write letters and

talk to one another and be able to get a bite to eat and perhaps a glass of
Me know that the PX should be well equipped and should be of sufficient size
to accomodate the number of patients at the hospital".

beer.

he spohe of a library,
I think that a music library is also highly desirable,
At most of the hospitals where there is a music library, it is a most popular feature

Me took up swimming facilities and fields and gymnasia.
place, and I think that enough has been said about them,

All those'have their

'•‘■’he day rooms, as I mentioned, must be'attractively furnished.
The men should
have facilities for a barber shop, tailor shop, and. to get shoes repaired.
Those
things seem elemental but I have been in a great many hospitals where they are not
available> Patients are not going to enjoy themselves in their off-duty moments if
they are going to a dance with a girl and their clothes are not properly pressed
and their shoes shined, and X don t think that our hospital commanders want them
making a sloppy appearance.
!

Personnel:

there has been no special personnel granted for entertainment
We are going to be dependent upon personnel from the agencies such as the
American Red Cross and Special Services, Some of ,our regular personnel can aid to
some extent but the bulk of our depfndence will be upon outside agencies.
.

purposes.

Recreation is an essential part of our public relations picture. We want
our pregram to have just as many of the desirable features as any other program. We
don't believe that our patients need to be turned loose to their own devices. We
don't object to bringing in young ladies for dances, and we don't object to plenty
of music.
But we do object to furnishing the patient with obard and lodging and
then turning him loose to walk the streets of the neighborhood, or of the
ing community. So, thereforif this program is going to be a success, we must
stress this recreational angle more than Probably it has been stressed in the past.
So, therefore, our public relations must be clarified and better interpreted to
the public.

We want it stressed that we are putting these men through a program which is
scientifically designed as a, therapeutic measure to enable them to take their
rightful place again in .civilian life,
I will close by summing

up

the whole problem of recreation in convalescent

hospitals by reading Paragraph 11,

"A recreational program emphasizing path nt participation is an essential
reconditioning. At least one and a half hours of the 8 hours
reconditioning schedule ordinarily should be devoted to recreational activities.
part of convalescent

Additional recreational activities should be provided in order to make the convalescent hospitals as attractive to the patient as possible and to stimulate the
desire among the patients to find diversion on the post during off-duty hours.
The commanding officer, with the aid. of a reconditioning council, should determine
the activities of and the time available to the various agencies concerned with
music, dramatics, dances? games, parties, arts and crafts, athletics, picnic's,
outings, and excursions."

MAJOR GWINIX: The next portion of the program has to do mainly with the
Service Command Birectors of Reconditioning or their representatives. Many times
we hear comment that Washington interferes in the operation of service commands 5
and sometimes that may be true, but we feel that there is a place for higher headquarter activities, and one of these places is in the inspection of facilities in
I think that the Reconditionthe field, to maintain a high standard of operation.
ing Consultants Bivision realizes that it is a technical advisorydivision to the
Surgeon General to aid him in formulating policy, and to maintain professional
standards in the field hy inspection, and to assist, upon request, Service Commands
in accomplishing our common mission.

This entails obligations both ways. X will rbad to you Paragraph 2(d), War
the
"Responsibilities of Surgeon General:
Department Circular 140, 11 April .1.944;
duties and responsibilities of a Surgeon General are as prescribed in Army Regulations.. The Surgeon' General may appoint professional consultants to keep him advised
"

as to the quality of medical treatment in- the Army.
The technical reports of such
consultants will he forwarded to the Surgeon-General';, through medical channels with-?in the Army Ground Forces, Army Air Forces,- Ar-Army Service Forces, respectively."
"

We feel that we can he aided considerably in making plans for the future, and
formulating policy, if we have more accurate and more adequate information concerning activities in field installations,
We have distributed to you, this afternoon,
a suggested check list to he used by Service Command. Directors of. Reconditioning,
and their assistants in'inspecting- reconditioning programs.
This is a, s-uggested
wg
don't
list. If you
use this type of list,
hope that you will utilize a similar
form. Weeare anxious that when installations are visited, that some, such list as
this will-he made out and forwarded to our office for study and, appraisal,
I think
that it will he helpful to you in evaluating the installation, and certainly will ,
•
. 1
.
he a'great aid to us* '
’i
...

C.OL, THORNDIKE;

Relative to this check list, it is a suggested list from
which, of course,' the' Service Commands will. develop-whatever inspection report they
desire. But it is-pretty all-inclusive. It.involves four and a half pages of
check marks, and can he done with-relative simplicity; in. a minimum of time, and
when summarized will give you a pretty clear picture-of the program in that part-,
icular hospital.
Now, concerning recreation, Miss Vincent is here from the Red Cross and Lt,
North is here from Special Services,
Miss Vincent, will you say a few words about Red Cross?
MISS VINCENT; Col, Thorndike, I am very anxious, while we are here today, to
find out whether or not the officers in charge of the convalescent hospitals have
as yet had an opportunity to determine the type of Red Cross personnel that they
are going to require in the convalescent hospital program. I was interested in
hearing Col. Cook say that he felt he would need more social workers than recreaI %vas talking to someone yesterday who felt that we were going to
tion workers.
need a large recreation staff because of the evening programs and perhaps we wouldn't need as many social workers, We are working on a table of organization for
convalescent hospitals,
We have several meetings with the Office of The Surgeon
General next week, so-that if the officers who are here from the.. convalescent hospitals could give us some suggestions, I know that Major G-wynn and I would he most
grateful. '
'
.
.
....

,

COL. THORNDIKE:
Will the commanding officers of the convalescent hospitals
speak with Miss : Vincent before she leaves this afternoon, and give her a gene re. 1
background of the needs for Red Cross that your experience has shown you?

MISS VINCENT:

As far as recreation is concerned, Major Gwynn has outlined
office is hoping we will he able to accomplish in the
convalescent hospitals and I do hope that in our plans we can also include the services of volunteers because carefully selected volunteers will be able to contribute
that interpretation to the community as to what the purpose of the reconditioning
what the Surgeon

program is,

General's

*

...

I have Just one other.comment that I would like to make about Red Cross service in hospital's, and "that is that- in the- convalescent program our men are going to
be very- busy all day, and. if the. reconditioning officers and the medical officers,
will help the patients, understand that if they need advice on personal or family
worries, they may feel free to ask time to come to the Red Cross social worker* In
the old days and in peace-time, the Army wasn't so rushed and neither was the Red
Cross, so that the men did seek us out, the doctors could refer them almost any time
during the day to the Red Cross social worker, and I think that we. .must■remember
that even though a man is busy all day, either exercising, or receiving educational
advantages, that he is not going to get the full benefit of those unless he is free
from worry, and that if people: are sensible about it,: then,- they will refer them to
us for help.
When this new War Dept. Circular 486 is issued, that was referred to
this morn4 ri gf about -the claims of personnel at the time of discharge,. I hope that
commanding^officers of hospitals will make sure that the claims, aspect.of the man's
discharge is given attention.,
■
•

:

;

f

.-

.

.

We are going:to have'further discussion on that next week and whether or not
we. will he able to send-, further- statements to ' the field, X don’t know, but a number
of old-timers—-and I am one of them—have found that as. far as ..-filing a statement
for conroensation is concerned, if can’t be too optional.
If it -is. a cart of discharge procedure, he does i.t; he Is not "still* wondering whether he should have done
■••.--■
this or should have done that,
,

MAJOR GWYNN;

Lt, North, as

division of Army-Service-Forces,

special representative of the Special Services
would'you care to say something about this program?

1

LT.'NORTH: I would just like to say that the entertainment -seetion of the
Special Services Division is very anxious to offer any assistance in developing a
program of patient participation in dramatics. We have learned through experience
that there are, in hospitals, a numbe of patients that are very anxious to participate in this type of activity.
We have drawn up plans to submit for approval on
the -establishing of-a drama workshop.
This would Vein any space available where
patients could come and take part-in any Phase- of dramatic production which would b
benefit them from the therapeutic and recreational point of view, For instancethe construction of-sets or themmaking bf props'or costuming, and also the. mental
I think that it has been proven that this
' stimulation in actual learning of lines,
type of activity has definite benefit and X would just like to read a letter that
was sent to- us by a- cast of: patients at Tilton General Hospital who participated
in one of these dramatic productions:

*

"We, the undersigned,-all patients in the Tilton Hospital at Fort Dix, wish
to express our appreciation for the opportunity of workings.and presenting the Special
Services play,."Hospital-Daze. It Very pleasantly occupied .three weeks of an otherwise rather dull and monotonous hospital convalescence. ,Xn the. time we spent rehearsing and forming the play, we enjoyed ourselves greatly as well as learned a lot,
and in the presentation of. our show we' believe gave a good evening’s entertainment
to our fellow patients. We hope that those of us who will be patients, for a while
will be able to form-a nucleus' of another group here at, Tilton and present other
shows,"
MaJOR ■ GWYNN,: • • We will now take

up

the-next feature

o’f

the program.

MAJOR BELLMAN r
With •.reference to Red-Cross activities. I am wondering
whether Red Cross National Headquarters is contemplating assigning able bodied
representatives, field directors, to hos-nitals, or the hospital representatives.
The able bodied directors are at camps and,stations
They,seem to have two kinds.
representatives
and the hospital
are at hospitals and since most patients .are
ambulatory,. I think that, is quite ah important point. Perhaps we had rather have
men in the hospitals than ladies,
’ •
"

„

MAJOR .GWYNN:

Do you make- thht dlfferehtlati

:n. Miss'Vincent?.

MISS.VINCENT: Red .Cross in damps'is responsible for, social service to able
Special Services is responsible 'for recreation for able bodied men,-:
bodied, men.
In hospitals Red Cross is responsible for social service to patients and duty personnel, and they have been responsible for recreation for patients. ■
.'
Now, when-you mentioned the fact that in some installations they were using
able bodied men, I thought perhaps you were referring to the redistribution center
that are located in various section's of the country, where,, upon the request of
Special ..Services, : we- have, assigned certain men and certain women to help with the
program there, .but: that -is not-a. medical Setting. To' date, Col, Thorndike,., I. think
I am right in saying, that as it is medically- supervised and .under medical direction,
The, Surgeon General has requested Red ; Cross hospital service to be responsible.
The very, fact that you: raise the -Question about men is .just one of the things.'
that perhaps we , can-, discuss: after this conference,
-

MAJOR

GWYNN;

I think it should'be pointed out for the information of everyone here, that the exact relationship of these‘different agencies .is under study at
the present , time and in the next week or two we expect that .there will be a conference between The Surgeon General and the Director of Special Services Division
and G-l WDGS, in order to get this matter clarified.

MAJOR BS3LMAK:
There is one more question I had with reference to visiting hours in convalescent hospitals. Are there many patients in hospitals from
nearby vicinities? What is the opinion. about visiting hours?
Tr
MAJOR GrWYNIT;
. e are not entitled to have much of an opinion about it,
because it is in the discretion of the commanding officer as to what he will
grant, and it has been considered by a consultants division as trespassing on
someone else's prerogative.

COL. THORKDIKD:

It is a command function primarily,

MAJOR PATRICK: . In connection with the library, I happen to know that the
perhaps millions of good books purchased for use in ASTP under the
owns
Army
specialized training program, and I was wondering
if 03. had taken into consideration making some of those books available.
A lot of them are technical.
A lot of them are language books, history books and literature and others of
that kind.
I was wondering if they were still owned by the Army and if they
could be put in libraries or made use of*
MAJOR GWYNN;
Capt. Hall, who is a representative of the Library Service
of Special Services, is here and I think maybe she could comment on that,

CAPT.

I understood that a great number of those books had been
for use overseas,
the other day that the Newport
I was informed
Port of Embarkation is at this time arranging for facilities for taking care of
stockpiling and making available to overseas education people seven million books
Those are not available through our facilities,. Our service has nothing to do
with educational books, oth f> r than the fact that we have had some ASTP texts
turned over to us.
They have been circularized through the service commands as
surplus property.
When a station is inactivated, the library property is reported to us and we recommend through the service commands the disposition of
those books.
We. would like to have requests from hospitals for those books.
HALL;

requisitioned

COL, JDHSR1F:
I don't remember the number of the directive, but there is
a directive of the War Department that places all the texts owned by the War
Department, purchased for the aSTP training programs, under the control of the
United States Armed Porces Institute.
That is where those books are,

There is money for the establishment of libraries in new
installations. Por instance, if a hospital is a new installation or a new
hospital, and it can requisition, I believe $7,000 for the establishment of a,
library.
CAPT, HALL:

We will now take up the burning question of convalescent
I think we will change the ordor just a little bit as I
believe it would be more appropriate for Captain Dittrick to speak now on the
Then we will have Capt, Langhenry.
qualifications of the personnel.
MAJOR GWYNH:

hospital personnel,

CAPT. DITTRICK:
There have been a limited inaioer oi charts on Personnel
placed on the tables.
The figures contained on thus chart *re embodied in the
It right be well to
large manning tables which were distributed yesterday.
1
he term officially
clear up one thought on which there may be some confusion,
designated for the program of instruction is ''Convalescent Tra ■‘ing Section",
and the program in that section of a convalescent .hospital w’T be referred to
as the Convalescent Training Program,
The term "school'* has ‘een deleted from
instruction,
further
discussion
Or
On
the detailed program
any
planning.
Program"
Reconditioning
Training
on
the
the
"Convalescent
RTP 8—1,
term
cover,
personnel
is used.
to
that
Personnel, in my discussion, will relate entirely
which will be included in the Convalescent Training Program. A basic requisite that individuals who are going to serve in this Program possess should be
a definite belief in the mission that he is undertaking*
If an instructor
have
a
sincerity of purpose
does not believe in this program, if he does not
so far as the contribution he can make in rendering personal service and assistSecondly,
ance to these patients,■ there is no place in the program for him.
have
skill
0
he must have enthusiasm for th task he has undertaken.
He should
responsible.
the
for
which
he
is
and experience in that particular.phase of
work

He must posc s understanding and patience. The convalescent training mission
is somewhat different than the Array Training Mission or an ordinary educational
The rate at which men are going to he able to progress through courses
urogram.
will vary with each' individual, and with his limitations, physical or mental.
Understanding and patience with' respect to individualized instruction is a.prerequisite.
;

The instructor must he personable and possess tact and, lastly, but' not
least, he must be resourceful* He will come up against many problems that he
hasn’t anticipated and he is going to have to improvise and make use of the
things at hand to do the best possible job.
Major Cruze pointed out yesterday, as, far as this instructional personnel, and the numbers which are indicated for each hospital, that is not
meant to be -fixed.
This table is to be used as a guide. It will vary with
local interests and local needs.,,
It might be that a hospital will have need
for more autOraechanics than are indicated and possibly .fewer in the field of
graphic arts; while another hospital may find that the provisions of the various
specialists under autoraechanics is too great, and that they have a greater expression of interest in some phases of radio or electrical work or building
construction.
As

The Director of the Convalescent Training Program is the key to this whole
situation: much of the administrative detail, much of the direction of this
program, must be planned by the man who is going to head this program. You will
see that the specification serial number "2525" has been indicated,
"2525" is
a director of training.
There happen to be, however, several other ’’spec"
numbers from which you might find equally qualified officers:
The TM 12-406,
Officer Classification and TM 12-427, Enlisted Men, contains the job specifications.
The source of jobs that are given for Director of Training are school
superintendent, college dean, director of vocational education. HO directs

educational and training programs for military or civilian personnel, reviews
in which■training is involved and prepares policies and programs for
approval, organizes, curricula and directs preparation and.assembly of instructional material and equipment, formulates training standards, directs and
supervises administrative and training activities, of training units, and coMilitary experience should include field and adminisordinates program.
trative experience in organization; should have civilian experience in public,
That is the specification for
private, or industrial education or training.
the ”2526”. We .then have three other officers whose requirements are quite
similar; the education officer, ”5500”, I think you are familiar with his
In addition,' there is the public education officer, ”5503",
qualifications.
Source jobs are university or college president, superintendent of schools,
college dean, division chief of state education, department or office, of ed-

problems

■

ucation.

'

....

_

.......

|

With respect to the, procurement of officers to serve as directors of
the school, it was Jentit/Ane<? briefly yesterday that a memorandum has gone
forward from our off ice .to personnel asking that a screening be made for
5

'

officers who would-qualify for a Spec.NOi -2525, outlining the job and the requirements of thj program,
A few hours before leaving Washington, we received
29 briefs on c-fn officers who were uncovered by reviewing the machine records.
There is no assurance that we are going to be; able to obtain 12, or whatever
number you request, but the noiht that I do. wish to make in that respect is
that the requisitions must come from the' service commands before such assign-raents of these officers .can Toe made,, You must determine your own need.
As Major Ouze pointed out yesterday., it is the intention that‘within the
service command 'the resources for filling any of this personnel be thoroughly
.searched before requisitions bo forwarded to the AGO through regular military

channels.

,

Let us run down the list of officer- personnel, and if you wish to take
the chart on organization which is included--that is. Chart Ho. 2 in 419—I will
attempt to relate this various officer personnel to its appropriate- snot on the

chart.

'

Now, the Director of Convalescent Training, we have used the "spec" No.
I have also given you 5500 and 5503 as possible sources.

2525.

Looking at the manning table, the education officers are '’5500". That is the
"spec" number that has been used for the educational reconditioning officers trained
at the Personnel Services school in Lexington.
Vocational and educational counsellors have "spec" No. 2235, one of which would be an assistant in charge of the
department or subsection, as assistant director of counselling and classification.
A training officer, "2520," will assist one of the "5500’s" and head up the section
ri
Ghief of Administration.” It will be his responsibility to coordinate schedules
and lay out the schedule for the convalescent training program.
The supervisor of curriculum and instruction, it is intended would be one of
the ”5500 s.
Physical-reconditioning officer, ”5521," one would head the physical
reconditioning branch. ‘He would be the assistant director in charge of physical
’

’’

training.

The visual aid development officers, we have two indicated, "spec" No. 2685.-it is intended that one of .these will be in charge of the film librarjr. The other
will coordinate and supervise the work of graphic arts.
The supply officer, it is intended will handle the supplies for the convalese
cent training program.
He is a "4-000" soec number. He will be under the chief of
administration under the education section--his job consists of supplies and equipment, procurement and distribution.
Administration officers; ’two are indicated, "spec" No* 2120, One, it is intended, will handle the school guidance section under administration. The other
will serve as supervisor and director of the business education department in the
school.
; The motor maintenance
officer, "4805," —it is intended that he will be supervisor of the instruction in the automotive maintenance course*

Communication officer, "0200,"•—it is intended that he will

supervise

and head

up that department of electricity.

The utilities officer, "7120," would head
light activities.

up

woodworking and the power and

The music officer, "524-1," will be in charge of the music instruction section.
He don’t want instructors in these convalescent training sections who have
never seen the inside of a class room or done any instruction either in civilian
life or in the Army Training Program, Their job is going to be supervisory. They
are going to have to
take the six, eight, or ten enlisted instructors for whom
they are responsible and organize each of those departments into an effective
instructional unit,
'

•

Let us drop down the manning table to. the administrative section, which is
"Enlisted Personnel." I don’t think it will be necessary to dwell on each of those.
The "spec" numbers and the nomenclature are self-explanatory, but it is intended
that that group will be responsible--or will provide the necessary help for carrying on administrative detail. As you read down the column, you will find that it
covers quite a wide variety of skills.
I merely repeat that this is a guide.
The numbers that are indicated in the vertical columns may vary with the local
needs of each installation, but again it is possible, and I repeat what was brought
out yesterday: it will be necessary to conduct an in-service training program to
provide initial orientation and indoctrination of this instructional personnel, as
to the mission, the purpose, and the specialized nature of the convalescent training orogram.

MAJOR GViYNI f
We”will now hear Cant. Langhenry speak about allotment and procurement of personnel for convalescent hospitals,
:

CAPT. LANGHENRY: I am going to talk from a few.notes that I have made.
Frankly, when I came in today ray acquaintance's--and I use that word advisedly,

■

because personnel officers don't have friends--my acquaintances all began telling
me collectively and individually,
"They are waiting for you."

First, I would like to congratualte the Service Command consultants on the
professional job that you have done.
Seemingly, you have done a wonderful job and
I seriously mean it when I congratulate you.
However, when it becomes necessary
to discuss personnel, I must say that we think you have done a mediocre job.
The procurement of personnel for this program is the resoonsibility of the
Commanding General of each Service Command, and not The Surgeon General in Washington. It is not our responsibility to secure one man for the urogram. That is your
job. Our job is to train the men after you get them. That is our mission:
to
train men for the reconditioning program, not procure them.- And you will find that
statement is going to be made in a circular which is coming out,- I hope, ’within the
next day or so. It probably will be waiting for you when you return home, I have
a digest of that circular with me, and a little later on I will tell you some of
the new things that have been orovided for you in order to helo you procure personnel for the program,

'Why do I say you have done a mediocre job? I hope to demonstrate it by a few
case histories that have come to my individual attention.
Twenty-nine physical
reconditioning students are at present in the school. We in the Surgeon General's
Office provided 19j you, in the Service Command, provided 10 of the students in the
course for physical reconditioning now in this school.
I think that figure alone,
if I make no further statements, is a' demonstration at least that you have done a
mediocre job, as far as personnel is concerned.

■

Secondly, let me present three case histories of individuals. I will call them
Lts. A, B, and G. First, the other day, Lt, A, a patient in a hospital in the
Fifth Service Command for six months. In this particular hospital he had been used
in the reconditioning program. He has been a Second Lieutenant for 20 some odd
months. As a patient in the hospital he continued to work in the reconditioning
program. A general officer in Washington, called our attention to the fact that
this man was doing an outstanding job.
He remained a patient in the hospital, and
no one recommended him for promotion or for permanent assignment.
We called the
and
incuired
about
the
At
the
time
we
did
not know he was
hospital concerned
man.
a patient.
said
is
one
of
the
men
we
ever
had in the
best
have
They
"Yes, Lt. A
were
asked:
are
to
about
reconditioning program." They
you going
"'.'hat
do
him,
Captain?"

The reply was, "Oh, he goes before a disposition board on the 15th of January.
He will leave the hospital then."
I said, "What is he going to be?"

He said, "He is going to be limited service, continental limits of the United
Staes,"

"Have you thought about asking for him for the program?"
"No."

"Will you do

it?"

"Can we do that?"
"Yes." They only asked for him for the program after we asked them to do so.
And yet they admit he was one of the best men they have had in their hospital.
That is Lt. A.
He would never have gotten in the reconditioning program, I feel
sure, if we, in Washington, hadn't had it brought to our attention by a general
officer.
Lt. B, a hospital in the Fourth Service Command.Lt. B, Worked in the reconditioning program for a period of three to four months. When he left the hospital,
disposition, limited service, Continental United States, the members of that hospital gave him letters of recommendation and said, "We would like to have this man
But did they do any more about it? No. He left
in our reconditioning program,"

hospital, went back to an assignment with a
that^
put in a letter begging to get into the program.

Coast Artillery Corns outfit and
That letter was cleared through
all of his headquarters.
He wasn’t any good to them. He was in limited service,
Continental United States, The hospital would have liked to have kept him in the
program.
Unfortunately something happened along the way to keen that man from getthe
in
program, but my point is this: if the particular hospital in the Fourth
service Command had asked for him, instead of giving him letters of recommendation,
and said "He want him,” wo could have had him in the nrogram easily. Ninety days
before he ever could possible put in for the program we could have had him a permanent member and in the program.
The case of Lt. C.
Lt. C. was a Military District of Washington case. Walter
Reed General Hospital seemingly has a need for men in the program, but I would like
to say this: that if you happen to be the consultant for a service command which
fortunately has the program well filled in several hospitals, don’t forget that the
man who is in that hospital that is well filled, might be used somewhere else.
This man in Washington haopens to be a man who has but one arm.
He was wounded overseas. He has a burning desire, gentlemen, to get into the reconditioning program.
It is so burning that when Walter Reed sent him out on TD, to the Adjutant General ’s
office to work in some little job over there, he went to the commanding officer of
that particular section and said,
"May I give a paper on reconditioning to all the
people in here?" That paper I hold in my hand.
It is a lovely story of the Reconditioning Program of the Army. I let Cs.pt* Dlttrick look at it the other day, and
he said,
"We can use that man." We certainly can use him. But why didn’t Walter
Reed take him? That is the question I want an answer to. Why didn't they take him?
Why didn't they recommend him? Why did the Adjutant General, after he made a speech
over there, come to us and said, "Why don't you got that guy in your orogram? You
say you don’t have enough help."

Well, I would like to use those case histories as evidence of the fact that in
our opinion, gnetleraen, you have done a mediocre job from a personnel standpoint.
When you stop worrying about personnel, personnel begins to worry you, and
believe me, that is true. I know it.
On the other hand, thanks to the Fourth Service Command--! can give them a
boost now—I have received in my office yesterday a letter from a man who is in a
detachment of patients, ASF Regional Hospital, Fort McClellan, Alabama, He sends
this to the Adjutant General through the commanding officer recuesting a chance to
get into the program. The first indorsement by that hospital states —and I would
like to tell you the date of that first indorsoment--30 November,

"Attention is invited to attached extract from proceedings of Army Retirement
Lt. F, subject officer, while a patient in this hospital has demonstrated
leadership and initiative in duties assigned to him with the reconditioning nrogram
at this hospital." The hospital didn’t ask for the man. They don't want him in
the hospitsl seemingly.
They don't request his assignment anywhere. They don't
build him up, they don't give him any backing in the job he is asking for, and yet
they are short of personnel in the Fourth Service Command, and I know that to be a
fact. They send that to the Commanding General of the Fourth Service Comnkand..
From there, gentlemen, by numerous indorsements it went to Replacement and School
Command, then to Infantry Replacement Training Center, back to Replacement and
School Command, to the Commanding General, Army Ground Forces, finally to the
Adjutant General from the AGF, and then from the AG over to us, "Recommendation is
requested." The reconditioning people have sent me a memorandum stating that they
want this nan and the;/ want him to come down to this school for a reconditioning
course. I received this some time in January, The man sent it November 30. Now,
thank goodness for the' new circular, because it certainly shortcuts such a procedure. Request for assignment now need only go from the hospital to the headquarters of the service command to the installation, the head of which has assignment jurisdiction; for instance, from the service command in this case, to the
Commanding General, Army Ground Forces, to The Surgeon General, and back. r 'e are
going to cut out all that stuff in the middle.

Board.

This is proof that you can get men for your program.
bility to get them. Not ours.

It is your responsi-

I would like to talk about this question of authorizations and please, on all
of your programs for the benefits of the Army Service; Force Headquarters, Military
Personnel Division, and so forth, cross out the word "allotment" and write in
"authorization." You do not have'any allotments in your service commands. You have
authorizations. Bulk allotments are ,in bulk. Authorizations that are handed down
by ASF to the various service commands are in bulk also.

I understand one question .'that came uo yesterday had to'do with the 1A, 500persons required in this program, ."Has the Service Command received that 11,500,
are we going to got them?"
Let me just take a minute to tell you how these authorizations operate. Military Personnel, the Director of Personnel, Army Service Forces
receive requests from all service commands for personnel required to operate new
installations. In this case, let's say it was determined that approximately 11,000
personnel would be necessary to operate the convalescent hospital program. When
they receive that request, they ask the person submitting It.to justify it as much
as they possiblqy can,- They then consolidate all these requests with the known '
personnel that they need, both civilian and military, and send it to the War Manpower Board, The Wp r Manpower Board begins to slash. And let's say they slash
7,000. Does that mean that the 7,000 are from the 11,500 for this program? No.
‘It simply means that the War Manpower Board will only allot to ASF in the entirety
a certain number of personnel, both civilian and military.

Now, suppose they.ask, lot's say, for

a million and they get 750,000, as the
ASF then must make authorizations to various service commands from
that 750,000. When they allot to a service command, let's say, just as a matter of
figures—I am,not trying to quote any actual figures--let ’s say 100,000 to the
Ninth Service Command, does that mean that in that hundred thousand are the necessary
personnel to operate that program? The answer is, tha t is the Commanding General of
the Service Command's problem. He has a mission to perform, and in so'far as that
mission goes, he must allot the personnel.
That is the story.

bulk allotment,

Now, he has —this 11,500 in a bulk request to the War Manpower Board, They
have given ASF an allotment.
You, in the service commands, have been authorized
personnel in accordance with that bulk allotment.
The mission is yours. The service command general is responsible for making this mission work. He is responsible for seeing that the personnel is furnished.
But
ou can't go to your military
personnel division or Director of Military Pe to < 1 nl say,
"You have got
have
for
this
got
program. Give them to me." So what do
a thousand
11,500, or you
you do? Well, first of all, you must determine what you need to operate the program and request it from your service command headquarters. They are going to give
you your percentage of what they have to operate with, and no more, gentlemen, no
-

*

*■

more;.

First of all, as I said, the mission is strictly one for the service commands.
The procuring of personnel must come from the service command.
Wo will help you,all
we possibly can in Washington, end I'think the fact that ,r ou have as many people as
you now have is frankly our fault and not yours 0
The source procurement from now
on is going to be largely limited to patients who, in the opinion of medical authorities, will be disqualified for overseas medical service. In other words, what you
can get out of these boys in these, hospitals, returnees from overseas, hospitalized

returnees, is men who are not fit for overseas duty.

Suppose you have in your hospital a second lieutenant, infantry, returned
from overseas, physically disqualified for overseas duty, I think most of you are
familiar with Circular 103 which now states that limited service personnel that go
before disposition boards and are determined to be limited service, unfit for overseas duty, must have a statement of essentiality, made by the headquarters having
assignment jurisdiction. For example, we receive from the detachment of - patients
on all medical department personnel* a request for a statement of essentiality in
the personnel division of the SG0, I7e have to determine whether we want that man
kept in the Army or put before a retiring board and gotten out of the Army.
Attached to that disposition board coming in with this request for essentiality,
commanding officers of hospitals now’ have the right according to the' new circular
I am describing, to ' Iso ttach a request that if this man is otherwise not essential, they would like to have him for the reconditioning program. Now,, that is a
beginning. You ought to be able to get a lot of men that way, because when a man
is unfit for overseas duty, the disposition board comes direct through service
command channels into the agency that has the assignment jurisdiction. If they
don't want him they will turn right around and go back to the service command and
:

have him for the reconditioning program. That will be all there is to
it and you oght to pick him up.
That also holds good for enlisted men.

Say you can

At the redistribution stations in your service commands--and you should work
on those--attached tothe orders transferring the officer to the appropriate reception
station for leave and processing, by an AG and ASF redistribution section, a statement that the officer is to be transferred on completion of redistribution station

processing to the convalescent reconditioning program may be attached.
have a better chance to pick them up.

Now, you

We had Circular 348. We obtained only three (3) officers through that cirNow you have a chance, under this, probably to put the screws
. That is all.
on your various reception stations and try to nick men for your program.
cular.

We cannot assign anyone to a. service command without the service command's
concurrence. The Reconditioning Consultants Division cannot give you anyone for
your program without concurrence of Military Personnel, SCO. Let's keep it in channels,
Let's stop the practice of CO's of hospitals writing direct to the Reconditioning Division and saying, "Please send me Joe Doakes." When you do that, they
come down to us and say, "We would like to have Joe Doak' S,-" What do we have to
do? We have to go right back to the military personnel of the service command and
say, "Will you take Joe Dor Ices?" Then they say, "Will you send Joe Doakesj" Let
military personnel ask for him. We will get him if he is at all available and give
him to you,
CAPT, BLAINE: I would just like to say a few words in defense. When you get
Carlisle experts up here who start laying it on the line, it reminds me of the time
my wife went to Atlantic City and there was a man demonstrating a special vegetable
shreddero He ma.de the most beautiful and unique things you ever saw in your life
and, well, I had to buy one. So she took it home, and after trying to use it for
about three weeks, she finally gave it up and threw it in the ash can.

When Captc Langhenry gets up and talks, it sounds so simole,■ Why don't we
send in? Well, if a child gets burnt once and twice and three times and four times
and five times, as we have done 50 times, after a while, you give up. You learn if
you put your hands on a hot stove, you are going to get burnt..
Did you ever try to get anybody out of the Ground Forces? You might as well
try to pull them back down from Heaven.
So we come to Washington and they say,
"We are going to cut your service command 5>000 but we arc going to give reconditioning 1000, so, therefore;, we are only going to take,away from you 4000. "So
where do some of the 4000 come from? Reconditioning.

Now, what is left? What do we have? They want only the best for overseas.
They want full duty and full service men and they have got to have lots of ein.
(Reconditioning Instructors have that, so they go.) So what do we get? RecondiSo it comes to this: we are getting less andlfess of
tioning gets what is left.
worse
to
more
more with.
and
do
and
HALED
MAJOR GWYNNr

Captain Grade will now talk on "Training for Convalescent

Hospitals.

CAPT. CRAGIE; The training of enlisted personnel for your hospitals has
a
matter of concern to me, chiefly inasmuch as the particulr enlisted specibeen
alists that you need is the enlisted physical reconditioning instructor.
Class by class at the .school, when it was at Camp Grant and now that it is at
Fort Lewis, I have watched the requests go down and down from the service commands
and I have wondered, as the program expanded who was handling the load of instruction. Who was performing the duty of the enlisted men that are intended to serve
as instructors in the program.
Our school has reached the point where we are seriously having to consider closing it for the simple reason the service commands do
not send enlisted men to the schools. We don't receive the requests, under the orese
ent system of conducting courses of instruction in the ASF. We cannot burden you
with the quota. Recuests for quotas must come in from the several echelons under
the present system, as I am sure you are all aware.
The Training Division of The Surgeon General's Office also supervises schools

that will train other specialists that you are going to
on the manning tables that have been given to you here.

need, specialists who aopear

In addition to that, we are glad to advise and heIn you get courses in other
There is a new edition of the catalog of courses of instruction. Advance
copies are already out. I don't know whether all of you are familiar with ASF
Manual M-3. Its title is "Courses of Instruction given in Schools of Army Service
Forces," and the issue that has just come out will list all the approved courses of
all the services within the Army Service Forces,

schools.

Here you will find the requisites of the course, the description of the course
the length of the course, and by correspondence through the proper authorities you
can find.out the'beginning dates.
The particular courses of interest to you in the Medical Department will be,
I think the medical and surgical technicians courses, the dental and X-ray technicians courses, and now that we are going to have 150 horses plus, the veterinarians
technician courses.
Also I notice in your manning tables that there are MEMT’s, and 229 medical
equipment maintenance technicians specified in the thousand-bed hospitals, They
are rare birds, hard to fine, it takes four months to train them and attrition
rate' at the school is high, I am very much afraid that you are going to have to
send your own men to the school at St. Louis to take the Medical Equioment Mainenance Technician course, if you are going to maintain the elaborate and expensive
apparatus that you will have in your infirmary and other marts of your hospital.
I have mentioned already, as an unpleasant introduction, the course for
physical reconditioning instructors at Fort Lewis. That is a- six weeks course.
The next class No, 6 is reporting on the 13th of this month and there will be a
class No, 7 reporting on 2L, February,

I might say, so far as capacity is concerned, that with present utilization
of that facility, the capacity is unlimited. So if you will write through the
channels to the Training Division, SGO, we will be glad to allot quotas to you,
I might mention, too, that I have heard in the discussion of enlisted personnel here, no mention made as yet of the utilization of MACs, in various capacities in convalescent installations. I remind you that we conduct one school
exclusively for MAGs,' Y/ACs to be employed as technicians in the Medical Department.
The method of obtaining quotas for all courses listed in the Manual M-3 is
set forth in Paragraph 109 of ASF Manual M-A which is Military Training. That
rather simple procedure of obtaining quotas .is apparently uncommon knowledge in
too‘many quarters. It simply-, means how that when you want to send someone to a
school, you ask Service Command to get the quotas for you, Service Command asks
the Chief of the Technical Service concerned, who, in turn, allots the quota to the
Service Command, and it is sub-allotted to you.
i

In matters of information pertaining to courses of instruction, you are
authorized to write direct to us and we will be glad to tell you any specific
details that don't aopear in Manual M-3.
However, I think you will find in that
general compendium of information about courses, the answers to practically all
of your questions.

Also, I want to mention the fact that Medical Administrative Corps OfficersCandidate School is still being conducted, both at Caro Barkley and at Carlisle
It is quite possible that in some of your patients there will aopear
Barracks.
men who have officer potentialities who will meet the physical standards set up
in Change 1 to AH 625-5 and who will be able to attend Officer Candidate School,
quotas for Officer Candidate School are allotted after the candidates are accepted
and not allotted in advance.
One of the greatest sources of correspondence we have is from individuals
either within the service or outside the service who know, either from personal
experience or hearsay, of applications for Officer Candidate School that are not
considered by authorities who refuse the application on the ground that no allotment has been made.
The allotment of quotas, I repeat, follows the reporting of

accepted applicants to the Adjutant General and is not made as a matter of course
If we, in the Training Division at SGO, can set up courses which will help you to
meet needs not covered by existing courses or which cannot be filled oy the
version of existing milit- ry occupational specialists, we will be glad to work with
you in handling that problem.

In order that tonight’s meeting, which will be a round table discussion, will
be handled as expeditiously as possible, it is requested that during this recess,
that you will print what questions you may like to have discussed, and leave them
upon this desk.
COL, GRA3FILLD:
I would like to rise to the defense of the Service Comrrkand
by citing another case history.

We will call him Lt. D, not A, B, or C, who was a patient in Lovell General
Hospital, and during his convalescence was very active, ip the reconditioning program. This officer was extremely valuable to us, so, letters were written rfquesting that this officer be transferred from Ground Forces and assigned to us, and the
letter wormed its way in and out through various channels. Two or three tracers
were sent on it, and finally it came back with complete wonderment on the part of
the authorities, to ask who this officer was. They apparently lost track of him.
So it went its way back by indorsement, in which we assured them that such an
officer existed and the t he was there and that we still would like him and that he
still was.continuing to'be of good service, and it took four months' to get him
assigned. That is in defense of Service Commands, so far as trying to get officers.
However, the new circular will probably help that.
•

I would like to say something about this personnel organization. Capt, Langhenry has pointed out how you get your personnel end being a personnel officer as
well as a reconditioning officer, I can tell you how it works, at least, in one
service command.
We are told we have this new activity. By Capt. Langhenry s figures, there was
allotted over all to the ASF 14,500 men to implement this program. Those were additional men over -and above our present authorization for -11 the service commands.
That is, to man 29,500 beds, I gather, which gives you a total over-all personnel
ratio,;of approximately .48. The suggested manning table for the thousand-bed convalescent facility calls for .65. For the 2000 calls for ,54. Now, it is perfectly
evident that if ASF gets only ,4B, we can’t approach that. I think we ought to be
realistic about these things, when we are putting them out. We immediately got busy
on this after the Service Commands Surgeons'. Conference and pulled out of the blue
for our facility a figure, by joint conference with the Personnel Director, Personnel Control Division, the figure of roughly 600. Wc figured it on ,4 because General Dalton had telephoned us and said that we were going to be authorized .4
in the case of a convalescent facility attached to a general hospital. In other
words, for us, with a 1500-bod authorization, we would need 600 people. We sat
down in the office and figured it out on the basis of function--this is before we
saw any of the material here —and we came to 622 as -a minimum, personnel.
As I
told you, we telephoned to Boston yesterday and put in a telephonic request for 600
and got 500. If we are going to get 500, that becomes a ratio of .33 for our convalescent facility.
*

In other words, approximately half of what we are dealing with.

Now,

we can

dig through the Service Command. It also should be remembered that these
service commands have been pared down and pared down, just as Captain Blaine says,
and it is not only the Medical Department.
I happen to have been fairly close to the Manpower Board representative in
our service command, have been with him on all his trios to medical installations
and on some to other installations, and our Service Command--! think this is true
of every one of them—has been pared down in every activity until there is no fat
left on the skeleton. And that is the reason we don’t send them to school. Until
we have got the absolute minimum to operate the install?-tion, no one in this room
as a commanding officer is going to send a man to school if his place is running.

In addition, quality of personnel should be: taken into consideration. As it
stands now, quality of our personnel is preponderantly past 3, 4, and 5 intelligence, and that kind of personnel doesn’t go to school and make anything of itself.

If you can use them in the hospital and make full use of them, or -t an installation, you are doing about the best you can.

So, unless we can find Class 1 and 2 personnel, unless it can be provided somewhere, unless somebody can suggest how we get it, we haven’t got anybody to go to
sqhnol, and I am not going to push, neither is any Commanding General, going to
push £is people who are down to rock bottom, to lose people to school for four
months when he can just barely get along with that quality of personnel that is at
his installation now.

That is, it seems to me, the essence of this whole personnel problem, the -"hole:
school problem. If we cannot get the War Manpower Board —and there is, I am sure,
because I have heard it —very good reason why we can’t do it—to give us more personnel, personnel available for school, personnel available for expansion is going
to be an altogether too little to do much more than what we are doing right now.

With this extra 500, we can and we will make this program go, but we won’t be
able to make it go on the full manning table, the impossible, "~c won’t get it.
Transfers within Service Command, yes, you can get your Service Command to
You will probably find that the personnel you want is
occupying key positions in the IIP battalion or the personnel center, or the ASF
Training Center in your Service Command, and that Commanding Officer is going to
say, "Yes, I would like to give you this man, he is a fine automechanic, .and he
could teach automechanics, and I am sure he could do it ell, but he is my sergeant
major or he is first sergeant of this, or he is running this, and he is the only
one I. have got.” You run up against that.
It may be that you will get some.
must
are
We
remember that these manning tables
guides and that your service command
officer
get
won’t
more people except in one of two ways--by hiring
personnel
civilians, and that isn’t always possible, and there is a ceiling on those —and
by getting more people out of here to the ASF for this program by the 17ar Department Manpower Board,
make Machine Records run.

T,T

MAJOR GLYNN; 11,500 men were authorized for the 19,500 convalescent beds,
only 10,000 beds being held in reserve.
CAPT. LANGHENRY: I would like to make this comment. Maybe I will give you an
I am not asking for work, but there is an answer to Capt. Blaine and to
c 0 l. Grabfield’s case history of Lt. D. I might say that we have no trouble at all
getting an officer from the Ground Forces for this program, if he is not troop age
and physically fit for general military duty.
If he is physically fit for military duty, bar Department regulations definitely'say you cannot take him and we
don’t even ask for him. However, if Col. Grabfield, with his case history of Lt.
D, had directed a letter to the Military Personnel Division, Surgeon General's
office, outlining the qualifications of this man for the program and asking that
we attempt to get him assigned to his Service Command for that job, we would have
taken his letter to the Reconditioning Division and say, "Do you want this man in
I merely pick up a telephone. I
your program?" They would say, "Yes, -get him."
the
Forces
them
that I have a man who is a
call
Ground
Personnel. I tell
a
such
and
such
who
is
hospital
a place
patient in
going to be limited service,
him,"
That is all there is to
Continental United States, They will say, "Take
issue
the
orders
and the man is assignit--"Take him." I hang up the telephone. I
ed to the First Service Command.
idea here,

MAJOR GLYNN:
Now about this situation: recently the Air Force let a number of
men go who had been working on their reconditioning program and these men apparently
were assigned immediately to the Ground Forces,
b'e have received a lot of requests
wanting to know if these men who had been trained in this specialty could not be
obtained from the Ground Forces.

CAPT. LANGHENRY:

The answer to that is:

if they are full military duty and

troop age, you are not going to get them.
COL. STINE: I would like to ask the captain
an indorsement from the Military Personnel Branch
a refusal to a request for the assignment of four
Ground Forces, confined to the continental limits
overseas, that I personally requested?

why it is that I have in my files
of the Surgeon General's Office
enlisted men, limited service,
of the United States, back from

men?

In your new circular, the men .that we can get assigned, must they be overseas

CAPT, LANGHENRYs
I tried to make it clear that you could get men who were not
for
fit
overseas duty, whether they were returned from overseas or whether they were
in this country: and, answering your other question:
I don't happen to handle enlisi
ed personnel, *but I am sure the t if you received an indorsement back from our Division which said they were not available, it was simply because the Ground Forces had
another job for them and didn't 'want to let them go, and that is not always the case.

CAPT. LYON: I would like to comment on a slightly different angle. The
problem we have with reference to this personnel is that the personnel that is
qualified under ASF Circular 34-8 as educational reconditioning officers, and trained
in the school, is in most cases not personally fitted for the job. I will give you
a few specific statistics.
I, have been in service command headquarters about three months.- I haven't
checked every hospital, but at the present moment I don't know of a single educational reconditioning officer in.any hospital in the Fifth Service Command who is
a teacher or who qualifies with a background of teaching or other educational exNot only that, but the personnel in that service command has been turned
perience.
over about a hundred percent since I have been there.
They do not have those traits
that have been discussed here particularly by Capt, Dittrick as necessary in order
to carry on this program.
A commanding officer told me just a few days ago that I had to get rid of an
officer trained in this school, MA degree in physical education.
As a matter of
fact, incidentally, the only good education officers I have got in the Service Command are physical reconditioning men. These men, almost all of them, have been
trained in physical reconditioning.
I hate to have to admit that, being a college
professor of education, but it is the truth. ’.: e must go beyond just saying that
personnel can be assigned, personnel can be got, we can send personnel down to this
school. Men who have superior qualifications aren't going to stick on the job. This
is the hardest job in the world. It is the meanest job you ever saw.

MAJOR BRISCOE: I would concur entirely with what the Captain said with resnect
to the qualifications of men to run this urogram, I am reminded also of what Capt.
Langhenry said: if you get good men into the urogram, they will almost all have to
be picked by you on the ground from those that are available.
I don't know any way,
to
a
man
be
a
will
good leader of men or not.
by paper qualifications,
judge whether
a
From personal experience over
good many years, picking into thousands of teachers
and principals for a large city school system, I don't know any other way than to
try a man on the job to see if he makes good.
I am sure of one thing, that a Ph.D. degree or a Master's degree or any degree
is no assurance that a man will be a good teacher or a good leader, and while we set
up those qualifications it is important that the person be a man among men, and have
some enthusiasm and some energy, and that he have intelligence, good horse sense,
and if he has that, I would take a chance on him regardless of his degrees. The
kinds of things patients want to talk about are every day problems.

Col. Barton touched on some the other day, -Orientation.
are you going to do about it.
Things like that.

Your boss bawls you

out. That

I am getting a little off the topic, but I want to come back to that one point,
that from the men who are coming back from overseas, you are going to have to be
alert to find those who have ability. I personally have found at least nine tou men
who are doing good jobs at various places over the country, and I am sure you can
find the same number, and if everybody in this room found two that would go a long
my toward providing the desired personnel.
BLAINE: There, are a couple of things that need to be looked into:
our
10 General Hospitals, 76 uer cent of the patients in the hospital
namely, in
vere participating in some form of reconditioning.
In the Regional Hospital 70
were
and
in the Station Hospital 63 percent.
oer cent
participating in reconditioning
of
officers. In General Hospitals there is one reconVe looked then at the number
patients
for
in the hospital; in Regional Hospitals there
each 300
ditioning officer
the
hospital; and in Station Hospitals there is one
is one for each 4.00 patients in
C-ripT.

officer for each 500 patients in the hospital.

Now, how

can we send a man away to school 0

Then, there is another point, . You say,that these-patients are from overseas
Well, the school has certain qualifications end if a man

■and send them into school.

can’t reach those qualifications, will you accept him?
COL.

JENSEN:

Surely.

GAPT. BLAINE:., he had an enlisted man. he wanted to send him to Fort Lewis.
He was the only man that we could spare to send away and he proceeded to flunk c
He wasn't up. to standard,
he know he wasn’t uo to standard, but we sincerely did
want to send somebody and we couldn’t spare anybody else to send,
COL. JENSEN: Several problems have come ud here that are yours and nine and
the-school ’s. Let me qualify, the positive ’’sure" that we-will take them. The way
the school operates is this: we do not turn any man away who is sent here on orders
to be trained unless he is failing and unless he does not have the educ- tional
to return.
No c 1. he don’t care what his
qualifications, and unless he
qualifications are. If he can make the course, that is fine. No. 2. If.he is
failing and he isn’t well qualified to take the course, it probably means that he
isn't working; that is his own hard luck.
But if he is not qualified and does not
have the educational background, —let he say he has an eighth grade, education and he
is failing,—we feel that the man was imorooerly sent to the school, that it wan’t
his fault, that somebody else issued the orders on him, and if he wants to return
to his home station, he may.

Now, the men who we know are going to return to reconditioning, whether they
or
fail, we hold extra classes for evening sessions. We go to almost any
pass
lengths to try to help them get through, because we are aware of the fact that they
are going to work in reconditioning whether they pass or fail.
This is an ASF
school. It is a Class 4 installation under. General Dolton, and our urogram of
instruction is checked and approved by ASF Training. And the grading of examinations and the evaluation of students is in a research division--that is, a division
that does that for all the different courses that are taught here at the school.
I don’t have anything to do with that.
I don’t grade a single paper. I don’t work
out a curve.
They tell me- who flunked, they tell me- who passed.
Now, there is one other thing I think we are all up against.. America is up
against it. One thing we don’t have the most of is manpower. I imagine General
Eisenhower can tell you the same story about the Western Front that we have heard
here today, but we have got a war to win and a job to do. And we have got to do, it
with what we can get our hands on. And it should be our constant mission to upgrade the personnel we can get our hands on. We can do as much as 24 days allow us
here with the men that come to this school, though they are certainly not well
trained or qualified officers for reconditioning, either education or physical,
when they leave here. Many;of them, the great bulk of them at the present time,
have never seen a hospital except to get their toe wrapped up in it. A great many
of the people that are new in the present class in educational reconditioning have
only had basic training. That is all they even know about the Army. When we teach
a class we have to be careful not to use such terms as "MAC” because they don’t und^r
stand what you are talking about.
These are the available people at the present
time. They are all we have and you, as consultants, must do your bevel best to
upgrade those people when they get to you and make as much as you can out of them,
or we are never going to have enough.
I think we have all got the same problem and we are not going to find enough
people of the qualify of leadership that we would all like to have to do this job,
because everybody in the Array wants them.
We will maybe get our share.
Nobody has
enough of them, and it is our job to make as much as we can out of the rest of them,
md it certainly doesn’t solve the Array’s problem to have someone failing your work,
io send them to somebody else-so they will fail there, so they send them to somebody
alse so they will fail there.
CAPT. DITTRICK: May I supplement the. point that Col. Jensen has brought out
md concur in the expression by Major Briscoe:
that if we pick men with intelligence

and interest and enthusiasm, regardless of whether they have that Ph.D. or M.A. or
even an A.E., that enthusiasm, that interest is going to carry them a long way,

I would like to make one point so as not to confuse the General, Regional, and
Station Hospital problem with that of the Convalescent Hospital. As I understand
it, our chief concern here today is the Convalescent Hospital program. Yeserday

I intended to make a point of the fact that because of the urgency of establishing
this program, .these technical instructors, by "spec" number, that have been given
to you, are going to be found as rapidly as possible or supplied by Personnel in
Washington upon request from the Service Command if they aren’t available in the
Service Command,
There is not going to be adequate tine to send personnel to
It will be necessary for leadership to be deomonstrated on the job.
Lexington.
During the early stages, indoctrination in the mission of reconditioning may have
to be done from 1900 to 2200, .maybe five nights a -week, but it is a job that must
be done and it can be done.

■

.

Another point as far as the General Hospital program is concerned—I have probably visited 15 different hospitals and in no instance have I ever seen an inservice training program being carried out in a hospital, I am.wondering if the
education reconditioning personnel are not missing a bet to improve the kind of
program that they have on paper.
Another point that I wish to make that I think is too common, and that is the
educational;reconditioning personnel, frequently officer and enlisted alike, are
spending too much time in their offices. You can’t run an educational reconditioning program from behind a desk. You have to be in the wards,
CAPT. BUCKELEW:
I can't imagine a more difficult job than to attempt to run an
educational or physical reconditioning school, and I think too often we find that we
take for granted when we send a person to, school that they are all set when they
come back.
I recall an interesting case in which I sent one of our very valuable
reconditioning soldiers down here and he promptly flunked out to his great embarrassment. Col, Stine then got him. I lost him and he got the best man I had.
Industry had this same problem and they solved it and here is how they solved
it: if you are not acquainted with on-the-job training, and if you are not conducting your own on-the-job training, then, you are courting failure in your program.
Five thousand two-hundred twenty•
manhours were spent in Cushing General
Hospital in the month of December in on-the-job training. Now, it can be done.
Don’t tell me that it can't be done. It pays off, gentlemen. It is your only
escape. Meet this challenge by making use of that which has been proven in industry
in a similar situation. It has been done and you can do it. I shall not go into
the mechanics of JSt and JIT, but I think we must not cast the accusing finger at
our school courses here, either physical or educational.

There

are no training difficulties in Cushing General Hospital.

CAPT. LYON; I would like to speak on this point. We have on-the-job training
program in our service command —-in fact, we initiated that program because of our
problem which I indicated. For about three months we sent all of the officers,
the new officers that we got who were coming to the school or going from the school
down to the hospital, that was supposed to have the best prograin in our Service
Command, and they had a two weeks on-the-job study, visitation, and evaluation. The
plan worked so well that Col. Preston suggested that we make it more definite, and
during the first two weeks of December we pulled in one officer from each one of
the hospitals in the Service Command —two chiefs, about half education and about
naif physical reconditioning officers —and had them follow through on this two
weeks training program.
During that time I was at the hospital and directed that
program. We found it highly satisfactory,
COL, ALBUS,
I think we were probably one of the first ones to ask for material
or personnel from the Ground Forces.
Initially we were successful. -Recently we
have been very unsuccessful, and so unsuccessful that our service command personnel
group refused to request any more until I wrote the endorsements myself, and still
the;/ came back "No." That is so far as that is concerned.

There was a question about'utilization of NACs. !7e have been doing that at
Percy Jones with a great deal of success, even to the point of physical reconditioning instructors and enlisted NACs.
We accomplished that, of course, by on-the-job
training. We have not been able to sepd very many oeonle to school, because the
people are not available within the service-command to send to school.
.

■

‘

•

T

A.

•

I would like to raise a question which hasn’t been raised here as yet, and I
don’t know much about it myself, except that I understand that at the Service Com,amd Surgeons’ Conference they were advised that it would only be a very short time
until all of these men who have been so far exempted from being transferred to the
Ground Forces and so on, who are in scarce categories, would be taken.away from us.
That, of course, would include our reconditioning personnel which have so far been
immune since they are considered as being in a scarce category. That raises a
problem which hasn’t been brought up, which just adds another one to the file.
With the question of picking up casualty personnel--returned battle casualtieswho are unfit for field service or overseas service, I am unable- to see at the
moment how they can qualify, for example, in the enlisted group esoecially, for
training as physical reconditioning instructors. This on-the-job training is fine.
We like it. I have one station hospital whose entire enlisted personnel on reconditioning, not one- of them have been to any school, yet they have a very successful
program and a good program from any standpoint you want to take it. I have made
the suggestion—or, rather, I would like to make the recommendation--that WACs can
be utilized in reconditioning.
'

There, are two or three things that I would like to mention.
.MAJOR CRUZE;
In
the first place, with reference to on-the-job training, or as in our ASF training
service, we call it, instructor guidance urogram. In so far as instructors sre'concerned, if any inspe ctor from a Director of Military Training office ever wqnt into
one of our training centers and failed to find an. instructor guidance program in
operation, he would raise cain in no uncertain terms.

In other words, that is as much a part of the operation of a training center
as the program of training that is set up for the trainees who are being given their
basic training. And the instructor guidance program must be made out in detail,
must be approved and every hour must be scheduled. That is the only way that we
can make our training centers and our units operate effectively. r e can’t possibly
conceive of a training program operating without that sort of thing for the instruc-

tors.

-

.

Now, then, with reference to personnel, the only personnel that the Director

of Military Training is concerned with in this program will be your trainer personne
for the Convaloscent Training Program.
.

I should like to read to you the two or three uaragr- ohs dealing with personnel
which- were contained in the directive that went to the Service Commands from our
office on the 29th;
•

’’Enclosure No.,. 3 is a table showing suggested personnel utilization for the
operation of the Convalescent Training Program. This table is not intended to provide exactly for the actual needs of any particular hospital, but merely intended
for use as a guide in setting up a convalescent training program. Qualified civiliIt
an 1 personnel will be used instead of military personnel wherever practicable.
is anticipated that some courses may have few or no students while others will be
selected by such large numbers of patients as to require more instructors than indicated on the suggested table. Necessary adjustments in the number of instructors
for the various courses must be made on the basis of the experience obtained in the
operation of this program. The personnel required should be obtained from sources
• available'within the service command.”
’’Personnel which cannot be obtained in this manner may be requisitioned from
the Adjutant

General.”

Now, as I told you yesterday, the very minute that a requisition hits The Adjutant General’s Office for any of this instructor personnel--by instructor personnel I mean those listed from here on down on this chart which you have (indicating
the technical instructors)—any time a requisition for any of those men comes

to The Adjutant General’s Office, our Training Reouirements. Division will receive
it and will go to Military Personnel .and will -say to Military Personnel, ’’Now,
here we have a 296 at such and such ,a training center. v!e wille-oUll him.”

”We have an 014,” "or we have lots of 014*8 over he-e,” w.e will say, ”at
Aberdeen.” We have this man there and this man at the other place. We will pull
these’ men' and make them, available,.

Then, Military Personnel Division will order these men, these specialists, to
report to the service command requisitioning them,. In other words, we are going
sway out of routine to make sure that you do have the technical specialists that you
must have if this training program is going to operate.
Many of these men may never have been in a hospital, I mean it is entirely
possible that they haven’t even had a sore toe to be bandaged.
Once they come to
you, then, your instructor guidance program is going to have to indoctrinate these
men in the type of work they are going to have to
do there. They have been serving
as instructors and automechanics in an automotive school somewhere, or in an ASF
training center somewhere. They know automotive mechanics and they know how to
instruct. They don’t know anything about the Convalescent Training Program.
We can assure you that you will be able to get these men. We can’t assure you
that you will be able to get any of the other ’’spec” serial numbers listed in the

table.

In other words, that is not our responsibility. We will not assume it. We
know nothing at all about the operation of the hospital. We do know something abort
the operation of the training program. And we know where to find these specialists,
and we will go after them for you.
service command a hundred thousand personnel
Now, if you have in the
authorized, and you have a hundred thousand present, and you requisition ten, then,
you are going to have to get rid of 10 that you do have. In other words, these men
that we obtain for you will have to fall within the personnel authorizations that
you already have. We will try to get you good men. As I say, we will know that
they are capable in their own specialty. They won’t be qualified in reconditioning. From there on out, it is up to you, but when a representative from our office
comes around to look over your Convalescent Training Program, one of the very first
questions he is going to ask you will be this: are you operating an instructor
guidance program for these instructors whom you are going to have in your technical
courses. And I hope your answer will be yes.

MAJOR BRISCOE: There are a lot of peoole in a hosnital, a lot of intelligent
people. The staff of the hospital would compare in training and ability with the
staffs of most colleges. I visited a hospital on the Nest Coast recently where I
spent a good deal of my time. I went into one ward and the nurse took me around
and showed me very proudly a number of things going on in those two wards which she
had been working in, which she herself had gotten started in her regular duty rounds
I found doctors in hospitals who are interested in participating in this program
who have never been asked to do a thing. I remember sitting one Sunday afternoon
litening to a physician tell me about Sourth America, He had spent two years down
there. His wife was a foreign correspondent and his family was residing in Mexico
He knew more about South American affairs than any man I had ever talked
City.
with and yet he had never been called upon to make any contribution in the hosoitaL
The film we saw yesterday showed one officer in the hospital program, who was
also Plans and Training Officer for the hospital. The orogram was run entirely by
patients and I must say it was as effective as any Class 1 and 2 program that I had
seen anywhere in my inspections in this country.
<

Ne want and we expect you to accomplish the desires of General
MAJOR GVJYNN
Somervell as expressed in ASF Circular 419: that is our mission.
:

As I said earlier, our division is not an operating agency, Ne have developed
It is not perfect.
a plan.for the care of patients at convalescent bosoitals.
There are going to have to be modifications made in the light of practical experience, but it is your responsibility now and it is up to you peonle to make it work
and we will help as much as we possibly can.
I think a month ago most of you --most

us, rather--would have said that there were obstacles in the path of this program
that ’//ere well nigh insurmountable. Over night a change came, and we could see thtt
this plan could become a reality. Now, I don’t see how any program that has the
wholehearted support of the President of the United States, the Secretary of far,
General Marshall, General Somervell,'and General Kirk, can fail.
of

Vie all have a military obligation to make it .work. Some of us are physicians.
We have the further obligation of a physician to his patient to make it work, and
Col.
I am sure you all will do everything possible, -and I wish you every success.
Thorndike would 11km very much for,, the representatives of the Convalescent Hospitals to bring any plans, diagrams, or data, which would be of general interest to
the meeumg this evening.
Bring it here just prior to 7 o’clock, so we will have
a chance to look it over and assemble it in some form.
t

EVENING SESSION

COL, THORNDIKE: We h ave arranged this period in the conference so that
you can get all the questions off your chest, , I am going to turn thi-s meeting
over to Major Briscoe who has collected the written questions and who will
conduct the program,

MAJOR BRISCOS: There were one or two questions regarding Buildings on
the program
were not answered, I Believe, fully,

I asked Major Ransopher to get together some suggestions for planning
shops giving the percentage of patients that might Be expected to enroll for
the different shops, together with some formula for figuring the required
classes, the number of teachers required and the number of shoos required.
Major Ransopher was for a number of years Assistant Director of CCC
Camp Education throughout the country and their problems were very much
similar to those you are facing,

.

MAJOR RANSOPHER:
Gentlemen; this program is not entirely a new urogram
for The Surgeon General 1 s Office,

If you will go Back over the records at the close of World War I, you
find
that a similar program was carried on in 1918 and 1919, and that
will
in The Surgeon General’s report at the close of that program he found that
the vocational training had a very favorable effect on the trainees, and
recommended its continuance in certain phases.
We are embarking on a program that I expect, at this stage of the game,
left
has
some of you quite confused. We are about at the place now that a
family is in planning a new house, and they have pieces of plans lying all
around, and the whole picture is still not a composite one; it is a sketchy
picture, and I thought perhaps we might spend a few minutes this evening touching on some of these points that might help you pull these ideas together.
There are a few Points that have been mentioned, but only rather lightly,
that I would like to take up and go into in a little more detail.
One of these is orientation.
The reason I mention tha.t: Major Briscoe
mentioned that I have had some experience with the CCC. We found that poor
orientation caused us severe losses in personnel in the CCC, and I think we.
going to find that same thing in this program.
The impressions a man gets when he enters a camp,- and the same thing I
think will hold true in hospitals,
rand the habits that he forms over the
first week or ten days are the ones that persist,
-

I am going to make just a few suggestions.
Probably you are carrying out a lot of them a.t the present time, but a
few suggestions that follow the pattern that we use in the CCC orientation
program.
we finally developed a rule
One of the things seems to be a simple thing
that no matter what hour of the day or night new men came into camp, they got a
hot meal the first thing upon arrival.
—

Perhaps the patient has been on the train all day or all night, or for
some time, when he comes into the hospital; if immediately you give him a hot
meal, he says, "these people are pretty thoughtful." It is a small thing.
man that this was a olace that people
were trying to do the maximum for him, Tha.t was done through talks, through
visits out on the work job and in the case of the hosuital when we get these
shops established they can be taken to the shops and show them the opportunities

Then, next, we commence to inform the

that exist in that hospital.

Of course, the use of movies, and talks by other patients, talks by officers,
sell them on the educational courses and the possibilities that there are. We
speak about, for instance a course, in printing. Now to the instructor that
means a vary definite thing but it may mean an entirely different thing to the
trainee.,
If you have a check list that shows the man about what he is going to
get out of that course, that you can give him, perhaps even display on the bulletin boards, then he knows what he is going to get out of a certain unit in
printing, or a certain unit in music, or whatever it is. And It is one of the
things that gets attention and then later interest,
*

One of the things that 1 suppose will be worked out later is some productive
work which will be carried on in the camps. Production jobs and projects that
will be made in the shops are to be discussed with these men.

Along that line is another little devise that may be helpful;
three years to learn this in CGC.
We had correspondence courses from about
private institutions offered for CCC boys.
centage that took advantage of those courses.

45

It took iis

40

State universities and about
Yet, there was only a small per-

Finally, some bright fellow fixed up a study room that whs supervised,
where he had the reference material and he stimulated those boys a little bit
that were taking these courses and the first thing we knew re commenced to
establish these supervised study rooms and it wasn't long until we had about
25,000 men taking-correspondence courses. The whole secret of that was a place
where it was quiet, well heated and lighted, with reference material and other
material for the men to use and a supervisor who could help out if they needed
guidance.
Sell a man on facilities.

I noticed the Colonel mentioned in his talk the necessity for making things
attractive around these hospitals and shops.
I am a believer in the fact that
men who are to be reconditioned deserve just about ohe best that a rich country
can give'them. As far as I am concerned, they are going to get all the equipment and every other thing that we can get for them, I think we ought to make
the classrooms, the shops and day rooms just as attractive as possible.
I
think we can certainly do that.
A few other little points; After all, this program is a program for exploratory purposes mainly. ’That is, to help these men find their vocations.
One.of the things that will be helpful, I believe, will be to make available
to them a good many trade magazines.• There are magazines that are published in
every different field today
and I think that probin foods or furniture
abj.y 50 or 100 of those magazines around in the reading room will be used and
used very profitably by these 'crainees.
--

--

The educational materials in the way of training manuals and so on, that
will, of course, be available and they are excellent.

the Army has, I think

A few other points that I have noted down here that are mainly of inter-

est to the service command representatives and the hospital commanders;
At this stage of the game, it appears that your first problem is to secure
the directors, and next one of the officers who will head up each of these
that is, the graphic arts, commercial, and so on.
various shops
It appears
that the next step would be to prepare estimates as to the number of students
that you will probably have in each class of work.
--

The fourth step: From those figures you can prepare estimates on buildings.
Probably a lot of you have already passed all through all these stages. After
that an inventory of present buildings, and check against needs, then an invenand check those against the tables of allowance; then
tory of equipment
immediately requisition your buildings and the equipment that you need.
--

My suggestion is;

Get that done quickly, if you can.

MAJOR BRISCOE; The first question which, has been presented is this; ASE Circular 419 states that O.T, will he conducted in convalescent hospitals as a
functional
activity for physical injuries and neuropsychiatric disorders, and yet Chart
2 lists
an arts and skills group functioning under O.T., and Chart 4 lists hobbies
and diversional activities as part of the program.
Is tne O.T, to have supervision of the
diversional, activities too? .
uOL, 3AnTOil; The reason the term functional was used in
the occupational
therapy clock on the chart was to demarcate it in your minds from the vocational
guidance exploratory shop program. That,- in a convalescent hospital, is ; the province
of educational reconditioning.
As you are aware, in general hospitals,
is
an overlapping between educational activities and industrial
therapy. There would
he an even greater tendency in a convalescent hospital to consider some of these
things therapeutic which they actually are,

there”

Eor clear thinking then, we have reserved the term ”occupational therapy” and
tne function of the occupational therapist, to he solely those treatment activities
that are concerned with the development of motion and strength, in orthopedic and
neurosurgical cases and the handling of more difficult neuropsychiatric problems.

In addition, however, the usual procedures apply as to arts and crafts activities in the hospital. By agreement, arts and crafts activities in a hospital where
there is an occupational therapy department, will he supervised by occupational
.
therapists,.
.

Therefore, the volunteers procured by Red Cross, the Cray Ladies assigned to
the programs, and the arts and skills units which you may recruit" to do diversional
work, come under the jurisdiction and supervision of the occupational therapist,

MAJOR BRIS.COE; This question;
course for enlisted WACs?”

"What-adopt a

school, fom phys

ical education

MAJOR ESS LINGER; We don’t have any enlisted WACS.. in the physical reconditioning program except in a very' limited way in certain hospitals in service training
programs.
There are a lot of general hospitals now where-the Class. 4 program is very
large and there might he some work there for a WAG to he employed for a full day at
.
that type of job,
a" '
..

COL, THORNDIKE;
I don’t think we can go out and say we can’t use WACs in our
think
that with the personnel situation as it. is today,- we must
Class 4 program, X
he prepared perhaps to open a school somewhere for WACs the way we have for- assistants in occupational therapy at the Halloran General Hospital,
COL, JENSEN;
That all the students here in educational reI can say this;
That includes
conditioning have one hour a day training in.physical reconditioning.
the WACs, as training is concentrated almost entirely on the Class 3 and 4 and on
some of the 2’s and the games, particularly the games that are appropriate for

Class 3 patients,
.So, the WACs that are graduating from this school, have some training, in. 3 and
4, know the exercises and they can help you with their program,

certain qualifications,

.

.

It seems to me there will he questions, now that wer have a trainCOL, ALBUS;
ing division coming in on us, as to what are the qualifications of the instructors
we are using, .If, as the signs dictate now, we are going to lose, or at least the
prospects are good that v/e will lose, our presently scarce category trained personnel which we have been able to hold hack, unless we do resort to WACs that have

MAJOR BRISCOE; I take it Colonel Jensen that it would he possible for the
school to train WACs in physical education?
COL, JENSEN;

The school is giving an hour a day’s training in physical educa-

tion to all WACs,
MAJOR LOUGH;

There is another very good reason why WACs should he trained

because we are finding WACs in our hospitals who have been injured or sick and who
are entitled to our reconditioning program and it has been a problem to know exactly
what kind of physical reconditioning-to give them, and we have had to improvise at
some places,

MAJOR BRISCOE;
I take i.t jfrom what you are saying and from what Colonel
Thorndike has said, that Major Esslinger should take under advisement the matter
of training for WACs in the physical education program,
CAPTAIN DITTRICK; There has been some interest expressed in the procurement
and training of WACs for physical reconditioning as well as educational reconditioning.

General’s

Office initiated a procurement request for 500
went
WACs enlisted personnel which
through the necessary channels to set up the
were
set
up for education and reconditioning personnel.
The total
requirements that
number of requests for WACs following Colonel Gessner’s presentation at the Crile
Reconditioning Conference ran around 125, At the time those requests were received
If it were not for the fact the Air Corps was willing
175 WACs had been procured.
to take 75, this 175 that had been procured for education and reconditioning could
not have been placed in Army Service Eorces Hospitals,
Last July The Surgeon

COL, ALDUS;
As has been stressed a number of times in this meeting changes
have taken place that were not anticipated at the time of the Crile Conference,
especially by the hospital commanders. This has altered the situation,

I think the needs should be carefully examined before we go
CAPT, DITTRICK:
for
the
of WACs,
procurement
record
on
The commanding officer of hospitals v/ill take WACs in the
MAJOR PATRICK;
reconditioning program and use them, but there has got to be some, kind of procedure
worked out whereby they can either live with the nurses or occupational therapists.
There is need for some kind of status given to them and some kind of WAC ruling
which v/ill allow them to live under conditions that are favorable,
COL, GRABFIELD;
One of our biggest problems is getting the enlisted
built over according to WAC specifications,

quarters

•

COL. THORNDIKE; It looks to me as though we have to make a very careful sursurvey with,
vey and I think we have enough material to make that
Percy Jones is very enthusiastic about WACs, We not oply have
COL, ALBUS;
WACs from the General Hospital of Percy Jones, but we have WACs‘in our hospital
Annex, We have only recently acquired a WAC who was on recruiting duty who had not
only her degree from her home university but six years of graduate study in the
University of California, and a lot of unusual talents, v/ho fit into our educational program for our hospital annex remarkably,.

We have lined up several more for the same purpose.
are conscientious and they work hard. We are for them,

The men like

them, they

MAJOR BRISCOE; I think we have gone far enough on this subject to recognize
that WACs have been used successfully in the program but v/e have to provide proper
Quarters for them and we have to see that they are trained to do the things that wo
ask them to do,
MISS MESSICK; I had a conference with Colonel Whitehurst last week, ■ discussing that problem and he said at the time there were 22 general hospitals which have
WAC detachments and that it was anticipated that there would be WAC detachments at
all the general hospitals,
MAJOR BRISCOE; There are enlisted men available within installations with
physical education degrees. Would it be possible to send these men to OCS and have
them returned to service commands v/ith the view of assigning them as physical education officers?
CAPT,

GRACIS;

We can take any properly qualified applicants, make arrange-

merits with Major Dextrow to handle the assignment of MAC officers and get them hack
to yon.
The one thing that we do ask is that they he Qualified officer material first;

We have had a great deal of difficulty at .Berkeley and at Carlisle with men
who had specific qualifications, hut did not have the primary qualifications of
being officer material*
MAJOR BRISCOE; What about the use of prisoners of war
and general cleanup details?
••

’

—

as firemen,

E.R.’s,

MAJOR GAMSLOSER: I would say we would find it very difficult to operate if
we hadn't had our detailed PW’s,
They have done an excellent Job and v/e are using
about 250 *PW’s. They do KP, labor detail, landscaping,
MAJOR BRISCOE: Will the members of the band be able to teach the instrument
indicated in the detailed programs of instruction? We have four representatives
Captain Soderberg and Captain Thayer of the Adjutant General’s
here of music,
and
Office
Lieutenant Marrinor and Lieutenant lyon of the Special Service Division,
;

I v/ill turn that question over to Captain Thayer, who is
SODERBERG:
in charge of the Band Training Unit,
CAPT,

CAPT, THAYER:
In considering our entire music reconditioning program, we must
keep in mind at all times what Colonel Barton said: That the music program is not
a glorified form of providing entertainment
Just ’’something for the boys” —- by
an emotional route,' It is the express duty of the musicians of the band assigned
to the hospitals to be prepared to help the patients in patient participation.
—•

At the band training unit at Camp Lee where we are training the bands for
Army bands here and overseas, we have a‘ great many men continuously going through.
If you find some of your personnel of the bands who cannot perform the duties which
you wish, in line with the policies, we shall make every effort to screen through
our men and to effect a training whereby the musicians that you have may be sent
to‘us and-in turn sent to some overseas band or some other organization.where playing is the only Job, and find for you some men v/ho have the educational background
and the desire to render this type of service,
(

*

l

-

. .

*

MARRIESR; I have been working in hospitals for several months, and we have
this
If you v/ill look in Chart 5 in Circular Letter 419 you will see
way.
managed
music as one of the educational activities.
Major Gwynn this morning spoke of
Yes, it is, but it has educational advantage as well.
music as being recreational.
When making a survey at the beginning of 1944 we found at Halloran v/c could establish a music workshop with several cubicles
seven in all, which were sound
than
months
that
ago
Less
eight
workshop started functioning, and the
proof 1
were
since
then
in less than eight months 1500 music lessons
very rough but
figures
different
have been given and over 700
men have been in to use the: music workshop.
Lessons have been given through and by cooperation of the Red Cross with the Music
Council of teachers from Hew York.
LT,

—

.

That has- not even been advertised around the ward. Many of the men haven’t
found until they were in the hospital a month or two that there is a music workshop.

At Mitchell Convalescent Hospital v/e found that there is a real value of establishing a music shop in one barracks 20 x 100 and another 20 x 50 because these
wore needed,
A rehearsal room, a classroom, at least three cubicles, a musical
instrument storeroom with shelves, adequate repairing facilities.and an office, and
the other building a. music appreciation room and a music study room,
How for personnel, in every case that is now in the hospitals, that is in
general hospitals and in the convalescent, the Red Cross is cooperating, the band
We have
men are assisting in giving lessons and so are the Red Cross Gray Ladies,
worked together in this thing and the assignment of two technicians, musical men,
These
from the SCU detachment, we have been able to find only by screening them.
They must have leadership and musical background.
They
men must be adjustable.
must have "civilian experience in teaching. They must have the personality and the

enthusiasm and initiative and a great deal of imagination to go after these men.

Results show themselves in the music workshop in less time than it takes to
tell the story.
We have had HP's come in there and in less than a few hours are hack in the
groove again, when they have seen completely unfitted for anything else that perhaps the reconditioning program has had to offer,
I think there are two basic considerations of music that we
CAPT, BUCICELOW:
have to keep in mind
You will
psychological rehabilitation and resocializatioh.
find both of those words in Mr, Roosevelt*s letter.
—

In the first place, we must not allow ourselves to fall victim to some of the
bad publicity that has been given music in some of our institutions.
Think of music
not as a therapeutic procedure at all. It does not need to be dragged down in the
in
realm of pus and blood to be judged* It stands now where it always has been
the hearts of men.
—

Let us therefore keep in mind that as we establish these music classes, that
we shall not play music for the sake of playing, or for intent, but let’s build our
music around the theme of teaching as an educational process.

In the light of the experience that we have had at Cushing, I v/ould urge that
not
you
overlook the very valuable effects, not only from the standpoint of entertainment, education, job families, recreation, there is no activity that you will
carry on, whether it be physical education through the cadence of well-timed music,
or whether It be a part of a church service, or whether it be the last notes of a
funeral, there is no activity involved in our business here' that cannot be enhanced
by properly chosen music.
CAPT,

THAYER;

There will bo quite a demand for string instruction and piano

instruction.
Unfortunately, the table at the present time set up, the manning chart, does
not provide for technicians who can teach those instruments.

If out of your full band there are no technicians available to take' care of
of the string courses, I think The Adjutant General’s Office can assist materially
in making the exchange and of providing the properly qualified personnel,
MISS VIHCBITT: Pending such time, I do hope that you will try to secure the ser
vices of volunteers and let us try to secure the services of volunteers for you,
CAPT, THAYER;
I think we must be very careful to accept, as
plans go, only those procedures which have been tested end proven
such music officers as Lieutenant Marriner and some of the others
working with him, and remember that these men that were under our
subjects for any unproven schemes that may come along.

far as general
to be workable by
who have been
care, are not

MAJOR BRISCOE: ’’What can you musicians do in your program for an ordinary
dumb cluck like myself in music? I can’t play an instrument or anything. There
are a lot of those men in the Army, Can you do anything for them?”
CAPT, THAYER; Yes, sir. Another thing which the bands of the hospitals must
remember;
that whenever the two questions come up as to whether the musical perfection of the production, or the interests of the patients are to be sacrificed,
then production must be thrown out of the window.

If a convalescent soldier who always wanted to play a coronet way back there
and he can
in civilian life and never had a chance, can get enough instruction
to blow out a tune of ’’Horae Sweet Home” or any simple
do it in a few weeks
melody, you have given him a step forward on the road to recovery and self-confidence, and I think that at all times we should be alert to give .these gentlemen—and the ladies too that may be in the hospital
the instruction.
*—

—

—

It was that that I had in mind when I mentioned substituting the qualified
string and piano instructors for some of the men.

COL. JENSEN: The most common useable musical instrument in-the world everyone
carried with him in the form of larynx and they put together each month out of the
classes that'-come here a wonderful chorus,
I am surd it can he done in the hospitals
You will have to realize that the reason most of us didn’t loam .to sing or the
reason many of us didn’t learn to play a musical instrument is that about that time
somebody brought a radio in the'house and it made the music for them. But .the men
enjoyed it very much.
The instrumental side is very important.

You need it,

COL, BARTON;
In conversation with The Surgeon of the Fifth Service Command”he
asked if Captain Neeley might not bo sent to this conference to toll us something
about a scheme which he had developed at Fletcher for the development of educational
reconditioning materials,
CAPT, KSELSY: For two months, after having graduated from two courses of
Colonel Jensen’s fine school here, have run a program of reconditioning in a 1500
bed hospital alone, and I concur with my colleague, Captain Lyon, when he said that
a reconditioning program is one of the most difficult jobs, one of the toughest
jobs that any man could ever hope to tackle.

The materials that have been developed by the Information and Education Division have been outstanding and excellent.
However, the chief use of these materials
is in the one-hour orientation period which is required of all troops and the offduty discussion periods that are used in some military units, • The orientation and
discussion program in a hospital has become a daily program. Consequently, more
materials are needed for the hospital programs. The development of these materials
must be in conformance with the doctrines expressed in WD Pamphlet 20-3, but it is
believed that these must be suited to the needs of the specific hospitals. In
order to expedite the development of those materials in,our service command, the
It is understood
following plan was evolved and is presented for-your information.
that the distribution of any material of this sort in a service command must be
cleared through G—2 and PRO,

A
A.

Proposed

Educational Research Bureau for The Fifth Service Command

Purpose

To produce and disseminate educational materials to all hospitals in the Fifth
-

Service Command,

B.

Advantages

:

•

-

*

1,
Would eliminate duplication of effort. All materials could be prepared
*
at this center, and not at every hospital-as formerly,
■'
:

Would serve as a testing ground before dissemination. This procedure
should improve the quality of the materials and help make them more attractive to
the patients,
2,

■

Would help improve the educational program at all hospitals,- Specialists
3,
would be devoting full time to this project, aided, perhaps, by contributors from
•
the field,
■
-

*

4,
Would serve as a clearing house for progressive ideas and the best
from
this and other service commands,
materials
5,
be

Would encourage individual initiative,

listed*

Names : Of all contributors could

'■

'

Would relieve the-under-staffed, over-worked education-units of much, or
all, of this particular work, thereby giving them more -time for administrative

6* ■

■

?,

Would boost morale.

-

■

-

-

This project would be intangible evidence to the

men in the field that our Chief is doing everything in his power to help them put

the program

over*

Would eliminate the necessity of collecting a large library at each
The
hooks of this complete library could be loaned to those in the field
hospital.
upon demand,
8,

9,

Would standardize

our educational program,

Would assure advance approval of materials by all concerned, especially
10,
the patients, the commanding officer, and the public relations officer,
C.

Personnel
1 officer, Captain or Major, to serve an Chief or Director.
6 enlisted men to assist in research and preparation of materials. One of
these should be librarian; three should set type and operate printing press;
two should devote full time to research and to checking popularity of
materials with patients and reconditioning staff,
1 secretary to take dictation, transcribe, cut stencils, answer routine
correspondence and mail out materials to various hospitals,

D,

Equipment

&

Supplies

1 complete library kept up to date. Loans could be ma.de,
1 printing press or mimeographing machine,
2 typewriters. One for secretary and one for researchers.
Adequate supply of paper and office supplies, furniture, etc,
E,

Location of Bureau

It ‘is recommended that it be established in the field where materials can
If relatively close to Fifth Service Command
be tested before dissomina.tion.
be
good.
liaison
would
As Fletcher General Hospital is near Columbus,
headquarters,
and as it has reproduction facilities, which soon will include a printing press, it
might be a good location.

F.

Miscellaneous Services

Although this particular bureau will originally produce educational materials
for discussion groups only, it may, upon demand, be able to render other services,
such as; preparing film strips; previewing movies to insure v/isc selection and
dissemination; publishing a Fifth Service Command Reconditioning newspaper; etc,
•

MAJOR BRISCOE:
Is it contemplated that you are going to use something like
this in your service command?
What we were thinking of was to have the materials prepared in
COL. PRESTON:
the various hospitals and sent through the educationa.1 officer in the headquarters
of the service command, hoping that we would not have such spotty discussion
materials,
In other words, your plan is to bring it out in the field,
MAJOR BRISCOE;
screen it, and then standardize some of the materials?
COL, PRESTON: Yes,
And we will probably reduce to about 10 to 15 percent the
Once we get a gooc
amount of work necessary in the field for the various hospitals.
volume of material having been screened we can send it back out to the various
hospitals, and perhaps save a lot of the original research work,

MAJOR BRISCOE:
I can say this: Tha,t from the point of view of curriculum
of curriculum development your plan is entirely sound,
or
techniques
development

JENSEN:

I think there is something here we ought to think about. By
War Department direction, ASF has the responsibility for developing an approval
of all this type of material.
That material, incidentally, is all checked by G-2,
careful
when we get into this field.
Very careful that
We have got to be pretty
COL,

Because you will "be in very- deep conflict if you
we put it clown on paper*
:
It is just a point to keep in mind.

are not.

MAJOR BRISCOS: Do you find the discussion guides that are sent out by the
Information and Education Division helpful? They are sent out regularly
fact
' ' ■
:
.
sheets,
—

,

CAPT, LYON;
We have utilized all that I & E produce, hut you well know if you
are going to have a discussion every day, I .& D hasn’t produced enough material.

What actually happens is that about half of - the week the discussion, programs
are going to have to he improvised on the ground,
That is, somebody.there has got
to do it*
.

MAJOR BRISCOE: May I say that the -I & E Division have produced, I think, 17
or 18 units on three different subjects that are now in process of being printed
and will he out in your hospitals very soon.
Three basic subjects are:

n What is propaganda;

what is fascism; what are

democracies?”
And, following the publication of this material, there will be published at
regular intervals, content material which we believe will be of help to you. That
material.has been approved.
It is produced and I am sure it is in process of being
printed right now and will be out to your hospital soon,
It is the responsibility according to AR 210-70 of the post
librarian to provide supplementary and educational materials for any educational
That would apply to hospitals as well,
program that is in progress.
CLAPT, HALL:

I wonder if you have asked the librarian for help and if she has refused, will
you please let me know and I vail see what I can do about it,

MAJOR BRISCOE:

I think that applies to all service commands,

MR, MORROW:
May I, with your permission, relate our experience with reference
to film materials, I think it has a bearing on the Captain’s point there.

In recent conferences with I.& E in attendance with Major Briscoe, we realized
that we people in reconditioning have an educational program to conduct,.I & E is
charged with the responsibility of the Army Education Program as a whole. However,
in reference to film materials, The Surgeon General for the Reconditioning Division,
will have the right to select the materials which apply to the educational reconditioning program as a -whole, and I & B will tell The Surgeon General whether or not
those film materials are contrary to the War Department policy adopted.
If they are not contrary to the existing policy adopted they will be ordered
and distributed to the commands,
CAPT, LYON:

I would like to put a very practical problem.

Using all of this material that I & E is using we v/ill not have enough to meet
this one hour of discussion that is laid down in 419, What are you going to do

about it?

.

'

It isn’t our intention in 419 that you shall spend one hour
a day necessarily talking about the war, its issues, the problems of peace and so on,
MAJOR BRISCOE:

CAPTAIN DITTRICK: It is not intended as pointed out that, five or six days a
week be devoted to discussion groups along the broad aspects of education and
information.
If the needs of the various groups of patients are going to be met, if they
are going to be met in the hospital program, use some of this time which we might
refer to as general education and general informational subjects, with related
information to the vocational- guidance program. That is, these films that have been
reviewed and approved cover quite a wide range of .vocational interest, and related
to the exploratory aspects of the program. There are other film projects which are
in the mill so to speak in The Surgeon General’s office, in evaluating films, in
attempting to develop certain programs.

Where we may relate to the I & E mission they do have the concurrence of I & E
as Mr, Morrow has pointed out, hut we look to this one hour per day as something
expanding over and heyond v/hat has been the discussion program up to the present
time,
COL. BARTON; In reply to Captain Lyon and Captain Neeley, anyone who has seen
the educational reconditioners at work, knows what a laborious task it is to keep
a current file operating on topics that are necessary for daily use,
I wonder whether you aren’t telling us that v/hat you would like to do is to
send us units that you have developed that seem appropriate for your use in the
field from your field testing, and have us get clearance for it,, and publish it so
that it will be available to others,

MAJOR PATRICK; You would get into all kinds of copyright problems there,
with the source from which the material comes.
We worked it out at a number of hospitals by posting on the bulletin boards
a number of topics, and then letting the men go by and check the topics that they
wanted to discuss.
Take one of these studious persons the Captain speaks about and let him run
down the content of the' subject matter that has been written on those topics, then
pass it around and lot the men read about it and then have tv/o or three of them
prepare to comment on each aspect of the topic. And it works out, with a little
ingenuity; I see no serious problem there of keeping continuous v/ith a lot of
information,

MAJOR JUSTER; The Chief of the Educational Division at Mitchell has arranged
v/ith the San Diego Chamber of Commerce to get some industrialists in with information regarding post-war jobs, and, when I left, we had 32 lectures, arrangements
were being made to have them come in; we v/ill preview the film to see if it is all
right (if they have the film v/ith them) and have them give a talk to the discussion
group,

’MAJOR BRISCOE; That is an.excellent point,
I think Colonel Jensen’s caution
was mainly on the matter of publishing this material,
LT, KISKER; I think we are overlooking one possible source of material that
has possibly been developed during the last tv/o months, to a greater extent than
any of the other programs.
■i

The education department is going to give the vocational training. The classification and counselling is going to give the vocational guidance.
Together they
work for the ,evaluation of the patients’ interests and skills,
Row, to give such guidance you need a substantial supply of materials, educational, occupational, vocational.
To meet that problem we have worked out a system whereby an occupational and
vocational materials unit has been established, one in the special services division
—that is, in the library section in New York City
and the other in The Adjutant
Office,
General's
—

The materials coming from The Adjutant General’s Office will relate to the
counsellors. It will be counsellors orientation material. It will be pitched at
a different level from that coming from the materials unit from the library section.

That material will be for the use of the soldier. You see, there are two
problems there; The orientation of the counsellor and the orientation of the
soldiers.
Both of these programs are being developed on a large

scale.

Just prior to the conference I spent thirty days in New York in a conference
v/ith such organizations as the National Association of Manufacturers, American
Management Association, the Russell Sage Foundation, 20th Century Fund, the Society
for the Advancement of Management,

We are working now in cooperation'with some 15,000 industrial organizations to
supply various types of material that might he of interest in this program,
MAJOR BRISCOS;
requisitioned?

Will that he sent into the hospitals or will it have to he
\

LT. EISKER;

The details
will he sent automatically to
separation and classification
conv lescent hospital program

out. Most of that when possible
the installations,. That is for the larger program of
in all hospitals, hut it fits admirably in this
and the materials will he forthcoming there,
of that will he worked

How, on the counsellor level.
Manpower Commission, the Bureau of

We have already set up a relationship with War
the Office of Education, the
labor organizations, CI0» AFL, Railway Brotherhood, industrial relations groups,
all on a national scale anticipating the use of this material in all Army hospitals,
AAR and ASF.

Labor Statistics,

That material will he available at both levels in the hospital situation in
the convalescent program, and it certainly will help out on a number of these points
that have been brought up,
COL, THORNDIKE;
I want to call your attention to some of the exhibits the hosthe front of the room here.
have
around
put
up
Some of the hospitals have
pitals
material,
some
of
their
some
of
their
charts, and some of them are indeed
brought
very interesting.

We haven’t space to put them all up but if-those who haven’t put their’s up
have them with them, I am sure that some of you would like to stay and see what
x
is being effected in the field?
COL, BREWER;

Is

there anyone here who can tell me how to get help with my

FA system?
MAJOR LOYE; That, program with the public address systems has been developed
and lias to be carried out under the allocation of materials from the Signal Corps
to see that not more than the strategic materials can be used in this overall
program. That is a special arrangement of central procurement of those materials
and are purchased from non-appropriated funds available to the different installations,
MAJOR BRISCOE;

Would you advise Colonel Brewer on that more in detail later?

How, as to your question, ”How do you get a band?”
CAPT, SODERBSRG;
We have eight of the convalescent hospitals furnished with
bands at present, and I understand that a band will be assigned,
COL, THORHDIKE;
I think that this conference has led us a. long way ahead,
learned,
think
we
have
all
as far as our division goes, much about the problems
I
in the field have learned something about this new
you
field,
the
think
that
in
I
Remember
this:
That the convalescent hospital is
convalescent hospital program.
medical
We
have
given you charts, manning tables,
a new type of
installation.
supply lists, which we think are adequate, but which we know will be changed to
and inasmuch as this the last opportunity wo v/ill have to
suit individual needs,
get together, and tomorrow v/ill be devoted entirely to the school and its reconditioning department, I want to express to you gentlemen, on behalf of The Surgeon
General, that we appreciate very much the time you have given us and the discussion
you have produced,

I v/ill make a resolution that v/e express our gratitude for the
MAJOR BOYNTON;
extraordinary hospitality shown by the school at this conference,
COL, THORNDIKE;

A VOICE:

You hear the

resolution.

Wnat is your wish?

Move it be adopted,

COL, THORNDIKE;

All those in favor say aye.

(.Aye)

*■

COL. THOEEDIKE;

Contrary minded.

(None)
COL. THOMDIEB;

It is ‘unanimous.
1

Thank‘you.
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